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Abstract

Despite having a near perfect control over a ball, professional football/soccer players still
often miss penalties. In fact, one fifth of the penalties in professional football are missed.
Psychological factors, such as anxiety or pressure, are often named as explanations for
these misses. A commonly used terminology for this is ’choking under pressure’. In this
study, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) was used to research the influence
of the brain on this process. An ”in the wild” study was set-up (N=22), in which each
participant took 15 penalties under three different pressure conditions. Both experienced
and inexperienced football players were included. Using permutation statistical tests,
it could be concluded that the task-relevant brain region, the motor cortex, was more
activated when players were not experiencing (performance) anxiety. The activation of
task-irrelevant areas was shown to be related to players experiencing anxiety and miss-
ing penalties. These task-irrelevant areas were related to the PFC. More particularly,
an overall higher activation of the PFC and an increased right as compared to left PFC
activation were related to anxious players and missed penalties. The long-term think-
ing ability of the PFC is believed to be an explanation for this, as players might think
about the consequences of scoring or missing the penalty kick. Furthermore, the results
indicated that inexperienced players showed a higher left temporal cortex activation than
experienced players. When experienced players were feeling anxious, their left temporal
cortex activation increased and for inexperienced the opposite was observable. As the
left temporal cortex is related to self-instruction and self-monitoring, this could be an
indication that experienced ”overthink” the situation and neglect their automated skills,
whereas inexperienced players do not instruct themselves enough. Moreover, a higher
connectivity between the motor cortex and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is
implied to be related to performing under pressure. Players that scored a penalty under
pressure namely showed an increased in this connectivity. The results regarding the left
temporal cortex and the connectivity were, however, not significant and therefore only
give an indication. Overall, the results of this study are in line with the neural efficiency
theory. At last, this study also shows that it is possible to get reliable results during an
”in the wild” fNIRS experiment, involving physical activity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is the 122nd minute of the quarter final of the 2010 World Cup Football. The scores are
equal and Ghana gets a penalty kick against Uruguay after a Suarez handball. Asamoah
Gyan takes the responsibility. He is the best penalty kicker of the team and has already
scored two penalties during that World Cup. It will be the very last kick of the game. If
Gyan scored, Ghana would have gone to the semi final and be the first African country to
achieve this. Gyan put the ball on the penalty spot, took a run-up and smashes the ball
against the bar. The ball ended up in the crowd and the referee blew the final whistle.
Ghana lost the ensuing penalty shoot-out and were eliminated from the tournament.

In theory, it should be possible to always score a penalty, since it takes less time for
the ball to reach the goal than for a goalkeeper to dive to a corner. This means that in
order to save a penalty the goalkeeper has to dive before the ball is kicked [1, 2]. This
gives the kicker an advantage, as the goalkeeper has to make the first move. If the penalty
is taken well, there is no chance for the goalkeeper to save it. Especially professional and
talented football players, like Asamoah Gyan, should be able to always score a penalty.
Yet penalties are often missed. Besides Gyan’s miss, there are other famous examples. The
penalty shoot-out between Germany and Italy in the quarter finals of the 2016 European
Championship is one of them. Although the penalties were taken by some of the most
talented football players in the world, 7 out of 18 penalties were missed and 4 were not
even struck at goal. More recently 9 penalties in a row were missed during the 2020
Japanese Super Cup penalty shoot-out.

These examples are related to extreme cases, however also during ’regular’ football
matches, penalties are often missed. In Table 1.1 an overview is given of penalty statistics
of the top 10 European leagues from the last 10 years. As can be seen, only 78.57% of
the penalties are scored, meaning that more than one fifth of the penalties is missed.

Considering the amounts of fans and money that are involved in football nowadays,
winning matches and trophies is becoming increasingly important. If Asamoah Gyan
would have scored his penalty, all of Africa would have been overjoyed. After missing
he left all fans disappointed. Another example: if Arjen Robben would have scored his
penalty in the 2012 UEFA Champions League final, it would have earned his club a total
of 19 millions euros.

Also during ’regular’ league matches, the importance of penalties is high. Although in
such games missing penalties has less of a direct negative emotional and financial impact,
it still has a large influence on the outcome of the match. Especially given the fact that
goals are scarce in football. A game namely has 2.70 goals on average (when looking at
the top 10 European football leagues from 2009 to 2019)1. This means that each goal
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League Penalties per Game Goals Via Penalty (%) Penalties Scored (%)

England 0.25 6.99% 78.18%
Spain 0.28 8.01% 77.42%
Germany 0.27 7.09% 77.08%
Italy 0.32 9.21% 75.64%
France 0.26 8.45% 84.81%
Russia 0.31 9.57% 73.87%
Portugal 0.32 10.66% 86.16%
Ukraine 0.28 8.89% 78.40%
The Netherlands 0.27 6.85% 79.74%
Belgium 0.31 8.11% 74.41%

Average 0.29 8.38% 78.57%

Table 1.1: Average penalty statistics of the top 10 European leagues from 2009/2010 to
2018/2019.1

could be the difference between winning or losing. Out of all the goals scored, 8.38% are
from the penalty spot. Furthermore, there are 0.29 penalties per match on average (see
Table 1.1). This shows that a large number of goals are scored from penalties. It has also
been found that scoring a penalty increases the chances of winning by 32% [3], further
demonstrating the importance of penalties.

An obvious reason for missing penalties is the level of skill of the kicker and the
goalkeeper. Skilled kickers have increased chances of scoring and skilled goalkeepers are
more likely to save a penalty. However, it has been found that physiological factors
play an even bigger role [4]. The pressure of having to score a penalty often seems to
be too much, even for the most skilled and experienced players, causing them to miss.
When the stakes are higher, the probability of scoring decreases [5]. Also, being more
anxious has a negative influence on the quality of the penalty [6]. This phenomenon of
failing to perform under pressure is also referred to as ’choking under pressure’. This
explains why Gyan missed his penalty in the last minute. Although he was a very skilled
individual, the pressure was too much for him. Gyan choked under pressure. The question
remains why people do choke under pressure. Why do anxiety and pressure have such a
big influence? Furthermore, some football players seem to be affected more by pressure
than others. Where Gyan choked under pressure, other players remain calm. This raises
another question: why are some players less likely to choke under pressure?

There is one part of the body that is involved in both the execution of motor skills
and the processing of emotions: the human brain. Therefore the involvement of the brain
during a penalty kick would be interesting to research. Although a lot of studies have
been done related to factors that potentially have an influence on missed penalties, the
involvement of the brain has not been extensively researched yet. And although some
studies exist where the link between choking and brain activity is researched, there is a
lack of experimental studies, especially in the sports domain. Regarding choking under
pressure during penalty kicks, some theories exist [7], however, the number of experimental
studies is low. In fact, only one study has been found where brain activity was measured
during a penalty kick situation [8]. This study was not even focused on choking, instead
the differences in brain activity between experts and novices were measured. Moreover,
the study of Kuriyama et al. [8] was from the goalkeepers perspective. Only the brain

1Data obtained from: www.transfermarkt.com
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activity of the goalkeeper was measured. Furthermore, no actual physical movement was
involved in this study. Videos were namely used instead. These videos were recorded from
the goalkeepers perspective, showing football players kick the ball towards the camera.
Although these videos may be a close representation of a real penalty kick, they are not
the same as the actual situation. Also, in other sports, no study has been found related to
the link between choking and brain activity during actual execution of the sport. During
a penalty kick, there is a lot of pressure in a relatively short period of time, unmatched
by most other sport situations. Therefore a penalty kick is an interesting situation to
research, as choking due to the pressure is likely to happen. Overall, the scarcity of
experimental studies in this field of research shows the added value of this study.

Main reason for this scarcity, is the fact that movement causes significantly large
artefacts in electroencephalogram (EEG) data. In EEG research, the brain activity is
measured in the form of electrical activity and EEG is the most well known and most
commonly used modality for neurophysiology related research. Besides EEG, one can
also use functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to measure brain activity. Unlike
EEG, this modality uses near-infrared light to measure differences in blood-oxygen levels.
Similar to muscles, where oxygen levels in the blood rise when the muscle is tightened,
oxygen levels rise in certain parts of the brain whenever this part of the brain is more
activated. Major downside of fNIRS is its significantly lower temporal resolution com-
pared to EEG. Therefore it is not often used, however, fNIRS excels in its robustness to
motion. In fact, Carius et al. [9] showed that fNIRS is capable of reliably measuring brain
activity during bouldering, a climbing sport involving complex whole-body movements.
This shows that by using fNIRS, it is possible to measure brain activity during physi-
cal activity without the presence of significantly large artefacts. Furthermore, although
fNIRS has lower temporal resolution, it has been used before to measure the effects of
pressure on performance decrements [10]. This study was not related to physical activity,
instead a working-memory task was used. Yet, it still shows that fNIRS can be used
for such measurements. To conclude, fNIRS is a suitable way to reliably measure brain
activity during a penalty kick, without the involvement of major artefacts such as in EEG
measurements.

As previous studies have pointed out that there is a difference in the brain activity of
sportsman/sportswoman with a different level of expertise [8, 11], the level of expertise is
also an interesting factor to consider. Although most studies related to expertise focus on
skill-level (for example, expert goalkeepers show higher activation related to anticipation
than novice goalkeepers [8]), there potentially is a difference in brain activity between
experts and novices during choking. It may seem evident that more experienced players
are less likely to choke under pressure than novice players, as they have been in such
high-pressure situations before. On the other hand, novice players may feel less pressure
to score, as less is expected of them. They have less to lose. The level of expertise is
therefore also an interesting factor to include. It could namely show if experience and
expertise improves one’s ability to deal with pressure.

To conclude, this study will focus on using fNIRS to measure brain activity during
the physical execution of a penalty kick. The aim is to investigate what the relationship
between certain brain activity and choking under pressure is. Furthermore, participants
with a different level of expertise will be included, as it has been shown in previous
studies that there is a difference between the brain activity of experts and novices. By
using related work the brain regions of interest and a number of potential theories were
defined. These theories were then tested in an experiment.
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1.1 Motivation

As explained before, penalty kicks are highly important in football. Penalties are common
(in almost one third of the matches, a penalty kick is present) and have a big influence
on the outcome of a match. By also taking the large amounts of money and number of
fans into account, the importance of penalty kicks increases even more. Namely, missing
a penalty in a crucial match can cause thousands of fans to be disappointed and the
corresponding a club to miss out on millions of euros.

As penalties have such an importance in contemporary football, numerous previous
studies have looked into the causes of missed penalties (see Section 3.1). It has been shown
multiple times that (external) pressure and the kicker’s anxiety reduce the quality of the
penalty and therefore also reduce the chances of scoring. Although the brain potentially
has a large influence on this process and some theories exist [7], only one study was found
where brain activity was measured in a penalty kick situation [8]. However, as explained
before this study by Kuriyama et al. did not focus on choking and no actual movement
was involved. Also in other sports that have something similar to a penalty kick (e.g. a
penalty in hockey), no studies were found where brain activity was measured during the
actual execution of a penalty. This lack of experimental studies shows the importance
of this study. By measuring brain activity during the actual physical activity, one gets
closer to what a real penalty is like. In other words, closer to what really happens in the
brain when missing a penalty kick.

Although studies related to brain activity and stress or pressure in sports are limited,
the level of expertise has often been researched. It has been shown that experts show
significantly different brain activity than novices [8, 11], however, this difference in exper-
tise is often demonstrated by skill. Experts show more efficient brain activity or activate
the ’correct’ areas of the brain for a certain activity when performing a skill. The rela-
tionship between expertise and dealing with pressure has been researched less extensively.
Therefore, it would be interesting to see if, for example, experts are better at dealing with
pressure than novices.

The findings of this study can also be of interest outside the football/sports domain.
Namely, the results of this study can tell something about the relationship between motor
execution and emotions in the brain. This could, for example, be useful information
for surgeons who work under very high pressure. Any mistake would be crucial and
information about the role of the brain in this process can be vital. This study can
namely give insights on why people fail to perform under pressure and possibly also lead
to finding the brain activity associated with performing under pressure.

In short, the motivation behind this study is the importance of penalty kicks in contem-
porary football and the lack of experimental studies regarding brain activity and penalty
kicks. To our best knowledge this is the first study that measures brain activity during
the actual execution of a penalty kick. Furthermore, the correlation between expertise
and dealing with pressure has not been researched extensively before, especially not in
a penalty kick situation. At last, the findings of this study can of interest for domains
outside the football/sports domain as well.
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1.2 Research Questions

Within this study, it is the aim to answer the following main research question:

RQ: What brain activity is associated with choking under pressure in a penalty kick sit-
uation?

This main research question was divided into several sub-research questions:

SubRQ1: What is the difference in brain activity between performing (scoring) and not
performing (missing) when taking a penalty kick?
SubRQ2: What brain activity is associated with performing under pressure during a
penalty kick situation?
SubRQ3: What is the general difference in brain activity between expert and novice
football players whilst taking penalty kicks?
SubRQ4: What brain activity is associated with expert football players that experience
(performance) anxiety when taking a penalty kick?
SubRQ5: What brain activity is associated with novice football players that experience
(performance) anxiety when taking a penalty kick?

In order to answer these research questions, related work has been studied (see Chapter
3) and an ”in the wild” experiment has been set-up (see Chapter 4). Based on the related
work, a number of hypotheses were established. An experiment was done in order to test
these hypotheses. In this experiment, both experienced and inexperienced football players
took several penalties whilst their brain activity was measured. Within this experiment,
different ways to induce pressure were implemented.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, more background information is given about fNIRS. The functionality,
advantages and disadvantages of fNIRS are described in detail. Also, the study of Carius
et al./ [9] is included, which shows the robustness of fNIRS to motion. Furthermore, a
brief overview of the gained insights from two pilot experiments that were conducted, is
given.

2.1 fNIRS

Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a non-invasive way to measure brain
activity. Measurements that are obtained by fNIRS are based on the hemodynamic re-
sponse. More specifically, the idea of fNIRS measurements is based on the fact that
neuronal activity is fueled by glucose metabolism in the presence of oxygen [12]. This
means that when a certain part of the brain is more active, more glucose is consumed.
The blood flow is then adjusted towards these areas. This change in blood flow can be
measured using fNIRS.

Within fNIRS measurements, a distinction can be made between oxygenated hemoglobin
(O2Hb) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb), where hemoglobin is a red protein respon-
sible for carrying oxygen in the blood. O2Hb is the form of hemoglobin with the oxygen
bound, whereas HHb does not have this bound to oxygen. O2Hb may also be referred
to as oxy-Hb and HHb may also be referred to as deoxy-Hb or Hb. In this study, the
abbreviations O2Hb and HHb will be used. During an activity, the rate of O2Hb delivery
generally exceeds the rate of oxygen usage [12]. This results in a peak in O2Hb concen-
tration which is often accompanied by a decrease in HHb concentration. As the delivery
of oxygen is not instant but takes some time to reach the activated part of the brain, a
delay of around 2 seconds can be expected between activation and oxygen delivery. This
means that fNIRS measurements do not represent the current brain activity, rather the
activity of 2 seconds ago.

As the name suggests, fNIRS uses near-infrared light to measure this change in blood
flow. O2Hb and HHb are known to scatter near-infrared light in the range of 700-1000
nm, whereas most other biological tissues are transparent to near-infrared light [12]. By
placing near-infrared light emitters and detectors on the scalp, changes in O2Hb and HHb
concentrations can be detected.

One of the major advantages of using fNIRS is its robustness to movements (as already
mentioned in Chapter 1). Whilst the more commonly used measurement method, EEG,
has better temporal resolution, it is highly vulnerable to movement artifacts. As the
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execution of a penalty kick involves a lot of (irregular) movement, the use of EEG seems
inappropriate. The robustness to movements of fNIRS has been demonstrated by Carius et
al./ [9]. In their study, brain activity was measured during bouldering, which is a special
form of climbing without a rope. In bouldering, complex whole-body movements are
involved. The brain activity during simple climbing routes was compared with moderate
climbing routes. The main focus was on the level of activation in the sensorimotor area.
In total 13 participants were included. Results show that during the activity, almost all
areas of the sensorimotor system were activated. No difference was found between simple
and moderate climbing routes. Most importantly, this study shows that fNIRS is capable
of measuring brain activity during the execution of heavy and irregular movements. As
bouldering involves more extensive movements than kicking a ball, it should be possible
to measure brain activity during the physical execution of penalty kicks as well, without
the presence of significant artefacts.

Another advantage of fNIRS is its rather good spatial resolution. Where EEG is known
for having a poor spatial resolution and an excellent temporal one, for fNIRS, the opposite
applies. The spatial resolution of fNIRS goes up to 1 cm [13], which is significantly better
than the 22-37 cm spatial resolution of EEG (using a 19-electrode system) [14]. However,
the temporal resolution of fNIRS (around 10 Hz maximum) is considerably worse than
EEG (up to a 1000 Hz maximum) [15]. As emotions, stress and worry have a rather
long timestamp (around a few seconds at least), a temporal resolution of 10 Hz should
be sufficient to measure these elements. The Brite equipment of Artinis even allows for a
sample rate up to 50 Hz, which means the temporal resolution can be quintupled2.

Besides its lower temporal resolution, there is another disadvantage of using fNIRS.
Although it is in general difficult to measure brain activity deep within the brain, fNIRS
is considered to be insufficient for measuring these areas. fNIRS is mainly of use for
measuring activity at the outer surface of the cortex. With EEG it would still be possible
to measure activity deep within the brain, however, fNIRS only has a depth sensitivity of
1.5 cm [13]. Therefore only activity close to the scalp can be measured. As most regions
of interest for this research are located in the outer surface of the cortex (see Section 3.2),
fNIRS can be used for this study.

In recent years real-time motion artifact removal for EEG has been extensively re-
searched [16–19]. The results of these studies are promising, as the robustness of EEG
measurements to motion artefacts is increased. This could vouch for the use of EEG
instead of fNIRS, however, additional sensors are often needed in order to remove the
artifacts in real-time and a long calibration is necessary. Furthermore, in all the above
mentioned studies, no extensive movements were considered. In most of these studies,
the participants were seated during the experiment, which means only minor movements
were involved. Therefore fNIRS is still preferred over EEG for this study.

2.2 Pilot Tests

Before this study, two pilot tests were done. The first pilot test was done in order to get
some first insights into the brain activation whilst being under pressure and to design and
evaluate the method and data analysis pipeline. The second pilot test was done in order
to evaluate the newly designed methods for pressure induction.

From the first experiment, it became clear that the used methods for pressure induction

2Information obtained from: https://www.artinis.com/brite#brite-fnirs-system-section
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were not sufficient, as the participants indicated that they did not experience an increase
in pressure when it was intended. The methods used to induced pressure were: the
winner got a prize (Ben & Jerry’s ice cream), the players were allowed to distract one
another and the players were allowed to use trash-talk on each other. During this pilot
experiment,the participants were playing a game of darts. It also became clear that the
used pre-processing steps for the fNIRS data were too strict. Channel data was namely
kept or removed based on the standard deviation of that channel. Using this method a
large part of the data was removed, leaving a small amount of data for the analysis. Still
some interesting findings were done. The connectivity between the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) and the motor cortex was namely clearly larger whenever the participants
were hitting their darts (performing) during the highest pressure condition. This assumes
that this connectivity would be related to performing under pressure.

During the second pilot experiment, different methods to induce pressure were tested
to see if these were more successful. During this experiment, experienced football players
were taking penalties and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) questionnaire [20] was
used to measure the level of pressure. In order to induce pressure, the football players
were distracted by the goalkeeper; the goalkeeper constantly called the player by their
first name and the player had to indicate beforehand to the goalkeeper in what corner
they were going to shoot the ball. From this pilot experiment, it became clear that
these methods to induce pressure were not successful and that the STAI questionnaire
was not sufficient to measure stress/anxiety during sports. A questionnaire that is more
specifically related to performance-anxiety would be more sufficient to use.

Both pilot tests are described in more detail in Appendix A.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, a literature review is presented and discussed. This section contains the
main insights that were gained in this literature review. The aim of this review to gain
more information related to choking under pressure and penalty kicks. At first, exist-
ing theories about why penalties are missed are compared and discussed. Second, the
fear circuit model of Hatfield and Kerick [21] is explained and discussed. All individual
components of this model are further elaborated in the subsections. Third, other psycho-
logical factors, besides brain activity, that are related to stress and pressure are discussed.
Fourth, the study of Kuriyama et al. [8] is discussed in detail, as this is the only study
that has been found where brain activity is measured within a penalty kick situation.
Fifth, commonly used data analysis procedures in fNIRS studies are discussed. At last,
some conclusive remarks are given and a number of hypotheses are set-up.

3.1 Why Are Penalties Missed?

Over the years numerous studies investigated why penalties are missed, the most evident
reason being the level of skill of the penalty kicker and goalkeeper. The placement and
power of the shot [22–24] and the position and diving direction of the goalkeeper [25–31]
have a significant influence on the outcome of the penalty. However, also other less obvious
factors have an influence on the quality of the penalty and therefore on the outcome of
the penalty. For example, the color of the jersey of the goalkeeper and kicker [32–36],
playing at home [37], the status of the kicker or team [38, 39], the amount of time taken
before shooting [6, 39–43], the run-up angle [44–46], being right or left-footed [37, 44, 47,
48] and the posture of the goalkeeper [49–51], all have an influence on the quality of the
penalty kick (for more detail see the overview of Memmert et al. [52]). The majority of
these examples are related to psychology (e.g. status of player or the pressure of playing
in front of your own crowd). Meaning that besides technical skill, psychological factors
seem to have a clear influence on the outcome of a penalty kick as well. In an analysis
of all 41 penalty shootouts taken in the World Cup, European Championships and Copa
America between 1976 and 2004, it was even found that only psychological factors had a
large negative influence on the outcome of the penalty, where skill and fatigue did not [4].

The most common psychological factors that have been studied, regarding penalty
kicks are the kicker’s anxiety and the pressure that the kicker is under. A more anxious
shooter is more likely to crack under pressure and therefore miss the penalty kick. This
decrease in performance under pressure is also referred to as ’choking’. Chiappori, Levitt
and Groseclose [28] found that the probability of scoring a penalty is lower in the last half
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hour of a game as compared to the first 15 minutes, suggesting that higher pressure (i.e.
at the end of the match) negatively influences the outcome of a penalty. More recently,
Arrondel, Duhautois and Laslier [5] analysed 252 penalty shoot-outs (sequence of penalties
at the end of a match to decide a winner) in all the three French Cup competitions from
1995 until 2017 to see the effects of the stakes and risks of winning and losing on the
scoring probabilities. They have found that when the stakes are high and there is a
greater risk of losing, the probability of scoring a penalty is reduced. This even is the
case for experienced kickers. Their results show that when there is is more at stake and
there is a high risk of losing (i.e. high pressure), kickers are more likely to choke under
pressure. In this study, the role of the goalkeeper was not taking into account. Similarly,
Wilson, Wood and Vine [6] found that more anxious kickers shooting significantly more
centralised and within the goalkeeper’s reach. Also in many other sports this ’choking’
effect has been found, such as weightlifting [53], golf [54], chess [55], basketball [56] and
tennis [57]. This provides a solid basis that, besides technical skill, psychological aspects
play a significant role in the performance of athletes, as it can cause them to choke under
pressure.

3.1.1 The Theories Behind Choking

There are two dominant explanations of the existence of choking under pressure, focusing
on either self-focus or distraction. Both theories have often been studied. Where the
self-focus theory is often favoured in dual-task experiments, qualitative research supports
the distraction theory. Below both theories are further elaborated.

The self-focus theory proposes that anxiety or pressure increases the level of self-
consciousness, resulting in more consciously monitoring or controlling skill execution, and
choke as a result [58–60]. This means that too much pressure leads to the undermining of
automatism and therefore there is too much attention towards the execution of the skill.
On the other hand, the distraction-theory proposes that anxiety or pressure occupies
the working memory, causing a shift from task-relevant cues to task-irrelevant cues [58,
60–62]. This means that unlike the self-focus theory, too little attention is towards the
execution of the skill. These distractions can be either internal (e.g. worries) or external
(e.g. distracting fans).

The studies related to penalty kicks suggests that the distraction theory is more plau-
sible. In laboratory experiments, it has been shown that more attention towards the
goalkeeper results in less accurate penalties, as they are more directed towards the goal-
keeper [6, 43]. Also distracting moves by the goalkeeper, have a negative influence on the
quality of the penalty. It is therefore recommended for a goalkeeper to draw attention
upon him- or herself, as this increases the chances of saving the penalty [49, 51, 52, 63].
The influence of attention towards the goalkeepers on the quality if the penalty kick, has
also been analysed outside a laboratory experiment. An analysis of all penalty shoot-
outs from 1984 to 2012 during FIFA World Cups and European Football Championships
supports these laboratory experiments, as it was found that more attention towards the
goalkeepers and when the goalkeepers distracted the kicker, resulted in more saves/better
goalkeeping performance [64]. The circles of attention by Eberspächer [65] provide an
overview of the different levels of distraction (see Figure 3.1.1). It can be seen that in
order to have the optimal performance the player should be focused on him- or herself and
the task. In this case, the task would be scoring a penalty. This is the centre of the circle.
Every form of distraction will result in a decrease in performance. This is illustrated by
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the outer circles. When players are distracted their attention shifts from the centre circle
to one of the outer circles.

Figure 3.1: The circles of attention by
Eberspächer [65]

From inner to outer circle the rings rep-
resent: 1. focus on the task, 2. focus on
the directly surrounding environment (e.g.
audience, opponents, referee etc.), 3. fo-
cus on the comparison between the ideal
world and reality (e.g. ”What if I had
trained more often on penalties?”), 4. fo-
cus on the result (winning or losing), 5.
focus on the consequences (e.g. ”If I miss
this penalty my fans will be disappointed
in me”) and 6. focus on the meaning of life
(e.g. ”What am I doing here? Why am I
even taking this penalty? It is a waste of
time”). According to this theory, pressure
causes one’s focus to shift from the middle
of the circle to further outwards. Therefore
the circles provide a nice overview on how
pressure is related to the ability to focus
on a task.

On the other hand, studies have shown
that adopting an external focus (e.g. focus
on a target in the goal) improves motor performance as compared to an internal focus
(e.g. focus on your leg whilst kicking the ball) [66–68]. This could be an argument for
the self-focus theory, as it proves that an internal focus, being more conscious about your
own movements, decreases performance. However, during these experiments participants
were instructed to adopt an internal or external focus, meaning that there is no sign that
the difference in focus is caused by pressure. Furthermore, as the negative impact of
a distracting goalkeeper does not fit within the self-focus theory, the distraction theory
seems more likely.

3.1.2 Neural Efficiency

The self-focus theory and distraction theory seem to be very different. However, when
looking at the brain, it is arguable that the two theories are actually more similar than
originally thought.

The ”neural efficiency” hypothesis, namely posits that expert athletes show more effi-
cient brain activity than non-athletes, meaning that task-relevant activities are increased
and task-irrelevant activities are decreased. When executing a penalty kick (or any other
sport related activity) the motor cortex is a task-relevant area, as the main goal is to per-
form a certain movement. Task-irrelevant areas as the prefrontal cortex (which is related
to planning and long-term thinking, for example), should therefore be activated less. The
optimal performance is therefore achieved by mostly activating task-relevant areas. This
hypothesis is supported by literature, as it has been found that expert athletes have a
higher activation in task-relevant areas [69–71] and a lower activation in task-irrelevant
areas [11, 72–77]. The distraction theory and ”neural efficiency” hypothesis are in agree-
ment. Task-irrelevant activity can namely be seen as a distraction from task-relevant
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activities.
Consciously monitoring or controlling skill execution (and therefore neglecting auto-

mated skills) also activates task-irrelevant parts of the brain. Within the sports domain
the left temporal cortex is considered to play an important role in conscious motor pro-
cessing [78, 79]. A lower left temporal activity is also associated with higher expertise
[11, 72–74, 80–83]. It has even been shown that under pressure left temporal activity
is increased [79]. A higher level of conscious motor processing therefore increases task-
irrelevant areas of the brain. Conscious motor processing causes irrelevant activity and
a decrease of relevant activity. Wolf et al. [11] also argue that ”under pressure athletes
might redirect their attention to the execution of well-known automatic skills in order
to consciously regulate their movement”. Whilst being distracted your attention is also
redirected towards task-irrelevant areas. It can therefore be argued that an increased level
of self-consciousness is a form of (voluntary) distraction.

The self-focus theory and distraction theory are therefore not that far apart. Both
namely focus on a certain kind of distraction. Arguably the self-focus theory can even be
seen as a form of internal distraction.

3.2 Fear Circuit Model

All the above mentioned hypotheses and theories come together in the fear circuit model
of Hatfield and Kerick [21]. This model, shown in Figure 3.2, provides an overview of
the neurological processes underlying choking. Although this model is from 2007, results
from more recent studies are still in agreement with the model. Therefore this model still
seems relevant to use in this study.

In this section, the model is described in further detail. All individual components of
the model are discussed in the subsections below. In these subsections the recent studies
mentioned before are also included.

According to the model of Hatfield and Kerick [21] football players that experience
high stress during a penalty kick, will have a lack of control over the prefrontal cortex.
This will result in a higher activation in the limbic system and consequently also a higher
activation in the left temporal region. This results in nonessential communication between
the left temporal regions and the premotor cortex. The motor loop, consisting of the
basal ganglia, thalamus, premotor cortex and the motor cortex, is therefore disturbed.
Also, the inconsistent prefrontal activity will disturb the motor loop, as the prefrontal
cortex and the basal ganglia are directly communicating. This disturbance in the motor
loop (inconsistent input), results in inconsistent output and therefore the quality of the

Figure 3.2: Neurobiological Model of the Fear Circuit, based on the work of Hatfield and
Kerick [21]
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performance also becomes inconsistent.
In the subsections below each individual area of the brain involved in this model is

explained in detail. Other studies to choking related to these brain areas are included as
well. The information given in the subsections below show that both the self-focus and
the distraction theory fit within the Fear Circuit model. Namely, distraction is mostly
related to activation in the prefrontal cortex and self-consciousness about your movements
is related to activation in the left temporal cortex. Inconsistency in both of these regions
will possibly lead to choking. Furthermore, efficient activation of the essential regions of
the brain will result in higher quality performance. When task-irrelevant areas are over-
activated, the motor loop will be disturbed. This shows that also the ”neural efficiency”
hypothesis fits within this model.

3.2.1 Prefrontal Cortex

In general, the Prefrontal Cortex (PFC) is related to planning (setting goals), focusing
attention and managing emotional reactions. The PFC is located in the front of the brain
(see Figure 3.3).

According to Korb [7] the long term planning element of the PFC causes a distraction.
Because of this long-term planning ability, the PFC is aware of the consequences of our
actions and thus of the consequences of missing or scoring a penalty. Korb states that an
overactivation of the PFC causes choking. Someone who is able to silence their PFC will
perform better under pressure. The study of Nosrati et al. [84] supports this theory, as
they found that the PFC was significantly activated whilst someone was distracted from
performing a motor task. In this case, the motor task was driving, general true/false ques-
tions were used as a distraction and fNIRS measurement equipment was used to measure
the brain oxygenation. The activation induced by distraction was identified by an increase
in O2Hb. This was mostly accompanied by a decrease in HHb. This activation was sig-
nificant in both right and left PFC. These findings were in line with an earlier fMRI study
using the same driving task and distractions [85]. Whilst distracted the left and right PFC
are significantly activated. These areas are not activated when no distraction is present.

Figure 3.3: Prefrontal Cor-
tex3

In this study, it is also clearly observable that the medial pre-
frontal cortex (mPFC) is not activated in both the distracted
and the not-distracted condition.

Also, Ito et al. [10] showed that there is an association
between pressure-induced performance decrements and PFC
overactivation in an n-back working memory task. Pressure
was applied by offering money-based awards and pretending
to monitor the performance of the participants. An overacti-
vation was associated with an increase in O2Hb in both the
left and right PFC. Only in the highest load task level the
error rate and PFC activation were found to increase with
pressure.

These studies show that PFC activity is task-irrelevant.
Increased PFC activation namely causes decreased motor-
skilled performance. This can be explained by the fact that
increased PFC activation is associated with being stressed
[86, 87]. Often footballer players themselves mention that stress or anxiety is a cause for

3Retrieved from: commons.wikimedia.org
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missing penalties. When looking at studies outside of the sports domain, that measure
PFC activation related to stress, contradicting results are found. On one hand, it has
been shown that stress is related to a significant increase in O2Hb in the bilateral PFC
[88, 89]. This indicates an increase in PFC activity when stressed. On the other hand,
Al-shargie, Tang and Kiguchi [90] found a decrease in PFC activation when being stressed.
Both studies were focused on mental arithmetic tasks. Therefore there seems to be some
uncertainty regarding the activation of the PFC during stress.

A theory by Hatfield and Kerick [21] may explain these contradicting results. They
namely state that not the overall (de-)activation of the PFC, but the reductions in pre-
frontal asymmetry indirectly causes choking. Prefrontal asymmetry refers to the differ-
ence between left and right PFC. This would explain why both an overall increase and
an overall decrease of PFC activation were observed in the studies mentioned above. The
asymmetry between left and right PFC is namely more important than overall PFC ac-
tivation. Stress can namely be observed when both left and right PFC have increased
activation (meaning an increase in overall PFC activation) and when both left and right
have decreased activation (meaning a decrease in overall PFC activation). Furthermore,
it has been shown that higher activation in the right PFC, as compared to the left PFC, is
associated with reduced motivation and higher stress and anxiety, while a higher left PFC
activation, as compared to right PFC, is associated with increased motivation and resilient
behaviour [91]. This suggests that a higher left PFC activation corresponds to better per-
formance in exercise/sports [92]. Therefore choking will be most possibly characterised
by an increase in right PFC activation and a decrease in left PFC activation.

3.2.2 Basal Ganglia

In general, the basal ganglia is associated with the planning of movements, memory, emo-
tions and attention. The basal ganglia is located in the centre of the brain (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Basal Ganglia4

Not a lot of studies has been done regarding the involvement
of the basal ganglia in choking under pressure. For a long
time it was believed that the brain’s emotion and movement
loops worked independently, although there were also suspi-
cions that the emotion loop has an influence on the move-
ment loop [93]. Recently it has been discovered that the basal
ganglia functions as a one-way communication pathway from
the emotion loop to the movement loop [93]. This allows the
emotions loop to influence the movement loop, but not vice
versa. These results again show that emotions directly influ-
ence the execution of movements and therefore also directly
influence performance in sports. This means that potentially

a higher activation in the basal ganglia could be related to choking, however, no study
has been found that looked into this. As the basal ganglia is located quite deep in the
brain it is difficult to measure, especially using fNIRS. This could explain the absence of
studies into the basal ganglia and its relationship with choking.

4Retrieved from: https://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/blog/what-are-basal-ganglia
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3.2.3 Thalamus

The thalamus mainly acts as a relay centre from the spinal cord and brainstem to the

Figure 3.5: Thalamus5

cerebral cortex. The thalamus is located in the centre of the
brain (see Figure 3.5). The thalamus is known to be involved
in motor control, as it is in between the cerebral motor ar-
eas and the motor-related subcortical structures (such as the
basal ganglia) [94, 95]. Similar to the basal ganglia, the thala-
mus also seems to act like a pathway, with the cerebral cortex
as destination. However, there is a more advance interplay
between the thalamus and the cerebral cortex. The connec-
tivity between the two is responsible for ”the flow of images
in one’s stream of thought” [96], meaning that the thalamus
helps in visualizing one’s thoughts. The thalamus is therefore
considered to play an important role regarding consciousness.
Although self-consciousness is a common source of choking
(see Section 3.1.2), no study has been found regarding the
relationship between the thalamus and choking under pressure.

3.2.4 Premotor Cortex

The premotor cortex is involved in movement control and therefore very important in
physical sports like football. More specifically, its function is to prepare the muscles for
the exact movements that will be made. The premotor cortex is located in between the
PFC and the motor cortex (see Figure 3.6). In studies related to the premotor cortex and

Figure 3.6: Premotor
cortex6

choking, some interesting results were found. Namely, there is
a link between premotor cortex activity and rewards. Mobbs et
al. [97] namely suggest, based on their results, that the premo-
tor cortex (more specifically the bilateral ventral premotor area)
is involved comparing the value of a reward and the amount of
effort it would take to gain the reward. It is involved in determin-
ing how much motivation one has for a certain reward. Premo-
tor cortex activity was significantly higher for a combination of
higher rewards and easier tasks. Similarly, Lee and Grafton [98]
state that premotor activity is significantly increased for increas-
ing rewards. As motivation is closely linked to the rewards, the
premotor area could be an interesting area to investigate. It is
namely arguable that a higher premotor activation is related to
higher motivation and without motivation, people will not choke.
An increased activation of the premotor cortex could therefore be

related to choking under pressure.
Furthermore, synchronized activity between the premotor area and the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which is a small area in the PFC, has shown to reduce the
chances of choking. This is according to the study of Lee and Grafton [98] and more
explanation on this can be found in the next section (Motor Cortex - Section 2.3.5).

5Retrieved from: https://www.thescienceofpsychotherapy.com/glossary/thalamus/
6Retrieved from: https://www.psychologytoday.com
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3.2.5 Motor Cortex

The motor cortex controls the execution of movement. The motor cortex is located right
next to the premotor cortex (see Figure 3.7). As the motor cortex is directly responsible

Figure 3.7: Motor cortex7

for the execution of movements, the link between motor cor-
tex activity and sports performance has been studied. Wolf
et al. [69] showed that expert table tennis players show a
higher motor cortex activation than novice players. This
higher activation was reflected by clear 8-10 Hz event-related
desynchronization (ERD). This low-level ERD is associated
with more complex movements. This indicates that experts
show increases motor cortex (task-relevant) activation, which
is in line with the ”neural efficiency” hypothesis. This would
indicate that increased motor cortex activity would lead to
better performance.

Where Wolf et al. just focused on the motor cortex, Lee
and Grafton [98] looked into the functional connectivity be-
tween the PFC and the motor cortex. Where functional
connectivity refers to a statistical relationship between the
activity of two regions [99]. In their experiment participants had to play a challenging
game based on the classic arcade video game Snake. After some training, the participants
could earn a reward ($5, $10 or $40) if they could successfully complete a trail. The
awards were picked pseudorandomly. They found that choking under pressure led to in-
creased functional connectivity between the motor cortex and the PFC (more specifically
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex - DLPFC). This suggests that the involvement of the
PFC in the motor cortex processes causes choking, which is in line with the theories and
findings presented in Section 3.2.1 and in line with the ”neural efficiency” hypothesis.
However, when the researchers examined whether this change in connectivity affected
the performance, they found contradicting results. Namely, participants who showed the
greatest increase in connectivity from the $10 condition to the $40 condition, choked the
least. This was measured by comparing the accuracies between $10 and $40 trials. The
larger the increases in functional connectivity, the more likely participants were to show
maintained performance. These results show that increasing connectivity protects against
choking rather than causing choking. This contradicts with the idea that the PFC is a
distracting activity. In fact, Lee and Grafton state that increased prefrontal involvement
could signal a resistance against distraction. It has to be noted that the study of Lee
and Grafton did not look into the connectivity between the motor cortex and the overall
PFC. Only the connectivity with the DLPFC was considered and this area of the PFC
is related to cognitive control. Other studies also found that during performance failure
due to distraction, functional connectivity between DLPFC and important motor perfor-
mance related areas decreased [100, 101]. Lee and Grafton [98] found similar findings for
the connection between the premotor cortex and the DLPFC.

These studies show that an increase in motor cortex activity could be beneficial for
performance, as experts show increased motor cortex activity as compared to novices.
Furthermore, the connectivity between the DLPFC and the motor cortex seems to be
important for dealing with pressure. A higher connectivity between these regions reduces
the chances of choking.

7Retrieved from: http://www.brainmatters.nl/terms/primaire-motorcortex/
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3.2.6 Limbic System

The limbic system is involved in behavioural and emotional responses, especially regarding
survival. Feeding, caring, fight or flight responses and reproduction are examples of the
functionalities of the limbic system. It is located deep within the brain, just above the

Figure 3.8: Limbic Sys-
tem8

brainstem (see Figure 3.8). Important parts of the limbic
system are the thalamus, amygdala and hippocampus. No
study has been found where the relationship between limbic
activity and choking was examined. However, it has been
shown that deactivation of the limbic system corresponds
with higher stress levels [102]. It has to be mentioned that
this study focused on acute psychosocial stress, which seems
to be unlikely to occur during a penalty kick. Psychosocial
stress is namely related to unrealistic demands. Executing a
penalty kick does not seem like an unrealistic demand.

More studies have been done regarding the relationship
between stress and the limbic system. It has for example
been shown that stress induced by negative social feedback,
when a reward was anticipated, results in increased amyg-
dalar activation [103]. Furthermore, responsiveness and in-

terconnectivity are increased in the amygdala when exposed to an acute stressor [103,
104].

Although the link between stress and the limbic system is well established, no study has
been found looking into the involvement of the limbic system in choking under pressure.

3.2.7 Anterior Cingulate

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is associated with empathy, impulse control and
emotion. The ACC is located towards the front of the brain and left of the basal ganglia

Figure 3.9: Anterior Cin-
gulate Cortex9

(see Figure 3.9). In studies related to choking it has been
shown that the ACC is related to emotion control. Namely,
deactivation of the ACC is related to people who react to
a stressor [102]. On the other hand, increased activity in
the right ACC is correlated with a better performance [97].
This gives an indication that the ACC is involved in emo-
tion control. Namely, by activating the ACC stress levels
are reduced, whereas a lack of ACC activity corresponds to
increased stress levels. However, it has to be mentioned that
the ACC is also engaged in saliency detection and therefore
it may not per se encode stress in the previous named studies
[103]. Overall, there is still some uncertainty about the in-
volvement of the ACC in choking. Although there seems to
be a relationship between stress and ACC deactivation, this
relationship could be coincidental.

8Retrieved from: https://nl.pinterest.com/pin/531284087283367460/
9Retrieved from: https://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/
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3.2.8 Left Temporal Cortex

The temporal lobe’s main functionality is related to language and speech. The temporal
lobe is located on the side of the brain, behind the ears (see Figure 3.10). A lot of

Figure 3.10: Left Tempo-
ral Cortex10

studies have been done regarding the influence of the tem-
poral lobe (mainly left temporal cortex) on sports perfor-
mance. Already in the 1980s, Hatfield et al. [80–82] showed
that only expert shooters have lowered left temporal activity
in the preparatory period before shooting, whereas for novice
shooters this activity remained constant. Using EEG an in-
crease in alpha power (8-12 Hz) in the left temporal region
(T3) was measured for expert shooters. Novice shooters did
not show this increase. An increase in alpha power is associ-
ated with less cognitive demands, meaning that less activity
is observable [105]. Contrary, the right temporal region (T4)
remained constant. In more recent studies the same results
were observed [72, 73, 83], even in other aiming sports like
archery [106] and biathlon shooting [107]. It is clear that in
shooting and other aiming related sports, there is a difference

in brain activity observable at the left temporal region between experts and novices.
The same difference can be observed in other sports. Also, table-tennis experts show

higher alpha activity in the left-temporal region compared to novices, whilst the right
temporal region remained constant [11]. Furthermore, a higher left-temporal alpha activ-
ity corresponded to more world rank points (i.e. a higher level of skill). This shows that
even between different experts a distinction can be made when looking at left-temporal
alpha power activity. Wolf et al. [11] associate this reduced left temporal activity with
more ’flow-experience’. On the other hand, increased left temporal activity is associated
with self-instruction and disturbing thoughts. It is therefore believed that novices are
more self-conscious about their motor processes, whereas experts, because of their higher
level of expertise, have automated the skill and therefore do not have to think that much
about it. Wolf et al. also argue that because of mental pressure, experts will neglect their
automated skills and start to consciously monitor their own motor processes. This would
mean that under pressure left temporal activity would increase. The study of Zhu et al.
[79] supports this hypothesis of Wolf et al., as they have found an increase in left temporal
activity under pressure in a golf putting task.

Furthermore, Wolf et al. [11] also argue that novice players do need to activate their
left temporal cortex in order to perform. Where experts should minimize their left tem-
poral cortex activation, novices should activate it more. They namely found that novice
table tennis players are having a flow-experience when their left temporal cortex is more
activated. This could be explained by the fact that self-instruction and self-monitoring
are crucial in the early stages of motor skill learning. As novice players have not auto-
mated the motor skills needed for playing table tennis, it is better to instruct and monitor
themselves more in order to learn.

This shows that the left temporal cortex is directly related to choking. Experts show
a decrease in activity in this region, whereas the right temporal cortex remains constant.
An increase of left temporal activity is an indication of choking for experts. Whereas,
novices should activate their left temporal cortex more in order to perform.

10Retrieved from: http://www.neurocogmed.com/article1.htm
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3.2.9 Corticospinal Tract

Figure 3.11: Corticospinal
Tract11

The corticospinal tract (CPT) is the main spinal pathway in-
volved in voluntary movements. It is connected to the motor
cortex (see Figure 3.11). The CPT is necessary for trans-
ferring information from the motor cortex to the muscles.
Although this tract is directly involved in the execution of
movements, no link between CST activity and choking has
been found. Also, no relationship between stress or anxiety
and the CSP was found. The CSP seems to simply communi-
cate information from the motor cortex, no alternations are
made.

3.3 Other Psychological Factors

Besides brain activity, other psychological measurements can
be used to detect stress or choking. It is well known that
stress will lead to increased blood pressure, increased muscle
tension and your heart rate to speed up [108]. It has also
been shown that autonomic arousal (a combination of heart
rate, skin conduction, skin temperature and blood volume
pulse) increases [10].

A lot of studies related to penalty kicks looked into the
eye gazing directions of the kicker, to see if he or she was
distracted. As explained in Section 3.1, the distracting role
of the goalkeeper has been extensively studied over the years.
It was namely found that the (off-centre) position, posture
and distracting moves (e.g. waving with arms) increase the
chances of saving the penalty kick [25, 43, 49–51]. The aim of
the goalkeepers should namely always be to draw attention
upon him- or herself. By making use of eye-tracking equip-
ment, the distracting impact of the goalkeeper can be measured. It has been shown that a
longer fixation on the goalkeeper, corresponds to lower quality penalties [6, 43, 64]. This
shows that the goalkeeper is a distracting factor, which has an impact on the quality of
the penalty kick.

Besides the goalkeeper, there are other potential distracting elements during a penalty
kick. An obvious distracting factor could be the crowd. Especially when playing an
away match the opposing crowd will try to distract the kicker by waving or making
noises. Surprisingly, the distracting factor of the crowd has not been extensively studied.
Although it has been established that the presence of a crowd increases pressure and the
presence of an audience is often used to induce high levels of stress [109, 110], the direct
effect of distracting moves by the crowd has not been looked into. Also the possibly
distracting role of a referee has not been studied. It has, however, been shown that
moving advertisements behind the goal negatively impact the accuracy of penalty kicks
[111]. A moving advertisement caught the visual attention of the kickers and therefore was
a distracting factor. As a result, the penalty kicks were more variable (i.e. less consistent)
as compared to no or a stationary advertisement. Although the moving advertisement

11Retrieved from: https://brainmadesimple.com/corticospinal-tract/
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Figure 3.12: The averaged results of novices (left) and experts (right) measured over the
prefrontal cortex - blue indicates low activity and red indicates high activity. No further
information is given by Kuriyama et al., so the meaning of the x and y-axis is unclear [8]

caught more attention and this seemed to have a negative impact on the shot-accuracy,
no significant difference in penalty outcome (i.e score or miss) was found. Meaning that
although penalties were aimed less well, it had no significant impact on the outcome in
this study.

As mentioned before, Nosrati et al. [84] and Schweizer et al. [85] found a significant
increase in PFC activation when being distracted from a motor task. For both studies the
motor task was driving-related. While Schweizer et al. used fMRI to measure the brain
activity, Nosrati et al. used fNIRS. This shows that distraction can be measured using
fNIRS and that PFC activation is related to this.

In short, the above mentioned studies show that autonomic arousal and its individual
elements can be used to measure stress and eye-tracking can be used to establish how
much the kicker is distracted. These psychological measurements can be used to confirm
if a kicker is stressed or distracted. It is therefore useful to, besides brain activity mea-
surements, also measure autonomic arousal and eye gazing. This way the measurements
can be compared to see if they are in agreement.

3.4 Penalty Kick Studies

Only one study has been found that measured brain activity during a penalty kick. This
study was conducted by Kuriyama et al. [8] and in this study, fNIRS was used to measure
the brain activity of a goalkeeper during a penalty kick. The study (N=8) is focused on
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different levels of expertise, so both experts and novice goalkeepers participated. Partic-
ipants were seated and had to watch a clip of a kicker placing down the ball, running
up towards the ball and kicking the ball. No actual physical goalkeeping actions were
involved. Prefrontal activity was measured. The results show that expert goal-keepers
have stronger prefrontal activity and the highest activity was observed when the ball was
kicked. Regarding novices, lower prefrontal activity was observed and when the ball was
kicked, no difference in activity was observed. The results are shown in Figure 3.12.

Kuriyama et al. [8] concluded that experts show higher prefrontal activity, however,
when looking at the results in Figure 3.12 there is not just increased activity all over
the PFC. Even some areas show decreased activation. Therefore their conclusion does
not seem fitting. A more suiting conclusion would be that for experts there is a higher
contrast in prefrontal activity as compared to novices. Furthermore, when looking at the
PFC activity for expert goalkeepers, it seems that the left PFC is more activated than
the right PFC. This would be in line with the results presented in Section 3.2.1, as it was
concluded that increased left PFC activation would correspond with better performance.
However, Kuriyama et al. are unclear about the orientation of their plots. No information
is given if both left and right PFC are measured and if the left side of the plot also
corresponds to the left PFC. Therefore, no conclusions can be made about increased left
PFC activation.

As only one study could be found related to penalty kicks, it shows that no extensive
research has been done in this field. The brain activity of the kicker has not yet been
measured and no measurement has been done during the actual activity. Furthermore,
no pressure was applied on the participants.

3.5 Data Analysis

From the studies discussed in the above sections, it can be determined that the PFC,
the left temporal cortex and the (pre)motor cortex play vital roles in choking. More
specifically, an overall higher PFC activation, higher symmetry between left and right
PFC activation, higher left temporal activation, lower motor cortex activation and lower
connectivity between (pre)motor cortex and DLPFC have all been related to choking.
There are other areas of the brain involved in the fear circuit model, however, these areas
either have a less significant impact or are more difficult to measure using fNIRS because
of their deeper location within the brain.

Now that the brain regions of interest are known it is important to establish methods
for analysing fNIRS data. At first the recorded data needs to be pre-processed. Al-
though fNIRS is more robust to movements, there will still be artefacts in the data, both
motion-related and psychological-related. In order to reduce this noise, the data will be
bandpass-filtered and detrended, as these are commonly used practices [112]. Further-
more, noisy channels need to be removed. This can be done manually or based on the
within-subject standard deviation [113]. If the standard deviation of a channel is above
a certain threshold, it is considered to be too noisy and therefore needs to be removed.
Other, more advanced, methods to remove/reduce motion artefacts are Independent Com-
ponent Analysis (ICA) [114] and Temporal Derivative Distribution Repair (TDDR) [115].
In the ICA method, the fNIRS signal is separated into a number of components and the
components with high correlation with motion artefacts are removed. The TDDR method
removes motion artefacts by looking at the changes of the fNIRS signal. If these changes
are too rapid or steep, the signal is altered. Major advantage of this method, is that there
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is no need to make assumptions about the distribution of the data (e.g. need to assume
a normal distribution).

As explained in Section 2.1, when using fNIRS, there are two types of data per channel:
O2Hb and HHb. Similar to EEG measurements, it is necessary to compare the fNIRS
data during activity or stimuli to a period of rest. Ito et al. [10] included a period of rest
in between each load level of an n-back working memory task (1-back, 2-back and 3-back).
This rest period is then used as a baseline. The average baseline activity is subtracted
from the brain activity during the actual activity/stimuli.

It is very common in fNIRS studies to compare the average brain activity of different
groups with each other. For these comparisons, the ANOVA statistical test is often used
[10, 98]. This test allows to determine whether the data of two different groups are
significantly different. Ito et al. [10] used this ANOVA test to see whether there is a
significant difference in PFC activation between people that are put under pressure and
people that are not put under pressure. Besides ANOVA tests, also permutation tests are
often used [116]. These tests require more processing power and are therefore becoming
increasingly popular in recent years, as the processing power of computers has increased.
Permutation tests have the advantage that no statistical power is lost due to an excessively
strict correction for multiple comparisons [116].

In order to determine the connectivity between areas of the brain, it is common to use
Pearson correlation coefficients [117]. This coefficient tells something about the similarities
between two fNIRS channels. If the channels show similar activity, it means that the
connectivity is high.

3.6 Overview

In this section, a literature review was given, which aimed to find more information on
choking and in particular the relationship between choking and brain activity during a
penalty kick. Based on the model of the fear circuit by Hatfield and Kerick [21], the
brain areas involved in choking during sports were established. These areas were the
prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus, premotor cortex, motor cortex, limbic system,
anterior cingulate, left temporal cortex and the corticospinal tract. Due to the deeper
location of the basal ganglia, thalamus, limbic system, anterior cingulate and corticospinal
tract, these areas cannot be measured using fNIRS. This means that the brain regions of
interest (ROI) for this study are the prefrontal cortex, premotor cortex, motor cortex and
left temporal cortex.

In Table 3.1, an overview is given of all the findings in the literature corresponding to
the ROIs. Based on the findings presented in this table, a number of hypotheses can be
made.

At first, an increased prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation will lead to choking. This
hypothesis is based on the theories of Korb [7], who states that the overactivation in the
PFC will act as a distraction in the brain. This theory is supported by studies that found
that an increase in PFC activation is associated with being distracted from a physical task
and with being stressed. However, the studies of Al-shargie,Tang and Kiguchi [90] and
Kuriyama et al. [8] are not in line with this theory. First, Al-shargie,Tang and Kiguchi
found a decrease in PFC activation when being stressed, which is the exact opposite of
the findings of other studies. Second, Kuriyama et al. found an increase in PFC activity
for expert goalkeepers. When overactivation in the PFC is associated with choking,
it would be expected that experts would show decreased PFC activation, as they are
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more experienced and familiar with the situation than novices. Although there is some
inconsistency about this theory, it will still be interesting to test this theory during this
study and see whether the assumptions of Korb are true. Therefore this hypothesis is
included within this study.

Second, reductions in PFC asymmetry will lead to choking. This theory by Hatfield
and Kerick [21] is also related to the PFC. However, instead of the overall activation,
this theory is focused on the asymmetry between left and right PFC activation. When
the asymmetry between left and right PFC is reduced (meaning that left and right PFC
show similar activation), choking is more likely happen. This theory is supported by
other studies, that suggest that an increase in performance is associated with higher left
compared to right PFC activation. This theory could explain the inconsistency between
different studies within the first hypothesis, as within the first hypothesis the differences
between left and right PFC were not considered.

Third, an increase in motor cortex activity is associated with being less likely to choke.
This hypothesis is based on the neural efficiency theorem and the results of the study of
Wolf et al. [69]. According to the neural efficiency theory, optimal performance is achieved
when only task-relevant areas of the brain are activated. When performing a sport related
exercise, like a penalty kick, the motor cortex can definitely be seen as a task-relevant
area. It is therefore expected that in order to perform well the motor cortex should
be activated more. This is supported by the findings of Wolf et al. [69], as they found
an increase in motor cortex activation for expert table tennis players. When choking the
optimal performance is not achieved, therefore it is expected that when choking a decrease
in motor cortex activation is observable.

Fourth, increased connectivity between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and
the (pre)motor cortex will protect against choking. Lee and Grafton [98] found that during
the condition in their experiment where the most pressure was induced, participants
who had an increased connectivity between the DLPFC and the motor cortex were able
to maintain their level of performance. In other studies, also the opposite has been
observed, namely a decrease in connectivity between DLPFC and the motor cortex during
performance failure. It is therefore expected that during choking, a decrease in DLPFC -
motor cortex connectivity is observable.

At last, an increase in left temporal cortex activation is associated with choking for
experts. This hypothesis is backed by many studies related to aiming sports. In these
studies, it was found that experts show lowered left temporal activity, as compared to
novices. This phenomenon has also been observed outside the aiming sport domain,
namely in table tennis. Wolf et al. [11] argue that under pressure the left temporal cortex
can be increasingly activated due to self-instruction and the neglecting of automated
skills, which could lead to choking. For novices, Wolf et al. [11] argue that the opposite
is the case. Novice players should increase their left temporal cortex activation in order
to perform.

3.7 Hypotheses

Based on the findings in the related work, a number of hypotheses have been set-up that
are possible answers for the research questions. The research questions can be found in
Section 1.3. The hypotheses are based upon the information shown in Table 3.1, which
contains an overview of the main findings in the literature review. These hypotheses are
listed below:
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• H1: The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is more activated whilst being anxious during a
penalty kick.

• H2: The PFC is more activated when missing a penalty - failing to perform.

• H3: The PFC activation is more symmetrical (stronger right PFC activation) when
missing a penalty.

• H4: The PFC activation is more symmetrical (stronger right PFC activation) when
being anxious during a penalty kick.

• H5: The motor cortex is less activated when being anxious during a penalty kick.

• H6: The motor cortex is more activated when scoring a penalty.

• H7: Experienced football players show a higher motor cortex activation than inex-
perienced players during a penalty kick.

• H8: A stronger average connectivity between the DLPFC and the motor cortex
(z-values) is related to scoring a penalty whilst being anxious - performing under
pressure.

• H9: More connected channels between the DLPFC and the motor cortex (number
of connections) is related to scoring a penalty whilst being anxious - performing
under pressure.

• H10: Inexperienced players show a stronger left temporal cortex activation than
experienced players during a penalty kick.

• H11: Experienced players show a higher left temporal cortex activation when being
anxious as compared to not being anxious during a penalty kick.

• H12: Inexperienced players show a lower left temporal cortex activation when being
anxious as compared to not being anxious during a penalty kick.

• H13: Experienced players show a higher left temporal cortex activation when miss-
ing a penalty.

• H14: Inexperienced players show a lower left temporal cortex activation when miss-
ing a penalty.

An ”in the wild” experiment was set-up in order to test these hypotheses. In this
experiment, both experienced and inexperienced football players took several penalties
whilst their brain activity was measured. Within this experiment different ways to induce
pressure were implemented. This experiment is described in Chapter 4 and the results of
this experiment are described in Chapter 5.
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Brain area Signal characteristics References
- An overactivation in the PFC causes a dis-
traction, which leads to choking.

[7, 84, 85]

- An increase in PFC activation is associated
with being stressed.

[86–89]

Prefrontal Cortex - When stressed a decrease in PFC activation
is observable.

[90]

- Reductions in prefrontal asymmetry lead to
choking.

[21]

- Higher left compared to right PFC activity
is suggested to correspond to a better perfor-
mance

[91, 92]

- Expert goalkeepers show increased PFC ac-
tivity.

[8]

- Premotor activity is significantly increased
for increasing rewards.

[98]

- Increased connectivity between DLPFC
and (pre)motor cortex protects against chok-
ing.

[98]

(Pre)motor cortex - During performance failure due to distrac-
tion, connectivity between DLPFC and the
motor cortex decreases

[100, 101]

- Expert table tennis players show higher mo-
tor cortex activation than novice players

[69]

- Experts in aiming sports and table tennis
show lowered left temporal activity, as com-
pared to novices.

[11, 72, 73, 80–
83, 106, 107]

Left Temporal Cor-
tex

- Under pressure, left temporal activity in-
creases for experts. This could potentially
lead to choking

[11, 79]

- Novice players would need to activate their
left temporal cortex more in order to per-
form. Under pressure, a potential decrease
in left temporal cortex activation might be
observable

[11]

Table 3.1: Overview of the main findings in the literature review for the ROIs
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Chapter 4

Method

In this chapter, the method is described. This includes details about the participants,
the experiment itself, the equipment and the data analysis approach. Furthermore, there
is additional information about the methods used to induce and measure pressure. Some
pictures of the experiment can be found in Figure 4.1.

4.1 Participants

In total 22 participants (12 males and 10 females, age avg: 22.9 yrs, std: 2.00) participated
in the study. Out of these participants, 10 were experienced football players and 12 were
inexperienced. Inexperienced players had either never played football before or just a few
times a very long time ago. Out of these inexperienced players, six played a different
competitive sport. All experienced players were part of either the first male or female
team of vv Drienerlo (the football association of the University of Twente) and therefore
trained and played matches regularly. The majority of participants were Dutch, however
also participants of other cultures joined. This varied from other European cultures to
Asian cultures.

All participants were right-footed, with an average Laterality Quotient of 77.27. This
indicates that the use of the right hand/foot is preferred. The short form of the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory by Veale was used to calculate this quotient [118]. One question
was added to this inventory in order to also determine the preferred foot for kicking.

The Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) was used to get an indication of the level
of performance anxiety of the participants [119–121]. In total, eight participants could
be categorised as having low performance anxiety, eleven as having average performance-
anxiety and three as having high performance-anxiety. The possible SCAT scores range
from 10 to 30 and the average anxiety score of all participants was 18.3.

4.2 Task

During the experiment, the participants had to take 15 penalties in total, equally divided
over 3 rounds. For every penalty, the same rules apply. The player has to place the ball on
the penalty spot, which is 11 meters away from the centre of the goal. Before the penalty
can be taken, the player must wait for the referee to blow the whistle. The goalkeeper
has to stay on the goal line until the ball is struck. However the goalkeeper is allowed to
move horizontally on the goal line. The player is not allowed to pause (fully stand still)
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during the run-up, but is allowed to slow down in order to trick the goalkeeper.

4.3 Procedure

Figure 4.1: Pictures of the experiment, from
the front, back and side.

At the start of the experiment, the par-
ticipants were asked to fill in a covid-
19 health checklist, read the information
brochure and sign the informed consent
form. The experiment has been approved
by the ethics committee of the EEMCS fac-
ulty of the University of Twente, with ref-
erence number ’RP 2020-118’. The exper-
iment could proceed if the participant had
signed the consent form and when the par-
ticipant passed the health check.

Afterwards the participants filled in a
demographic questionnaire, including the
Edinburgh Inventory to determine the Lat-
erality Quotient and the SCAT to deter-
mine the level of performance anxiety.

When the participants had finished the
questionnaire, the fNIRS cap was attached
to the participant. Whilst the researcher
was verifying the quality of each channel,
the structure of the experiment was ex-
plained to the participant. An overview of
this structure can be found in Figure 4.2.
For every round, a rest period was recorded
first. The participant was instructed to,
during the rest period, try to move and
speak as little as possible. Furthermore,
the participants were instructed to keep
their eyes open and to look in one cer-
tain direction, preferably where they could
see as little distracting activity as possible.
The resting period lasting for 30 seconds
each time.

An explanation of the round followed.
It was chosen to explain the details of
each round after the resting period to make
sure that the participants were not think-
ing/worrying about the upcoming round
during the resting period. After the round
was explained, the participants were asked
how confident they were and how many
goals they thought they would score. After placing the ball on the penalty spot and
preparing for the run-up, the participants were instructed to wait for 5 seconds, until the
researcher indicated that they could kick the ball. The researcher was tracking the time
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the used procedure. The steps involved before the start of the
first round, during a round and during the throw of each dart are shown

by using the build-in stopwatch of the OxySoft software (used for the fNIRS measure-
ment). Using this software, markers were placed during the experiment to indicate the
start and end of each 5 second waiting period. These 5 seconds were used for the data
analysis, as the player was standing still, minimizing the chances of motion artefacts.
The participants were also instructed to minimize body movement during this period.
Furthermore, these 5 seconds accompany for the two-second delay of fNIRS signals (see
Chapter 2). This 5 second waiting period was included before every kick. When all
five penalties were taken, the participant was asked to fill out a small questionnaire. This
questionnaire included two 5-point Likert scale questions, regarding the satisfaction about
the performance about and the level of motivation during that round. Furthermore, the
Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS) was included to determine the level of anxiety/pressure during
the round. More information about this questionnaire can be found in Section 4.6. This
questionnaire had to be filled in after each round and when the participant was done with
the questionnaire, the next round would begin. The fNIRS cap was attached until all
three rounds were completed. After the experiment was finished, the participants was
explained the purpose of the study and asked what his or her experience was.

In Figure 4.3, an overview of the set-up of the experiment can be found. The par-
ticipant filled in the questionnaires on a laptop (which was disinfected between each
experiment) and the researcher was monitoring the fNIRS signals on a separate laptop.
A Sena UD100 Bluetooth adapter12 was used, which allowed for measurements up to a
distance of 300m. This meant that the laptops could be placed at a safe distance from
the goal. Furthermore, two GoPro’s were used to record the player and the goal.

4.4 Conditions

Whilst doing the experiments, the majority of conditions were kept constant. An artificial
football pitch was used to make sure the quality of the pitch was constant for each exper-
iment. Furthermore, all participants were right-handed/footed and of similar age. Every

12https://store.netgate.com/Parani-SENA-Bluetooth-Adapter-UD100-G03-P1350.aspx
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the experiment set-up. The laptop close to the chair was used
by the participants to fill in the questionnaires. The GoPro closest to the goal was aimed
at the player and the other GoPro at the goal.

participant faced a goalkeeper of the same gender and all goalkeepers were of similar skill
level, as they all played in the first team of vv Drienerlo. For all experiments, the same
ball was used, namely a Derbystar size 5 (the same ball used in professional matches). For
all experiments, the air pressure of the ball was between 0.7 to 0.9 bar, which is according
to the professional football guidelines.

As the experiment was done outside, they are also a few conditions that were variable.
The weather is an example of such a condition. Temperatures varied between 12 ◦C and
31 ◦C and the wind force varied between level 0 (calm) and 4 (moderate breeze) on the
Beaufort scale. During three experiments, there was some fog. The experiments were
planned from 4 PM to 8 PM (UTC +2 - Dutch timezone during summer), meaning that
some experiments were conducted after sunset. During these experiments the light poles
of the football pitch were lit. The lights were either off or on during the full experiment,
in no case the lights were switched on/off during the experiment.

At last, the number of spectators watching was not constant. During some experi-
ments, no one else was watching, besides the goalkeeper and researcher. However, during
some other experiment, around 20 people were around. It is known that being observed
by more people can increase the pressure. Therefore this may have an impact on the
experienced pressure by the participants.

4.5 Equipment

The Brite 24 developed by Artinis was used for the fNIRS measurements. A sampling rate
of 10 Hz was used. The Brite 24 is known as a wireless fNIRS device that can measure
brain activity anywhere on the head. The Brite has a total of 10 transmitter optodes and
8 receiver optodes and a numerous amount of templates are available to arrange these
optodes. Artinis provides their own software, called OxySoft, to do the measurements and
data analysis. All measurement were made using OxySoft, exported to .xlsx data files and
analysed using Python. The analysis was done in Python for flexibility and consistency
purposes. By using Python, it was certain that the data was analysed exactly as planned.
A maximum distance of 30 mm was used between each pair of optodes and a differential
pathlength factor (DPF) of 6 was used for all participants.
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Two HERO7 GoPro’s13 were used to record videos of the player and the goal during
the experiment. The videos were recorded at 60 frames per second and had a quality of
1080p.

4.6 Pressure Induction

The experiment consisted of three rounds and the aim was to increase the pressure per
round. In the first round, the lowest amount of pressure should be induced and in the
last round the highest pressure should be induced. The specifics of each round were set-
up in cooperation with a sports psychologist of the NOC*NSF (the Dutch overarching
sports organisation). As a sports psychologist who interacts directly with professional
sportsmen and women and (among other things) helps them dealing with pressure, this
sports psychologist could be considered as an expert with regard to pressure. Based on
the advice and knowledge of the sports psychologist, the rounds were set-up as follows:

1. During the first round, no goalkeeper was present. This means that the player was
shooting at an empty goal. Furthermore, the players were told that this round was
meant as a practice round. The players could practice their shooting and get used
to the procedure of the experiment (e.g. waiting 5 seconds before shooting). By
telling the players that this round was meant for practice, the aim was to lower the
pressure.

2. During the second round, there was a goalkeeper present, however, the goalkeeper
was not allowed to distract the player in any way. Neither the goalkeeper nor the
researcher was allowed to respond to the performance of the player. The player was
told that in this round, it was just a friendly competition between the player and
the goalkeeper and that the aim of this round was to see how well the player could
perform against a goalkeeper. By introducing a non-interacting goalkeeper the aim
was to introduce the competitive element, without raising the pressure too much.

3. During the last round, the pressure was on. There were namely two 50 euro gift-
cards that could be won by the best performing experienced and best performing
inexperienced player. This purely depended on how many goals they could score in
this round and how well they scored their penalties. During this round, the penalties
were taken in a penalty shoot-out way. This means that the player stood around
the halfway line (about 40 to 50 meters of the goal) and had to walk with the ball
towards the goal. This is also done during professional penalty shoot-outs and it
gives the player more time to worry about the penalty. Both the goalkeeper and the
researcher tried to distract the player during this round. This was done by trash-
talking, by providing (fake) statistics about previous participants (”participant X
was way better than you” or ”this goalkeeper saved 4 penalties last time, you better
be prepared”). When the participant was Dutch, the communication was in Dutch,
otherwise the communication was in English. Furthermore, the goalkeeper tried to
be more intimidating and annoying this round. This was done by awaiting the player
around the penalty spot when the player was approaching the goal from the halfway
line, wasting time (by drinking some water or retying their shoelaces), talking to the
player when they try to concentrate, call the player by their first name all the time,

13https://gopro.com/en/th/shop/hero7-black/tech-specs?pid=CHDHX-701-master
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stretch their arms and jump around in order to look bigger and more intimating
and by telling the player that they already know where the player is going to shoot
the ball. The aim of these actions of the goalkeeper and researcher is to distract
the player from their task and focus on something unrelated. Shifting the attention
from the centre to an outer circle of Eberspächer’s Circles of Attention (see Figure
3.1).

In order to evaluate whether the participant indeed experienced anxiety/pressure, multiple
measurements were used.

First, the performance of the players was evaluated each round. This was done by
counting how goals were scored and by evaluating the quality of each penalty (placement
and power of the shot). A decrease in performance could namely indicate an increase in
pressure. In order to obtain this data, one GoPro was used to record the goal, such that
the placement and power of the shot could be determined. The power of the shot was
defined by the time it took for the ball to reach the goal, this was manually timed using
a stopwatch. There are other more advances and accurate method available to measure
shot-power. However, as the shot-power statistics were only used to get an indication
of the quality of the penalty and the risks taken by the participants (higher shot-power
could indicate taking more risks), the current method seems sufficient.

Second, the duration that players looked at the goalkeeper was compared between
each round. A longer fixation at the goalkeeper namely means that the goalkeeper is a
distracting factor [6, 43, 64]. For consistency reasons, only the fixations during the five-
second waiting period were used. As the goalkeeper was only present during the second
and third round, this statistic will only be used to compare those two rounds.

Third, before each round, the players were asked how confident they were and how
many goals they thought they would score. This is also an indication of how anxious the
players are. If a player, for example, thinks that he or she will score all five penalties,
this indicates that the player is not experiencing anxiety. On the other hand, if a player
answers that he is afraid he won’t score many, it is an indication that the player is
experiencing some anxiety.

Fourth, after each round, the players filled out the Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS) ques-
tionnaire [122–124]. This questionnaire uses a four-point Likert scale, ranging from ”not
at all” to ”very much”. Three factors of anxiety are measured, namely somatic anxiety,
worry and concentration disruption. The total anxiety was calculated by summing the
results from the three factors. The player was considered anxious if one the following
conditions was met: 1) the total anxiety score was above or equal to 42, 2) the somatic
anxiety score was above or equal to 14, 3) the worry score was above or equal to 10, or 4)
the concentration disruption score was above or equal to 18. These scores all correspond
to being at least ”somewhat” anxious. Besides this questionnaire, the players also indi-
cate how satisfied they were with their performance during that round and how motivated
they were to perform.

Last, the heart rate and heart rate variability (HRV) were extracted from the fNIRS
signal. It is commonly known that an increased heart rate is related to experiencing
anxiety or pressure. Also, HRV has been shown to be related to mental stress, namely
a decrease in HRV can be observed during a mentally stressful task as compared to a
resting state [108]. Therefore the heart rate and HRV during the 30 second resting period
and during the actual activity (from first to last penalty of that round) were compared.
An increase in HR and a decrease in HRV would indicate a higher level of pressure. An
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the lay-out of all channels on the scalp. The yellow circles
represent transmitter optodes and the blue circles represent receiver optodes. Between
each transmitter-receiver pair is a channel. Channel 1 to 4 corresponds to the motor
cortex, channels 5 to 8 to the right PFC, channels 9 to 12 to the left PFC and channels 13
to 16 to the left temporal cortex. Channel 17 and channel 18 corresponded to the right
and left DLPFC, respectively. Some EEG markers are included and serve as a reference
to the optode placement.

explanation about how the heart rate is extracted from the fNIRS signal is given in Section
4.7.2.

4.7 fNIRS Data Analysis

During the experiment fNIRS data was obtained from the following brain regions: left
PFC, right PFC, left Temporal Cortex, Motor Cortex, left DLPFC and right DLPFC. In
order to measure all of these areas, a ’4x4+2’ template was used. The optode placement
corresponding to this template can be found in Figure 4.4. Four channels were used to
record the left PFC, right PFC, left temporal cortex and motor cortex. For both DLPFC
regions, one channel was used.

Besides analysing the brain data itself, the heart rate, which can be extracted from
clean fNIRS channels, was analysed as well. A channel was considered clean if the presence
of artefacts was limited. The heart rate can be used as an indication of pressure (see
Section 4.6) and therefore it is of interest to also calculate the heart rate.

At last, in order to get an indication of how well the fNIRS data can be classified, an
SVM (Support Vector Machine) was trained and tested for each category. The categories
were experienced vs inexperienced players, anxious vs not anxious players and scoring vs
missing a penalty. The methods used to pre-process and analyse the fNIRS data in order
to obtain reliable brain and heart rate results are explained below. Also the set-up and
analysis of the SVM and its classification results are explained below.
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4.7.1 Brain Data Analysis

In order to correctly analyse the brain data, the data needed to be pre-processed first.
In this section this pre-processing process and the analysis method are described. Every
penalty kick is from now on referred to as a trail. As 22 players participated and each
participant took 15 penalties, there is a total of 330 trails.

Pre-processing

All channels were pre-processed in the same way. At first the data was filtered using a
5th-order Butterworth-bandpass-filter between 0.02 Hz and 0.5 Hz. Bandpass filtering is
a common practice to get rid of physiological noises and drift in optical data [112].

Although fNIRS is relatively robust against motion artefacts, such artefacts can still
occur in the signals and need to be compensated for. The motion correction method Tem-
poral Derivative Distribution Repair (TDDR) was used to reduce the impact of motion
artefacts on the signals. This novel artefact correction method, developed by Fishburn
et al. [115], shows superior performance compared to other correction methods such as
Targeted Principle Component Analysis (tPCA) [125] and correlation-based signal im-
provement (CBSI) [126]. Furthermore, no parameters need to be tuned and only minimal
assumptions need to be made about the fNIRS data using this TDDR method. Whilst for
other correction methods the fNIRS data needs to be assumed to be normally distributed,
this is not the case for the TDDR method. The method was applied for each channel
separately, using the following ten steps:

1. The temporal derivative of the channel was computed using Equation 4.1, where
xt represents a datapoint of the fNIRS channel for a certain timepoint (t) and xt−1

represents the datapoint of the previous timepoint. By subtracting the data of the
previous timepoint from the current datapoint, the change in activity was calculated.
All changes between every successive datapoint, represent the temporal derivative
and this derivate is represented by yt.

yt = xt − xt−1 (4.1)

2. A vector of observation weight (w) was initialised: wt = 1

3. The weighted mean of the fluctuations (µ) was estimated using:

µ =
1∑
(w)

∑
(wtyt) (4.2)

4. Afterwards the absolute residuals (rt) of the estimated mean were computed using:

rt = |yt − µ| (4.3)

5. An estimate of the standard deviation (σ) of these residuals was computed. This
was done by multiplying the median absolute residual by the appropriate constant
for the normal distribution:

σ = 1.4826 ∗median(r) (4.4)
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6. For each observation the scaled deviation (dt) was computed. This was done by
using the standard deviation of the residuals and the tuning constant that achieves
95% efficiency on normally distributed data:

dt =
rt

4.685σ
(4.5)

7. Tukey’s biweight function was used to computed new observation weights:

wt =

{
(1− d2t )2 if dt < 1

0 otherwise
(4.6)

8. Steps 3 to 7 were repeated until µ converged. This was considered the case when
the differences between the current µ and the previous µ was smaller than 10−50. If
this criterion was not satisfied after a 1000 loops (where one loop is one repetition
of steps 3 to 7), the process was stopped. On average 98.75 loops were needed in
this process.

9. After µ was converged, the resulting robust weights were applied to the centred tem-
poral derivative (subtracting the mean), in order to produce the corrected derivative
(y’t):

y’t = wt(yt − µ) (4.7)

10. At last the corrected temporal derivative was integrated in order to obtain the
corrected signal (x’t):

x’t =
N∑
i=1

(y’t) (4.8)

After motion artefacts were removed for each channel, the channels were baselined. At
the beginning of every round a 30 second resting period was recorded. This resting period
was used as a baseline. The last 15 seconds of the resting period were averaged and
this result was subtracted from all datapoints of the signal. This process was done for
each channel separately. In Figure 4.5 an example is given of the effects these filter and
baseline removal methods on the signals. In this figure the raw signal (before filtering
and baseline removal) is plotted against the filtered and baselined signal. As can be seen
the presence of the motion artefacts is reduced (sharp peaks) and the physiological noise
(rapid fluctuations) were removed.

Certain channels were removed manually, as these channels showed too little activity.
These channels were: Ch4 and Ch11, corresponding to the motor cortex and the left PFC,
respectively. This was most probably caused due to a bad connection.

Analysing Channels

For the motor cortex and the left temporal cortex, each channel was analysed individually.
The total PFC activation and the PFC asymmetry were calculated for each pair of chan-
nels. As three channels were related to the left PFC (one channel was manually removed)
and four channels were related to the right PFC, there were a total of 12 channel-pairs.
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Figure 4.5: Example of the effects of the filter and baseline removal methods on the
signal. The raw signal (grey) is plotted against the same signal after filtering and baseline
removal (black). The y-axis represents the concentration and the x-axis the datapoints.
As the signals were recorded at 10 Hz, every 10 datapoints corresponds to 1 second.

In order to calculate the asymmetry between left and right PFC, the left PFC channel
was subtracted from the right PFC channel. This means that a positive asymmetry value
corresponds to a higher right PFC activation and a negative value to a higher left PFC
activation. When the asymmetry value was close to zero, left and right PFC activation
was more symmetrical.

The total PFC was obtained by calculating the average of the left and right PFC
channel. This means that the total PFC signal is exactly in between the right and left
PFC signals.

As the data of one participant were disproportionately higher than what was expected,
the data for this participant was manually removed (all 15 trails). After baseline removal it
is expected that the resulting signal has values around 0 and for this particular participant
the values were in the hundreds. Potentially something went wrong during the data
collection of this participant. Afterwards the mean over all trails was calculated for each
channel and outliers (three standard deviation larger or smaller than this mean) were
removed.

Furthermore, the data for certain channels of certain trails was removed if the correla-
tion coefficient between the O2Hb signal and the HHb signal was larger than a threshold
of t = 0.4. Preferably the O2Hb and HHb signal show exact opposite behaviour, as this
is an indication that brain activity is actually measured. When the O2Hb and HHb sig-
nal show similar behaviour it indicates the presence of motion artefacts. The correlation
coefficient is a method to determine these similarities in behaviour. The correlation coef-
ficient ranges from 1 to -1, where positive values indicate similar behaviour between the
two signals (i.e. potential motion artefacts). This coefficient was calculated using the
correlation coefficient method of the numpy library in Python. A threshold of t = 0.4
does not remove all trails with motion artefacts and is therefore not optimal. However, as
participants will move during the experiment, motion artefacts are inevitable. Large head
movements can already increase the correlation coefficient to 0.1 [126] and jumping to 0.4
[127]. As the movement during the experiment is comparable with jumping, the threshold
of t = 0.4 seems justified. Furthermore, when comparing the average signals (average of
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between different correlation coefficient thresholds for the chan-
nels 1 and 16. In each plot the optimal threshold of t = 0.0 (solid line) is compared to
the other thresholds (t = 1.0, t = 0.4 and t = 0.1). All plots show the average result
over all trails. Red lines indicate O2Hb-concentrations and the blue lines indicate the
HHb-concentrations.

all trails) of each channel for the thresholds t = 1.0, t = 0.4 and t = 0.1 with the most
optimal threshold of t = 0.0, it can be seen that the signal with threshold t = 0.4 shows
similar behaviour as the signal with threshold t = 0.0 (see Figure 4.6). In this figure the
average signals with threshold t = 1.0, t = 0.4 and t = 0.1 are plotted against the average
signal with a threshold of t = 0.0. This way the different threshold could be compared
with the optimal threshold. It can be seen that for a threshold of t = 1.0 the resulted
signal is very different from the t = 0.0 signal. For the other two threshold the results
are very similar to the results of the t = 0.0 signal. In this figure the results of only two
channels were plotted. The results of all channels can be found in Appendix B. The fact
that using a threshold of t = 0.4 yields similar results as using the optimal threshold of
t = 0.0 and that around 10% more data remains using this threshold, further justifies the
use of this threshold. After removing all channels of all trails with a correlation coefficient
larger than 0.4, around 41% of the data remained. This does not (necessarily) mean that
all data of certain trails was removed, but rather that the data of certain channels for
certain trails were removed.

In order to determine the connectivity between DLPFC and the motor cortex, a similar
method as Nguyen et al. [117] was used. First Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ) between
every two fNIRS channels were calculated for every trail, using Equation 4.9. In this
equation X and Y refer to the channels, σ refers to the standard deviation of that channel
and cov(X, Y ) to the covariance between the two channels.

ρx,y =
cov(X, Y )

σXσY
(4.9)

Afterwards, these ρ values were transformed to z values using the Fischer z- trans-
formation (see Equation 4.10). This transformation is needed to convert the sampling
distribution of the Pearson correlation coefficients into the normal distribution. In this
equation ln refers to the natural logarithm.
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z =
1

2
ln(

1 + ρ

1− ρ
) (4.10)

The number of significant connections was determined by counting the amount con-
nections that had an absolute z-value greater than a threshold of 0.6. A z-value of 0.6
corresponds to a correlation of ρ ≈ 0.54. The threshold of 0.6 was determined based on
the results of Nguyen et al. [117]. They namely found that when using a lower threshold
(0.2 to 0.5) almost all connections were classified as significant, whereas when using a
higher threshold (0.7), no connections were classified as significant. Based on their re-
sults, a threshold of 0.6 seemed most suitable. The strength of the connection between
two brain regions was determined by averaging the absolute z-values of all corresponding
connections.

Statistical Analysis

In order to test the hypotheses with the obtained data, permutation statistical tests have
been used. The advantage of this statistical test is that no assumption needs to be made
about the distribution of the data set. Other statistical tests, for example, assume a
normally distributed data set. A total of 100,000 permutations were used, meaning that
the smallest possible p-value is 10−5.

4.7.2 Heart Rate Extraction

From fNIRS signals, the heart rate can be extracted. In this section, it is explained how
the heart rate was extracted from the fNIRS and what methods were used to pre-processes
and analyse the data.

Pre-Processing

Not all channels are suitable for heart rate extraction, as some may have too many motion
artefacts in order to find a heart rate. Therefore only channels with cardiac components
were selected for the heart rate extraction process. In order to find these channels, a
similar method as Perdue et al. [128] was used. At first, the power spectral density (PSD)
was estimated for each channel, using Welch’s method [129]. Afterwards, a Gaussian was
fit to each spectrum with the maximum in the power spectrum as the initial guess of
the central frequency. This was done using the ”curve fit” method of scipy in Python14.
Channels with Gaussian peaks of more than 1 dB in the range of 1.5 to 3.5 Hz were seen
as having sufficient cardiac signal.

Afterwards, sharp and abrupt changes were detected and removed from the sufficient
channels. The same method as Peng et al. [130] was used for this process. The abrupt
changes were accounted for by removing all datapoints that were 5 ∗ standard deviation
above or below the mean. New values were then interpolated using cubic spline interpo-
lation.

The sufficient channels were then filtered, using two first-order zero-phase Butterworth
filters. One low-pass of 1.9 Hz and one high-pass filter of 1 Hz were employed. This way
the region corresponding to heart rates from 60 beats per minute (BPM) to 114 BPM
remains. These filters are exactly the same as the filters used by Mirbagheri et al. [131].

14https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.curve fit.html
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Afterwards, the signals were upsampled from 10 Hz to 100 Hz, as this has been shown
to improve the accuracy in HR estimation [130]. Then the peaks in the signals were
detected and the interval between each peak was calculated. Similar to Peng et al. [130]
intervals with a length of mean + 3 ∗ standard deviation were halved.

In order to obtain the heart rates, the interval values were inverted and interpolated
to 20 Hz using cubic spline interpolation. The heart rate was then estimated by taking
the median heart rate of all channels at each timepoint. The median was chosen over the
mean, as the mean could still be influenced by outlier values. At last, the resulted time
series was low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz using a third-order Butterworth filter in forward and
backward direction. This procedure to obtain the heart rate from the interval is the same
as the procedure used by Peng et al. [130].

Analysing Heart Rate

For every round of every participant, the average heart rate during resting period and
activity was calculated. The activity period started when the player prepared to shoot for
the first penalty and ended after the fifth penalty was struck. The heart rate is calculated
in beats per minute (BPM). Also, the heart rate variability (HRV) during resting period
and activity were calculated. The HRV was determined by calculating the standard
deviation of all peak intervals (SDNN). The HRV is calculated in milliseconds (ms).

4.7.3 Classifying Brain Data

In order to get an indication of how well the data can be classified, Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) were trained and tested. Each category was analysed individually. The
categories were experienced and inexperienced players; anxious and not anxious players
and scoring and missing a penalty. For each category a separate SVM was trained using
the data for each brain region (motor cortex, left temporal cortex, total PFC and PFC
asymmetry) in order to be able to compare the results of the different brain regions.
This way it can be determined which brain region has the clearest distinction between,
for example, experienced and inexperienced players. A higher classification result would
namely imply that for that brain region the data is nicely spread, making it easy to classify
between the two classes (e.g. experienced and inexperienced).

All channels or channel-pairs of the different brain regions were used. For each channel
or channel-pair the mean, standard deviation, the minimum value and the maximum value
were calculated and used for the training and testing process of the SVMs. Both the
classification results (precision) on the train and test set will be reported. The train set
contained 80% of the trails and the test set the remaining 20%. The SVMs were trained
and tested five times using the data of a certain brain region for each category, in order
to see how consistent the classification results were. The mean and standard deviation
of the classification performance of these five runs will be reported. In between each run
the data was shuffled. The sklearn library for Python was used to set-up the SVMs. In
all cases linear-SVMs were used.

It has been chosen to use SVMs to classify the data, as it has been successfully used
before to classify fNIRS data. In the study of Dadgostar et al. [132] a precision of about
87% was achieved using an SVM to classify between people with and without schizophre-
nia. Although there are other, more advanced, classification methods available that could
potentially achieve better results, they are more difficult to implement. As the aim of
this study is not to achieve the best classification results possible, but rather to get a first
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indication of how the well the data is spread and how difficult/easy it is to classify this
data, the use of SVMs seems suitable.
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Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter, the results of the experiments are shown and analysed. At first, the
amount of induced pressure is analysed. Second, the brain results are analysed. The
overall activity per round, the difference between experienced and inexperienced players;
the difference between scored and missed penalties and the difference between anxious and
not anxious players are included, in that order. At last, the SVM classification results are
shown.

5.1 Pressure Induction

Non-Exp Exp
R1 98.2% 88.0%
R2 25.0% 60.0%
R3 18.3% 62.0%

Table 5.1: Percentage of the
penalties that were scored for
both experienced and inexpe-
rienced players during each
round.

In order to evaluate if pressure was successfully induced
during the experiment, a number of statistics were used.
The performance of the players, the time that the play-
ers look at the goalkeeper, the confidence of the players
before the round, the results of the questionnaire after
each round and the heart rate and HRV were analysed
in that order.

When analysing the performance of the players dur-
ing each round, it can be seen that inexperienced players
performed the worst in the last round, whereas experi-
enced players had a similar performance in the second
and the last round. The percentage of penalties that
were scored in each round (see Table 5.1) demonstrates this.

Non-Exp Exp
R2 1.71s 2.82s
R3 3.41s 2.41s

Table 5.2: The duration (out
of the 5 second waiting time)
that the players were looking
at the goalkeeper.

Overall, experienced players performed better than
inexperienced players. Exception is the first round, as ex-
perienced players scored less in this round. Inexperienced
players took considerably more risks in the later rounds.
When looking at the placement (shot-accuracy) of each
penalty (see Figure 5.1), it can be seen that during the
last round more penalties were shot over or wide by inex-
perienced players. On average inexperienced players shot
their penalties higher and wider per round. Interestingly,
this is not the case for experienced players. Although, on
average, they also shot their penalties higher, the horizontal placement did not change
between the rounds. Furthermore, the shot power for both experienced and inexperienced
players increased in the latter rounds. This all indicates that the players took more risks
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the penalty placement for experienced and experienced players
during each round. The first to last column represents the first round to last round.
respectively. The first row represents the results of the inexperienced players and the
second row of the experienced players. Red dots represent missed penalties and green
dots represent scored penalties.

in the last round.

Inexperienced players looked remarkably longer at the goalkeeper during the last round
(see Table 5.2). For experienced players, this is not the case. In fact, they looked less
at the goalkeeper during the last round. The first round was excluded, as there was no
goalkeeper present during this round.

After each round was explained, the players were asked how confident they were and
how many goals they thought they would score. On average, players were less confident
in the last round, as the expected goals were lower per round. Especially, inexperienced
players started to worry about how they would perform in the last round. Experienced
players were considerably more confident. Occasionally experienced players were more
confident in the last round as compared to the first and second round, although these
were exceptions. At the end of the experiments, the players were also asked how much
pressure they experienced in each round and the majority indicated that they experienced
the most pressure in the last round.

Sat. Mot.
R1 3.45 3.59
R2 3.45 3.67
R3 2.82 3.67

Table 5.3: Satisfaction and
motivation ratings for each
round.

Also, the results of the SAS questionnaire show that
the pressure was the highest in the last round. The to-
tal anxiety score, worry score and somatic anxiety score
were the lowest in the first round and the highest in the
last round. The concentration disruption score did not
change between the rounds. For 12 out of the 22 par-
ticipants, the total anxiety score increased per round.
During the first round, six participants were considered
to be at least ”somewhat” anxious. During the second
round, this number increased to nine participants and
during the last round this number increased to twelve participants. In total, during 135
of the in total 330 trails, the player was at least ”somewhat” anxious, which corresponds
to 40.9% of the trails. Players that were anxious also missed more penalties (around 58%)
than players that were not anxious (around 31%). Furthermore, when looking at Table
5.3, it can be seen that the motivation rating is higher in the second and last round and
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HR Rest HR Activity HRV Rest HRV Activity
R1 108.1 114.5 200.65 183.98
R2 106.7 111.6 186.23 198.21
R3 106.0 113.0 188.21 203.30

Table 5.4: The heart rate (RT) in BPM and heart rate variability (HRV) in milliseconds
during rest and activity for each round.

that the satisfaction rating is the lowest in the last round.

When looking at the heart rate (HR) during each round (see Table 5.4) it can be seen
that the highest heart rate during rest and during activity (the time period from first to
fifth penalty) are observable in the first round. The highest heart rate variability (HRV)
at rest was during the first round and highest HRV during activity was during the last
round. When comparing the HRV during activity and the HRV during rest, it can be
seen that in the last round, this difference is the highest. Only in the first round the HRV
during rest is higher than the HRV during activity.

5.2 Overall Activation

Figure 5.2: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation during each round.
The average signal was determined by averaging the results of all trails of that round.
From left to right, the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red)
and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included in each plot. The first round is represented
by a solid line; the second round by a dotted line and the last round by a dashed line.

For each brain region of interest (motor cortex, left temporal cortex, total prefrontal
cortex (PFC) activation and PFC asymmetry) the activation was compared for each
round. Both the HHb and O2Hb concentrations were included for all trails, where the
O2Hb concentration is directly related to the activation of a brain area. The O2Hb
concentration is namely related to oxygenated hemoglobin. An concentration below zero
indicates a lower activation than during the resting period. For the results in this section
the trails of both experienced and inexperienced players were used.

For most regions the results were not consistent for each round. Regarding the motor
cortex, it can be seen that for one channel the highest activation was found during the
second round, whilst for an other channel the first round showed the highest activation
(see Figure 5.2). For the first channel the differences between the rounds were most clear,
with the lowest activation during the first round and the highest during second round.
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Figure 5.3: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation during
each round. The average signal was determined by averaging the results of all trails
of that round. From left to right, the channels 13 to 16 are represented. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included in each plot. The first
round is represented by a solid line; the second round by a dotted line and the last round
by a dashed line.

Similar results were found regarding the left temporal cortex activation. For two
channels the first round was, namely, associated with the highest activation. However,
for channel 15 the highest activation was found in the last round (see Figure 5.3). For
channel 13 the differences between the rounds were small and therefore the rounds were
difficult to distinguish. For channel 14 the differences between the rounds were most clear,
with the highest activation found in the first round and the lowest in the second round.

More consistent results were found regarding the total PFC activation. The highest
activation was found in the second round for most channel-pairs (see Figure 5.4). In fact,
only the channel-pair 7 and channel 12 did not clearly show that the second round was
related to the highest activity. In this case, the second and last round had similar total
PFC activation results. Regarding the first and last round the results were less consistent,
as for half of the channel-pairs the first round had the lowest activation and for the other
half this was the case for the last round.

Regarding the asymmetry between left and right PFC activation, again, inconsistent
results were found for all rounds. For certain channel-pairs the left PFC was more ac-
tivated than the right PFC during the first round (indicated by a negative activation),
however for other pairs the opposite was observable (see Figure 5.5). For all pairs the left
PFC showed a higher activation than the right PFC during the last round.

In Appendix D.1 and D.2 tables can be found related to the plots in this section. The
tables contain the means, standard deviations, the minimum values and the maximum
values of each plot.
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Figure 5.4: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation during each round.
The average signal was determined by averaging the results of all trails of that round.
The columns represent the channels of the left PFC (Ch9, Ch10 and Ch12) and the rows
represent the channels of the right PFC (Ch5 to Ch8). Each plot shows the average
signal of the channels corresponding to the row and column of that plot. So, the top-left
plot represents the average signal of Ch9 and Ch5. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included in each plot. The first round is represented by a
solid line; the second round by a dotted line and the last round by a dashed line.
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Figure 5.5: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation during each
round. The average signal was determined by averaging the results of all trails of that
round. The columns represent the channels of the left PFC (Ch9, Ch10 and Ch12) and the
rows represent the channels of the right PFC (Ch5 to Ch8). Each plot shows the resulting
signal of subtracting the left PFC channel (column) of the right PFC channel (row). So,
the top-left plot represents the signal after subtracting Ch9 from Ch5. A positive PFC
asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included in each plot. The first
round is represented by a solid line; the second round by a dotted line and the last round
by a dashed line.
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5.3 Experienced vs Inexperienced Players

Figure 5.6: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation for experienced
and inexperienced players. All trails of experienced or inexperienced players were used to
order to obtain these plots. From left to right, the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced
players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.

The results of experienced and inexperienced players were compared for each brain
region of interest. The trails of all rounds were included.

For the motor cortex the results for each channel were different (see Figure 5.6).
Regarding the first channel, experienced players showed a higher activation, whilst for
the third channel, the inexperienced players showed higher activation. For the second
channel, experienced and inexperienced players showed a similar activation.

Regarding the left temporal cortex, the results were more consistent (see Figure 5.7).
Namely, for three out of four channels, inexperienced players showed a higher activation
than experienced players. The only exception was channel 16. The largest difference
between experienced and inexperienced players can be found in channel 14, where inex-
perienced players showed, on average, an activation twice as high as experienced players.

When looking at the statistical results, it can be seen that none of the channels had
a significant results, using p < 0.05 (see Table 5.5). For channel 3 the result would be
inversely significant.

In this section the results for total PFC activation and the PFC asymmetry were
excluded, as no hypotheses were related to these regions and the difference between expe-
rienced and non-experienced players (see Section 3.7). The plots for these regions can be

Figure 5.7: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation for experi-
enced and inexperienced players. All trails of experienced or inexperienced players were
used to order to obtain these plots. From left to right, the channels 13 to 16 are rep-
resented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included.
Experienced players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted
line.
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Brain Area Channel Check P-Value
Left Temporal Cortex Ch15 Inexperienced players show higher activation 0.05335
Motor Cortex Ch1 Experienced players show higher activation 0.07045
Left Temporal Cortex Ch14 Inexperienced players show higher activation 0.19140
Left Temporal Cortex Ch13 Inexperienced players show higher activation 0.42781
Motor Cortex Ch2 Experienced players show higher activation 0.62337
Left Temporal Cortex Ch16 Inexperienced players show higher activation 0.62512
Motor Cortex Ch3 Experienced players show higher activation 0.99706

Table 5.5: Statistical results of the permutation test regarding experience/expertise. The
brain area, channel, check and corresponding p-value are included. No significant results
(p < 0.05) were found.

found in Appendix C.1. Also plots of the results per round are included in this appendix
for all brain regions of interest. In Appendix D.3 tables can be found related to the re-
sults of experienced and inexperienced players. These tables contain the means, standard
deviations, the minimum values and the maximum values of each plot.

5.4 Anxiety vs No Anxiety

The results of anxious and non-anxious players were compared. For the left temporal
cortex experienced and inexperienced players were analysed separately, as the hypotheses
suggest that there could be a difference between the two (see Section 3.7). For all other
brain regions the trails of experienced and inexperienced players were combined.

For two out of three channels of the motor cortex, a lower activation was related to
being anxious (see Figure 5.8). Only in channel 3 the opposite was observable. The
difference between anxious and not anxious players was the largest for channel 1, where
the motor cortex was clearly less activated for anxious players.

Regarding the left temporal cortex, it can be seen that for three out of four channels,
experienced players showed increased activation and inexperienced players showed lowered
activation when being anxious (see Figure 5.9). The only exception was channel 14,
where experienced players showed lower activation when being anxious and inexperienced
players showed similar activation when being anxious or not anxious. For channel 15 the
differences between anxious and not anxious players were the largest. Experienced players

Figure 5.8: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation for anxious and
not anxious players. All trails of anxious or not anxious players were used to order to
obtain these plots. From left to right, the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are
represented by a solid line and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure 5.9: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation for anxious
and not anxious players. All trails of anxious or not anxious players were used to order
to obtain these plots. From left to right, the channels 13 to 16 are represented. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players
are represented by a solid line and not anxious players by a dotted line.

showed a clear higher activation and inexperienced a clear lower activation when being
anxious.

Also for the total PFC activation the results were consistent. For most channels-pairs
the activation was higher for anxious players as compared to not anxious players (see
Figure 5.10). The channel-pairs Ch5-Ch9, Ch7-Ch9, Ch8-Ch19 and Ch8-Ch10 showed
this higher activation most clearly. Two other pairs showed the complete opposite, namely
Ch6-Ch12 and Ch7-Ch12. So, although in general a higher total PFC activation can be
associated with anxious players, this was not the case for all channels-pairs.

Most channel-pairs regarding PFC asymmetry showed a higher right compared to left
PFC activation whilst being anxious. This was indicated by the evidence that the end
result was above 0 (see Figure 5.11). Only the channel pair Ch5-Ch9 showed contradicting
results. For this channel-pair the left and right PFC showed similar activation when being
anxious. The end result was, namely, around 0.

In Table 5.6 the statistical results are shown. All brain regions of interest were included
and for the left temporal cortex experienced and inexperienced players were analysed
separately. It can be seen that a few channels had significant results (marked blue).
Most of these significant results were related to the total PFC activation, showing that
anxious players have an increased activation in this area. The other significant results
were related to the motor cortex being less activated when being anxious; the left temporal
cortex being more activated for anxious experienced players and a higher right compared
to left PFC activation for anxious players. The channel-pair Ch5-Ch9 had an inversely
significant result regarding PFC asymmetry (p > 0.95). In total 8 out of the 35 results
for the analysed channels/channel-pairs were significant.

In this section an selection of the most interesting channels or channel pairs is shown.
In Appendix C.2 the plots for all channels/pair of channels can be found. Furthermore,
for each brain region results of experienced and inexperienced players are included as well.
Tables related to the plots are shown in Appendix D.4. These tables contain the means,
standard deviations, the minimum values and the maximum value of each plot.
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Figure 5.10: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for anxious and not
anxious players. All trails of anxious or not anxious players were used to order to obtain
these plots. A selection of channel-pairs showing interesting results are included. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players
are represented by a solid line and not anxious players by a dotted line.

Figure 5.11: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for anxious
and not anxious players. All trails of anxious or not anxious players were used to order to
obtain these plots. A selection of channel-pairs showing interesting results are included.
A positive asymmetry value, indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation.
Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious
players are represented by a solid line and not anxious players by a dotted line.

5.5 Goal vs No Goal

The results of performing and failing were compared. Scoring a goal was in this case
considered as performing and missing as failing. Again, for the left temporal cortex the
results for experienced and inexperienced were analysed separately, as it was hypothesised
that there could be a difference the two (see Section 3.7). For all the other brain regions
the trails of experienced and inexperienced were combined.

For all channels of the motor cortex, it can be seen that the region was more activated
when scoring (see Figure 5.12). For the second channel this difference was the largest.
For the other two channels this difference was smaller. Yet, it can be seen that the results
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Brain Area Channel Check P-Value
Total PFC Ch8-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.00105
Total PFC Ch8-Ch10 Anxious players show higher activation 0.00627
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch12 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.00921
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch12 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.01639
Motor Cortex Ch1 Anxious players show lower activation 0.01700
Left Temporal Cortex Ch15 Anxious experienced players show higher activation 0.04260
Total PFC Ch5-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.04335
Total PFC Ch7-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.04824
Motor Cortex Ch2 Anxious players show lower activation 0.10193
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch10 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.12055
Left Temporal Cortex Ch16 Anxious inexperienced players show lower activation 0.14043
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch12 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.14333
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch10 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.18116
Left Temporal Cortex Ch15 Anxious inexperienced players show lower activation 0.21172
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch9 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.23723
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch12 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.25147
Left Temporal Cortex Ch13 Anxious experienced players show higher activation 0.29318
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch10 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.34479
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch9 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.37269
Left Temporal Cortex Ch13 Anxious inexperienced players show lower activation 0.37288
Left Temporal Cortex Ch16 Anxious experienced players show higher activation 0.44481
Left Temporal Cortex Ch14 Anxious inexperienced players show lower activation 0.46440
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch10 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.50015
Total PFC Ch6-Ch10 Anxious players show higher activation 0.51918
Total PFC Ch7-Ch10 Anxious players show higher activation 0.53264
Total PFC Ch6-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.57357
Left Temporal Cortex Ch14 Anxious experienced players show higher activation 0.64048
Motor Cortex Ch3 Anxious players show lower activation 0.67550
Total PFC Ch8-Ch12 Anxious players show higher activation 0.72585
Total PFC Ch6-Ch12 Anxious players show higher activation 0.79877
Total PFC Ch5-Ch10 Anxious players show higher activation 0.81720
Total PFC Ch5-Ch12 Anxious players show higher activation 0.85749
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch9 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.87602
Total PFC Ch7-Ch12 Anxious players show higher activation 0.92712
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch9 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.95799

Table 5.6: Statistical results of the permutation test regarding anxiety. The brain region,
channel/channel-pair, check and the corresponding p-value are included. The blue-marked
rows represent significant results (p < 0.05).

were consistent for all channels of the motor cortex.
Less consistent results were found regarding the left temporal cortex (see Figure 5.13).

When looking at the results of experienced players it can be seen that for three out of
four channels a higher activation was related to scoring. Channel 15 was the exception, as
the opposite was observable for this channel. For inexperienced players, different results
were found. For channel 15 and channel 16, the difference between scoring and missing
was small. For channel 13, scoring was associated with lowered activation and for channel
14 the opposite was observable.

Regarding the total prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation, it can be seen that for most
channel-pairs the region was more activated when scoring (see Figure 5.14). An exception
was the channel-pair Ch8-Ch12, as here a lower activation was related to scoring. This
was opposite of what was expected, as a higher PFC activation was hypothesised to be
related to missing a penalty.

More consistent results were found regarding the asymmetry between left and right
PFC (see Figure 5.15). For most channel-pairs a higher right compared to left PFC
activation (positive asymmetry) was related to missing. One of the exceptions was the
channel-pair Ch7-Ch12, as a higher left compared to right PFC activation was here related
to missing a penalty.

In Table 5.7 the statistical results regarding scoring and missing can be found. It can be
seen that for three channels/channel-pairs the result was significant (marked blue). Two
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Figure 5.12: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation for scoring and
missing penalties. All trails of scored and missed penalties were used to order to ob-
tain these plots. From left to right, the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scored penalties are
represented by a solid line and missed penalties by a dotted line.

Figure 5.13: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation for scoring
and missing penalties. All trails of scored and missed penalties were used to order to
obtain these plots. From left to right, the channels 13 to 16 are represented. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scored penalties are
represented by a solid line and missed penalties by a dotted line.

of these results were related to the PFC asymmetry and the other to the left temporal
cortex. These results state that: a higher right compared to left PFC activation was
related to missing and that inexperienced players showed an increased left temporal cortex
activation when scoring. A total of 5 results would be inversely significant (p > 0.95).
Three of these results were related to the left temporal cortex and the other two to the
total PFC activation.

Again, only the plots of the most interesting channels are shown in this section. In
Appendix C.3 the plots for all channels of channel-pairs can be found. Furthermore,
plots for both experienced and inexperienced are included for all brain regions of interest.
Tables related to the plots are shown in Appendix D.5. These tables contain the means,
standard deviations, the minimum values and the maximum values of each plot.
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Figure 5.14: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for scoring and
missing penalties. All trails of scored and missed penalties were used to order to obtain
these plots. A selection of channel-pairs showing interesting results are included. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scored penalties
are represented by a solid line and missed penalties by a dotted line.

Figure 5.15: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for scoring
and missing penalties. All trails of scored and missed penalties were used to order to
obtain these plots. A selection of channel-pairs showing interesting results are included.
A positive asymmetry value, indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation.
Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scored
penalties are represented by a solid line and missed penalties by a dotted line.

5.6 DLPFC-Motor Cortex Connectivity

A larger connectivity between the motor cortex and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) was hypothesised to be related to performing under pressure. The connectivity
(z-value) between each channel-pair of the motor cortex and the DLPFC was calculated
and based on that connectivity value, the number of connected channels was counted.
Every channel-pair with an z-value over 0.6 was considered to be connected. The con-
nectivity was determined for two conditions: scoring/missing when being anxious and
scoring/missing during the last round.

For anxious players that still manage to score, both the average z-value and number
of connected channels were larger. The average z-values were: when scoring z = 0.935
and when missing z = 0.811. The number of connections increased by 5.7% when scoring,
from 48.7% to 54.4%.

When only considering trails during the last round (highest pressure round) these
difference were larger. When scoring, the average z-value was z = 1.061, whilst when
missing, this value was smaller: z = 0.831. The number of connected channels increased
by 16.3% when scoring during the last round. When missing the percentage of connected
channels was 50.5% and when scoring this increased to 66.8%.
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Brain Area Channel Check P-Value
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch10 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.00050
Left Temporal Cortex Ch14 Inexperienced players show increased activation when scoring 0.00132
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch10 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.03885
Left Temporal Cortex Ch15 Experienced players show decreased activation when scoring 0.07384
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch12 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.11600
Motor Cortex Ch2 A higher activation is related to scoring 0.12590
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch9 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.13717
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch9 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.15082
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch10 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.17817
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch9 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.20863
Total PFC Ch8-Ch12 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.23270
Left Temporal Cortex Ch16 Inexperienced players show increased activation when scoring 0.26079
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch10 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.29182
Motor Cortex Ch1 A higher activation is related to scoring 0.30604
Motor Cortex Ch3 A higher activation is related to scoring 0.37438
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch9 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.41174
Left Temporal Cortex Ch15 Inexperienced players show increased activation when scoring 0.41543
Total PFC Ch8-Ch10 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.44278
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch12 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.46034
Total PFC Ch8-Ch9 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.53572
Total PFC Ch5-Ch12 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.53678
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch12 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.62745
Total PFC Ch7-Ch12 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.63113
Total PFC Ch7-Ch9 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.64575
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch12 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.66142
Total PFC Ch7-Ch10 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.67113
Total PFC Ch6-Ch12 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.74772
Total PFC Ch5-Ch9 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.78992
Total PFC Ch6-Ch10 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.85460
Left Temporal Cortex Ch13 Experienced players show decreased activation when scoring 0.93680
Left Temporal Cortex Ch13 Inexperienced players show increased activation when scoring 0.95745
Total PFC Ch5-Ch10 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.96146
Left Temporal Cortex Ch16 Experienced players show decreased activation when scoring 0.97054
Left Temporal Cortex Ch14 Experienced players show decreased activation when scoring 0.98921
Total PFC Ch6-Ch9 A lower activation is related to scoring 0.99085

Table 5.7: Statistical results of the permutation test regarding scoring and missing. The
brain region, channel/channel-pair, check and the corresponding p-value included. The
blue-marked rows represent significant results (p < 0.05).

When looking at the statistical results (see Table 5.8) it can be seen that there were
no significant results regarding connectivity. Although all results showed that a higher
connectivity was related to performing under pressure, none of these results was signifi-
cant. Having a higher number of connected channels when scoring, during the last round
was the closest to being significant, with a p-value slightly above 0.05.

Variable Check Result

Number of connections More connections when scoring during last round 0.05136
Connectivity z-value Higher connectivity when scoring during last round 0.09707
Connectivity z-value Higher connectivity when scoring when anxious 0.21843
Number of connections More connections when scoring when anxious 0.25582

Table 5.8: Statistical results of the permutation test regarding the motor cortex-DLPFC
connectivity. The variable, check and corresponding p-value are included. No significant
results were found (p < 0.05).
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Exp/Non-Exp Anx/No Anx Goal/No Goal
Train Test Train Test Train Test

Motor Cortex 79.7% (± 1.4) 63.6% (± 7.2) 77.4% (± 1.3) 61.0% (± 5.7) 76.4% (± 3.1) 53.4% (± 8.5)
Left Temp. 71.1% (± 1.2) 58.4% (± 3.7) 74.4% (± 1.2) 64.0% (± 4.9) 67.6% (± 2.2) 54.8% (± 10.2)
Total PFC 78.4% (± 2.0) 57.9% (± 4.2) 76.9% (± 3.1) 64.1% (± 4.9) 72.4% (± 1.1) 61.5% (± 4.3)
PFC Asym. 79.9% (± 0.9) 61.0% (± 4.1) 74.2% (± 1.3) 57.4% (± 5.0) 74.7% (± 0.9) 63.1% (± 5.5)

Table 5.9: SVM classifier results (precision). The average and the standard deviation of
the classification performance of the five runs is shown (in percentages). For each category
(experienced vs inexperienced; anxiety vs no anxiety and scoring vs missing) an SVM was
trained and tested five times using the data corresponding to one brain region (column).

5.7 Classifier Results

In order to research how well the data could be classified for each category (experience,
scoring and anxiety), SVMs (Support Vector Machines) were trained and tested. At all
times an SVM was trained and tested five times, randomizing the data-set (containing
the trails of all participants). The mean classification result and standard deviation were
determined, based on these five runs. The standard deviation gives an indication of the
consistency of the classification results between the five runs. These results can be found
in Table 5.9. In this table both the classification results on the train and the test set are
shown. The train-set contained 80% of the data and the test-set contained 20%.

It can be seen that in all cases the classification results were better on the train-set
than on the test-set. The best result on the train-set was obtained by using the channel-
pairs related to prefrontal cortex (PFC) asymmetry, to distinguish between experienced
and inexperienced players. The best result on the test-set was obtained by using the
channel-pairs related to the total PFC activation, to distinguish between anxious and not
anxious players.

When only considering the results on the test-set, it can be seen that, using the motor
cortex data, it was easiest to distinguish between experienced and inexperienced players.
When looking at the differences between anxious and not anxious players, the data related
to total PFC activation and left temporal cortex activation showed the best results. Both
had a similar classification result (precision) of around 64%. At last, in order to distinguish
between scoring and missing, the channels related to PFC asymmetry showed the best
result.

In all cases the classification results were above chance. As there were in all cases two
conditions (e.g. experienced or inexperienced), the chance level was at 50%. The lowest
classification results were close to this chance level. These results, namely, were 53.4%
and 54.8% and were related to classifying between scoring and missing using the data of
the motor cortex and the left temporal cortex, respectively. The standard deviation of
these classification results was also the largest (8.5% and 10.2%), meaning that in certain
runs the results was below chance.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

During this study, the brain activity of different regions was measured using fNIRS during
a penalty kick task. The experiment consisted of three different rounds, where the aim
was to increase the pressure per round. In this chapter, these results are discussed and
used to reflect on the set-up hypotheses (see Chapter 3.7).

6.1 Successful Pressure Induction

Looking at the results used to measure pressure induction, it can be seen that pressure
was successfully induced (see Section 5.1). Especially, inexperienced players seem to have
experienced an increasing level of pressure. First, both experienced and inexperienced
players took more risks in the later rounds. This can be shown by the evidence that
the shot power and the vertical placement increased. For inexperienced players, penalties
were also shot wider in the last round (see Figure 5.1). Other factors could have also had
an influence on this. In the last round, the players were namely competing for a prize and
in order to win this prize, they had to not only score the most goals, but also the best
quality goals. This could have influenced them to take more risks in the last round (e.g.
trying to shoot the ball in the top corner).

Second, a decrease in performance for inexperienced players was observable between
the second and last round (see Table 5.1). Although this could be an indication of an
increased level of pressure, it could also be explained by the fact that the players had
already taken five penalties against the goalkeeper. Based on these five penalties, the
goalkeeper could potentially already know what the shooting technique and favourite
corner of the player would be. For experienced players, this decrease in performance was
not observable. In fact, they performed slightly better in the last round as compared
to the second round. Some experienced players indicated that they needed some kind
of pressure in order to perform, which could be an explanation of this slight increase in
performance.

Third, the goalkeeper was a larger distracting factor for inexperienced players in the
last round. This shows itself in a longer fixation at the goalkeeper (see Table 5.2). The aim
was to distract the player in the last round and this tactic seems to have been successful
for inexperienced players. Again, this does not seem the case for experienced players, as
they fixated for a shorter period of time at the goalkeeper during the last round. This can
be explained by the fact that experienced players are more familiar with these distracting
methods of a goalkeeper and therefore know how to keep their concentration under these
circumstances.
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Fourth, both experienced and inexperienced players were less confident about their
performance before the last round. This was especially the case for inexperienced players.
Some inexperienced players were visually worried after the last round was explained.

Fifth, the results of the Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS) questionnaire show that the pres-
sure was the highest in the last round. Most components of this questionnaire (total
anxiety score, worry score and somatic anxiety score) were the lowest in the first and
the highest in the last round. The concentration disruption score did not alter between
the rounds. Furthermore, the nuber of participants that could be classified as being at
least ”somewhat” anxious was the highest in the last round and the lowest in the first
round. This was the case for both experienced and inexperienced players. As anxious
players performed worse (more misses), it can be assumed that the results of the SAS
questionnaire are trustworthy. Anxious players are more likely to miss [6].

Interestingly the heart rate results do not correspond with the previous findings.
Namely, according to the heart rate results, the pressure was the highest in the first
round. The average heart rate during the execution of the penalty kicks was the highest
and the heart rate variability (HRV) was the lowest during the first round (see Table 5.4).
The heart rate was extracted from the fNIRS signal and could have therefore potentially
been influenced by motion artefacts. For future research, it is advised to use an external
heart rate detector, such as a smartwatch, in order to obtain reliable heart rate data.

Overall, it can therefore be concluded that pressure was successfully induced. Most
measurements related to the pressure induction namely point into that direction. The
distribution between anxious and not anxious players is also nicely balanced (41% to
59%).

6.2 Results in Line with Neural Efficiency Theory

When looking at the results related to brain activity it can be seen that they were mostly
in line with the Neural Efficiency theory. When being anxious the motor cortex (task-
relevant area) was namely activated less for two out of three channels (see Figure 5.8).
For the first channel this result was significant as well (see Table 5.6). Also when scoring
a penalty (performing) the motor cortex was more activated than when missing a penalty
(failing to perform), although for no channel this result could be considered significant
(see Figure 5.12 and Table 5.7). These results support the fifth and sixth hypothesis (H5
and H6), which stated that ”The motor cortex is less activated when being anxious” and
”The motor cortex is more activated when scoring a penalty”, respectively.

The activation of task-irrelevant areas of the brain was more common when being
anxious. This was most prominently observable in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), as an
increase in total PFC activation was related to being more anxious (see Figure 5.10). For
4 channel-pairs, this result was significant as well (see Table 5.6). These results are in line
with the theories of Korb, Nosrati et al. and Schweizer et al. [7, 84, 85], as they state that
an overactivation of the PFC would be related to choking under pressure. According to
Korb [7] this overactivation would cause a distraction, decreasing one’s focus on the task.
The results of this study agree with that, as an increase in PFC activation was paired
with a decrease in motor cortex activation when being anxious. The long-term thinking
element of the PFC could be the source of this distraction, as players might think about
the consequences of missing or scoring the penalty [7]. These results support the first
hypothesis (H1), which stated that ”The PFC is more activated when being anxious”.

Besides this increase in total PFC activation, the anxiety level of the player was also
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observable in the difference between left and right PFC activation. For most channel-
pairs the right PFC was more activated compared to the left PFC for anxious players
(see Figure 5.11). For some channel-pairs this result was significant as well (see Table
5.6).This is in line with the theories of Hatfield and Kerick, Meyer et al. and Silveira et al.
[21, 91, 92], as they stated that a more symmetrical PFC activation (caused by a stronger
right PFC activation) leads to choking under pressure. Furthermore, these results are in
support of the fourth hypothesis (H4), which stated that ”The PFC activation is more
symmetrical (stronger right PFC activation) when being anxious”.

This could be an indication that the increase in total PFC activation for anxious
players was caused by an increase in mostly the right PFC. However, as no significant
results were found regarding the increase in total PFC activation and the increase of right
compared to left PFC activation for the same channel-pair, these conclusions cannot be
made directly. When looking at the statistical results of Table 5.6, it can be seen that for
no channel-pair both the total PFC and PFC asymmetry result were significant. In fact,
the opposite was observable. When the total PFC result had a low p-value for a certain
channel-pair, the PFC asymmetry result had a rather large p-value. For example, for the
channel-pair Ch8-Ch9 the total PFC result had a p-value of p = 0.00105 and the PFC
asymmetry result had a p-value of p = 0.87602. This shows that there was no indication
that the increase in total PFC activation for anxious players was caused by an increase
in mostly right PFC activation.

For experienced players an increased activation of the left temporal cortex was linked
with being anxious. Namely, for three out of four channels, the left temporal cortex was
more activated when experienced players were anxious (see Figure 5.9). For channel 15
this results was also significant (see Table 5.6). For inexperienced players the opposite was
observable, as a decrease in left temporal activation was associated with being anxious
(see Figure 5.9). Again, three out of four channel show this behaviour, however in this case
no significant results were found (see Table 5.6). For both experienced and inexperienced
players channel 14 was the exception, as for this channel opposing results were found
compared to the other three channels. These results are in line with the theories of
Wolf et al. [11] and Zhu et al. [78]. According to these studies, the left temporal cortex’
relationship to self-instruction and self-reflecting is an explanation, as it can cause a
distraction for experienced players. Experienced should namely trust on their automated
skills and therefore do need to instruct or reflect themselves less. Self-instruction and
self-reflection are namely essential skills in the early stages of learning a motor skill [11].
By activating the left temporal cortex more, experienced players neglect their automated
skills and start to ”overthink” the situation. For inexperienced players the opposite is
observable. As these players do not have the automated skills yet, an increase in left
temporal cortex activation should be beneficial for their performance. They still need
to learn the skill. This could be an explanation for the fact that inexperienced players
showed a decrease in left temporal cortex activation when being anxious, they might
forget to instruct themselves in order to learn and get better. So, for inexperienced
players an increase in activation in this area is beneficial and for experienced players
this increase can be seen as a distracting factor. These results support the eleventh and
twelfth hypothesis (H11 and H12), which stated that ”Experienced players show a higher
left temporal activation when being anxious” and ”Inexperienced players show a lower left
temporal activation when being anxious”, respectively.

The fact that the left temporal cortex is related to procedures beneficial for the early
stages of learning a motor skill, also explains why inexperienced players showed a higher
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activation in this brain region than experienced players. This is the case for three out of
the four channels related to the left temporal cortex (see Figure 5.7). Although none of
these results were significant (see Table 5.5), they are still in line with numerous previous
studies [11, 72, 73, 80–83, 106, 107]. These results support the tenth hypothesis (H10),
which stated that ”Inexperienced players show a stronger left temporal cortex activation
than experienced players”.

The differences between experienced and inexperienced players in motor cortex acti-
vation were less consistent. According to Wolf et al. [69] experienced players should show
a higher motor cortex activation than inexperienced players, however the results of this
study were not completely in line with that. Although this phenomena was observable for
the first channel, it was not for the other two channels (see Figure 5.6). In fact, the third
channel showed the complete opposite result. Therefore the results of this study do not
support the seventh hypothesis, which stated that ”Experienced players a higher motor
cortex activation than inexperienced players”.

Although for the anxiety category the results were mostly in line with was expected
from literature, the results regarding scoring and missing did not. For example, for
experienced players the left temporal cortex was more activated when scoring a penalty,
for most channels (see Figure 5.13). As explained before, an increase in left temporal
cortex activation was expected to be related to neglecting automated skills and therefore
to performing worse (i.e. missing penalties). For inexperienced players no consistent
result were found, as for two channels the activation was similar when scoring and missing
and the other two channels showed contradicting results (see Figure 5.13). Interestingly,
for channel 14 the result was significant. This channel showed that for inexperienced
players the left temporal cortex was significantly more activated when scoring a penalty.
These results, however, do not (fully) support the thirteenth and fourteenth hypothesis
(H13 and H14), which stated that ”Experienced player show a higher left temporal cortex
activation when missing a penalty” and ”Inexperienced players show lower left temporal
cortex activation when missing a penalty”, respectively.

Similar contradicting results were obtained regarding the total PFC activation. For
most channels the PFC was more activated when scoring, which is opposite of what was
expected (see Figure 5.14). As explained before, it was expected that an increase in PFC
activation would be a distracting factor and therefore result in a decrease in performance.
However, the opposite was observable. This contradicts the second hypothesis (H2), which
stated that ”The PFC is more activated when missing a penalty”.

For PFC asymmetry, however, the results were in line with what was hypothesised.
For almost all channel-pairs the right PFC was more activated, as compared to the left
PFC, when missing a penalty (see Figure 5.15). For the channel-pairs Ch7-Ch10 and Ch5-
Ch10 the result was also significant (see Table 5.7). This is again in line with the theories
of Hatfield and Kerick, Meyer et al. and Silveira et al. [21, 91, 92]. These results support
the third hypothesis (H3), which stated that ”The PFC activation is more symmetrical
(stronger right PFC activation) when missing a penalty”.

To summarise, most results found regarding the difference between anxious and not
anxious players were in line with the related literature. An increase in task-relevant
brain areas (the motor cortex) was related to being less anxious and an increase in task-
irrelevant areas (total PFC activation) was related to being more anxious. For the left
temporal cortex an increase in activation caused a distraction for experienced players,
which is reflected in being more anxious, and inexperienced players showed less anxiety
when the left temporal cortex was more activated. No similar results were, however,
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found regarding scoring and missing penalties. For the left temporal cortex and the total
PFC activation (task-irrelevant), opposing results were found. The PFC was namely more
activated when scoring and the left temporal cortex was more activated for experienced
that scored a penalty. However, this was not the case for the motor cortex and PFC
asymmetry. An increase in motor cortex activation (task-relevant) was namely related
to scoring and a higher right compared to left PFC activation was related to missing a
penalty. These results support the following hypotheses: H1, H3, H4, H5, H6, H10, H11
and H12. It has to be noted that not all results were significant. When only considering
the significant results, the following hypotheses are supported: H1, H3, H4 and H5.

6.3 Performing under Pressure

Similar to the results of Lee and Grafton [98], and increase in dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) and motor cortex connectivity was observable when performing during
the highest pressure round (see Table 5.8). Both the average z-value and number of
connected channels were higher when scoring as compared to missing during round 3. For
both variables (number of connections and the average z-value) the results could, however,
not be considered significant. Although, the number of connected channels was close to
being significant, with a p-value of p = 0.05136.

Similarly, the DLPFC-motor cortex connectivity was larger when scoring a penalty
whilst being anxious. Both the average z-value and the number of connected channels
increased when scoring a penalty (see Table 5.8). However, the differences between scoring
and missing are smaller for this condition.

It has to be mentioned that a drawback of calculating correlation-based connectivity,
as applied in this experiment, is that it can be sensitive to noise [118, 133]. Although
most motion-related artefacts were removed during the pre-processing steps, such artefacts
could have had an influence on these connectivity results. Motion artefacts are namely
observable in all channels in a similar way (peaks at the same timestamp in all channels),
which could falsely have been interpreted as a high connection between the channels.

Nonetheless, these results show that an increase in DLPFC-motor cortex connectivity
is related to performing under pressure. Although the results were not significant, it can
still be argued that the connectivity between the DLPFC and the motor cortex plays a role
in performing under pressure. Especially because similar results were obtained during pilot
test A (see Appendix A). This would also indicate that a decrease in connectivity could
lead to choking under pressure. Although the results cannot be considered significant,
they do support the eighth and ninth hypothesis (H8 and H9), which stated that: ”A
stronger average average connectivity between the motor cortex and the DLPFC (z-values)
is related to scoring a penalty when being anxious” and ”More connected channels between
the motor cortex and the DLPFC (number of connections) is related to scoring a penalty
when being anxious”, respectively.

6.4 Contrasting Results within Brain Regions

It is interesting to see that for most brain region there was no overall increase or decrease
of activation over all channels of that region. For example, when comparing anxious and
not anxious players regarding their total PFC activation, it can be seen that around half
of the channel-pairs showed increased activation and the other half showed a decrease in
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activation (see Appendix C.2). The difference between the highest and lowest activated
channel for anxious players was higher than for players that were not anxious. This means
that there was a greater difference in activation between channels of the PFC when being
anxious as compared to not being anxious. In other words, there was a higher contrast
between the activation of each channel. Similar observations were made for the other
brain regions.

This is similar to the findings of Kuriyama et al. [8] (see Section 3.4 and in particular
Figure 3.12). Their results showed that expert goalkeepers showed a higher contrast in
PFC activation than novice goalkeepers. Where novice goalkeepers had a similar acti-
vation all over the PFC, experts showed more contrasting activation, with regions that
were more activated and other regions that were less activated. Based on these results
Kuriyama et al. concluded that experts showed an increased PFC activation.

The results of Kuriyama et al., are a possible explanation of the contrasting results
found within each brain area in this study. The increase in brain activation may namely
not be observable in all channels of that brain area, but only in a few.

6.5 Hard to Classify the Data

The classification results of the SVM (Support Vector Machine) showed that it was hard
to successfully classify the data for all categories. Although all classification results were
above the chance level of 50%, no remarkably good classification results were found (see
Table 5.9). The best result on the test-set was 64.1%, which was achieved by classifying
between anxiety and no anxiety using all channels related to the total prefrontal cortex
(PFC) activation.

This shows that the data is not nicely spread, making it difficult to classify. The
scatter plots of Figure 6.1 demonstrate this. In these plots the data is plotted for the
first and second principal component for the three different categories (experienced vs
inexperienced, anxiety vs no anxiety and scoring vs missing). For each category the brain
region with the best classification result for that category was used. This means that for
the experience category, the motor cortex data was used. For the anxiety category, the
total PFC data was used and for the scoring category, the PFC asymmetry data was used.
As can be seen in these plots, for all categories most datapoints are clustered together,
making it difficult to successfully classify the data.

Other potential reason for the low classification results was the relatively small size of
the train- and test-set. There were a total of 330 trails, which meant that the train-set
contained 264 trails and the test-set 66 trails. When using a larger dataset the classifier
can be trained and tested on more trails, which should increase its performance. Another
option would be to use a moving window approach, as it has been shown in previous
fNIRS studies that classifier results can be improved by focusing a specific window [134].
Using this approach, the best window (chunk of data) for classification can be selected.
Furthermore, a more advanced classifier could potentially achieve a better performance.
In this study an SVM was used, as the aim was to simply get an idea of how easy or hard
it was to classify the data and not to achieve the best classification performance possible.
Furthermore, an SVM is rather simple to set-up. Other classifiers may perform better on
the current dataset.

Overall, the classification results show that although there were some significant results
found, it is still hard for an SVM to successfully classify the data.
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Figure 6.1: Scatter plots to show the spread of the data. From left to right the plots
represent: experienced vs inexperienced players using motor cortex data, anxiety vs no
anxiety using total PFC data and scoring vs missing using the PFC asymmetry data. For
each plot the x-axis represents the first and the y-axis the second principal component.

6.6 Limitations and Suggestions for Improvements

The largest limitation of this research is the fact that the majority of the data was unusable
due to the presence of motion artefacts. Because of this, around 60% of the data was
removed during the pre-processing steps. Preferably less motion artefacts are present in
the data, in order to remain more data for the analysis. A way to solve this would be to
increase the waiting period before each penalty. In the current experiment, participants
had to wait for 5 seconds before taking the penalty. This waiting period could be increased
to 10 seconds. One could, for example, pick a 5-second segment out of these 10 seconds,
which shows the cleanest data. This would decrease the probability of motion artefacts in
the signal. Furthermore, participants could have been better instructed about minimising
their movement during this waiting period. During the experiments it became clear that
the participants were very eager to take the penalty and therefore were not standing
perfectly still during the waiting time. This shows how motivated the participants were
to do the task, however it also meant that more motion artefacts were present in the
signals.

During this study some significant results were found. However, it has to be noted
that no multiple testing correction was done to check if these statistical results contained
any false positives. A multiple testing correction is a method to correct for accidental
statistical results when doing a large quantity of statistical tests. It is namely evident
that the chances of accidental significant results (results which are falsely considered as
being significant), increases when doing a large amount of tests. When using a False

Brain Area Channel Check P-Value Rank (I/m)Q
PFC Asymmetry Ch7-Ch10 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.00050 1 0.00062
Total PFC Ch8-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.00105 2 0.00123
Left Temp. Cortex Ch14 Inexperienced players show increased activation when scoring 0.00132 3 0.00185
Total PFC Ch8-Ch10 Anxious players show higher activation 0.00627 4 0.00247
PFC Asymmetry Ch6-Ch12 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.00921 5 0.00309
PFC Asymmetry Ch8-Ch12 Anxious players show higher right compared to left PFC activation 0.01639 6 0.00370
Motor Cortex Ch1 Anxious players show lower activation 0.01700 7 0.00432
PFC Asymmetry Ch5-Ch10 A higher left compared to right PFC activation is related to scoring 0.03885 8 0.00494
Left Temp. Cortex Ch15 Anxious experienced players show higher activation 0.04260 9 0.00556
Total PFC Ch5-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.04335 10 0.00617
Total PFC Ch7-Ch9 Anxious players show higher activation 0.04824 11 0.00679

Table 6.1: Statistical results of the permutation test after FDR correction. All significant
results before correction are included. The blue rows represent the significant results
after FDR-correction. A results was considered significant if the p-value was lower than
(I/m)Q, where I represents the rank; m the total amount of statistical tests (m = 81)
and Q the significance threshold (Q = 0.05).
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Discovery Rate (FDR) test as correction procedure, with Q = 0.05 and m = 81, 3 out of
the 11 significant results remain (where Q indicates the significance threshold and m the
number of statistical tests). In Table 6.1 the statistical results after FDR correction are
shown. In this table only the tests with a p-value below 0.05 are included, however all
81 tests were used for the FDR correction procedure. The FDR correction is more often
applied to channel-wise fNIRS analysis, similar to this study [135]. These FDR-corrected
results imply that most significant results that were found in this study, were accidental.
Meaning that most significant results were incorrectly marked as being significant. The
only significant results that remain after the correction are: the left PFC is more activated
than the right PFC when scoring a penalty, anxious players show a higher total PFC
activation and inexperienced players show an increased left temporal cortex activation
when scoring a penalty. These results are, however, based on a single channel or channel-
pair. Although most results are not significant after FDR-correction, these results are still
in line with what was found in the literature. Therefore, although no direct conclusions
can be drawn for the results of this study alone, the results can still be seen as a support
of the theories that were found in the literature.

Within the current study, scoring a penalty was seen as performing and missing a
penalty as failing to perform. However, this may not be the best measurement to use
for this comparison. Scoring a penalty does namely not necessarily indicate that the
penalty was taken well. For example, the goalkeeper can make a mistake, meaning a
badly taken penalty can still be a goal. Also missing a penalty does not necessarily mean
that a penalty was taken badly, as a goalkeeper can still save a penalty by guessing the
right direction. It would therefore be recommended to, instead, look at the quality of the
penalty. This can be done by, for example, looking at the shot-placement and shot-power.

Although pressure was successfully induced during this experiment, the levels of pres-
sure are not the same as during a match-like situation. The levels of pressure during an
important (professional) football match were not met and therefore it is uncertain if the
pressure was high enough to induce choking. A way to increase this level of pressure dur-
ing an experiment, could be to have a spectating audience. It is well known that having
other people spectating when trying to execute a task, increases the level of pressure.
Although there were sometimes a few other people around during certain experiments,
the true presence of an audience was lacking in the current study.

As the experiment was held outside, there were some conditions that were not con-
stant for each experiment (see Section 4.4). These variable conditions could have had an
influence on the results. This potential influence has not been looked into during this
study. Most of these conditions were related to the weather. Using an indoor football
pitch would solve this.

At last, there were a few participants that indicated that wearing the fNIRS cap and
the presence of the GoPro camera’s were distracting factors. This was however only the
case for a few participants. Still it could have had an influence on their performance. In
the current study the this potential influence was not looking into.

6.7 Directions for Future Research

Besides the suggested improvements named in the previous section (see Section 6.7), there
are other interesting directions for future research into this subject.

For example, it would be interesting to include professional football players and to see
if there are differences between professional players and amateur players (the experienced
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players participating in this study). It can be expected that professional players show
even more efficient neural behaviour.

In the current study multiple methods were used in order to induce pressure and
therefore it is unclear what the effects were of each method individually. Future research
could be dedicated to looking into the effect of each method on the brain activity of
participants. This way more information can be gained about what causes people to
feel pressure. The current study was more focused on what brain activity was related to
experiencing pressure.

Furthermore, future research could be done related whether performing under pressure
is trainable using brain data. It would be interesting to know if receiving feedback about
your brain activity could help you train to perform under pressure. If it is possible to
train your brain in such a way, it could be very helpful for professional sport players
or other professions where a physical performance under pressure is needed (such as
surgeons). Moreover, it would be interesting to see whether pressure on different kinds
of tasks, instead of a physical task (such as doing an exam - mental task), would also be
in line with the neural efficiency theory. Other areas of the brain would be considered
task-relevant or task-irrelevant during a mental task.

At last, the interaction between goalkeeper and player was not looked into extensively
during this study. There certainly was an interaction between player and goalkeeper and
this interaction became more prominent during the high pressure condition (player was
looking more at the goalkeeper). It would be interesting to research if this interaction
is also observable within the brain activity of the goalkeeper and the player. A more
confident goalkeeper could, namely, make the player nervous and it would be interesting
to see if this is reflected in the brain activity of player and goalkeeper as well.

6.8 Contributions

Among other things, one of the major contributions of this study is that it shows that it
is possible to successfully conduct an ”in the wild” fNIRS experiment. Only one study
was found in literature where fNIRS was for such an experiment [9]. Similar to this study
of Carius et al., the current study shows that it is possible to obtain reliable fNIRS results
during an ”in the wild” experiment, involving major movements. By implementing the
suggested adaptations to the experiment, more reliable data can be obtained, which would
improve the quality of the analysis even more.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Within the present study, an ”in the wild” penalty kick study was set-up in which pressure
was successfully induced, in order to answer the following main research question: ”What
brain activity is associated with choking under pressure in a penalty kick situation?”. This
main research question was divided into five sub-research questions. These sub-research
questions will be answered one by one.

What is the difference in brain activity between performing (scoring) and not performing
(missing) when taking a penalty kick?

In accordance to the neural efficiency theory, the task-relevant areas of the brain were
more activated when performing. The motor cortex was, namely, more activated when
scoring a penalty. Furthermore, activating the task-irrelevant prefrontal cortex (PFC) was
related to missing. This PFC activation showed itself in a higher right as compared to left
PFC activation. The activation of the PFC can be seen as a distraction. This distraction
is potentially caused by the long-term thinking ability of the PFC, as players might think
about the consequences of scoring or missing the penalty. The results regarding the motor
cortex were not found to be significant, whereas the results regarding the symmetrical PFC
activation were significant.

What brain activity is associated with performing under pressure during a penalty kick
situation?

The connectivity between the motor cortex and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
was shown to be related to scoring when being under pressure. As these results were not
significant, it only gives an indication that this connectivity is related to performing under
pressure.

What is the general difference in brain activity between expert and novice football players
when taking a penalty kick?

More experienced football players showed a lower left temporal cortex activation than
inexperienced football players. Again, these results were not significant. It therefore only
is an indication. No conclusive remarks could be made, although this result was in line
with numerous previous studies.

What brain activity is associated with expert football players that experience (performance)
anxiety when taking a penalty kick?

Experienced players showed a higher left temporal cortex activation when being anxious.
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As the left temporal cortex is related to self-instruction and self-reflection, this increased
left temporal cortex activation indicates that experienced players ”overthink” the situation
and neglect their automated skills. However, this results was not found to be significant
and therefore only gives an indication.

What brain activity is associated with novice football players that experience (performance)
anxiety when taking a penalty kick?
Unlike experienced players, inexperienced showed lower left temporal activation when be-
ing anxious. An explanation for this phenomena is that self-instruction and self-reflection
are essential in the early stages of learning a motor skill. As inexperienced players still
need to learn the skill, a higher left temporal cortex activation would be beneficial for
them. When being anxious they potentially do not instruct themselves enough. Again,
this result was not significant and therefore only gives an indication.

The total PFC activation was also related to players who experienced (performance) anx-
iety. A higher overall PFC activation was, namely, related to anxious players. Similarly,
an increased right, as compared to left PFC activation was shown to be related to anxious
players. These results apply to both experienced and inexperienced players. Both these
results were significant.
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Appendix A

Pilot Tests

A.1 Pilot Test One

The aim of the first pilot test was to get some first insights into the brain activation whilst
being under pressure. Furthermore, within this first pilot test the methods for pressure
induction and the data analysis pipeline could be designed and evaluated. During this
first experiment a game of darts was played instead of kicking penalties, as the experiment
had to be done at home due to the Covid-19 restrictions. Inside the home there was not
enough space for a penalty kick task. Although dart throwing and penalty kicking are
totally different skills, the effects of pressure on the brain can still be measured during
a darts game. A total of six participants participated in the study (all male and right-
handed) and half of the participants the brain activity was measured.

The experiment consisted of three rounds where the aim was to induce more pressure
per round. In the first round the players played on there own and in the second round they
played against each other. However, in the second round the players were not allowed to
interact with each other. In the last round the winner would get a prize (Ben & Jerry’s ice
cream) and the players were allowed to distract and trash-talk each other. The State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI) questionnaire [20] was used to measure the level of pressure.
When looking at the STAI-scores it became clear that there was no increase in pressure
between the second and the third round. Participants also indicated that they did not
experience more stress or anxiety during the last round.

Furthermore, the Brite 24 of Artinis was used to measure changes in the oxygenation
of the brain (fNIRS). A number of brain measurements were made: the total prefrontal
cortex (PFC) activation, the asymmetry between left and right PFC activation, the motor
cortex activation, the left temporal cortex activation and the connectivity between the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the motor cortex. Unfortunately due to the
noisiness of the O2Hb channels and the too strict filtering methods, almost no O2Hb data
was available. This was an indication that less strict and more advanced methods were
needed than the current method, based on the standard deviation of each channel. All
channels with a standard deviation above 1.0 were removed, which let to a total of 44.1%
of the data to be removed.

Still, some interesting results were gathered from this experiment. An increase in
total PFC activation, an increase in left temporal cortex activation and a decrease in
motor cortex activation were found to be related to a better performance. Also, a more
asymmetrical PFC activity was related to successful throws. Furthermore, the PFC ac-
tivation became more symmetrical in the last round (highest pressure condition). Most
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consistent results were found regarding the connectivity between DLPFC and the motor
cortex. Namely, a higher connectivity was related to a better performance and this con-
nectivity was most dominant during the highest pressure condition. This could be an
indication that the participants were able to deal with the pressure, which could also be
an explanation of the better results in the last round. One drawback of correlation-based
connectivity, as applied in this experiment, is that it can be sensitive to noise [118, 133].

A.2 Pilot Test Two

For the second pilot test, new methods to induce pressure were set-up, these were tested
and evaluated in this pilot experiment. During the experiment, four experienced football
players took 9 penalties divided over three rounds. During the first round no goalkeeper
was present and during the second round a goalkeeper was present but was not allowed
to distract the players. During the last round the goalkeeper was allowed to distract and
trash-talk the player. Furthermore, the goalkeeper was instructed to waste some time and
call the player by his first name often. At last, the player had to indicate beforehand in
what corner they were going to shoot the ball. The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)
[20] was used to measure the level of pressure.

The results of the STAI questionnaire and the comments of the players indicated that
they did not experience an increase of pressure or anxiety during the last round. They
indicated that because they had to pick a corner beforehand, the pressure was lower. There
were namely fewer choices to make now, when kicking the penalty. Furthermore, as there
was some confusion about the questionnaire and that the items of this questionnaire did
not corresponds to what the players were experiencing. For example, one item was related
to whether the player was ”confused”, which would be possible when being anxious in
general, however less when competing in a sport.

Based on the insights gained in this experiment it was therefore decided to use a dif-
ferent questionnaire to measure pressure. One that is preferably more specifically related
to anxiety in sport. Also, a different method to induce pressure would be needed. The
aim of this new method should be to give the player a lot of choices to make in order to
let them worry about there decision. Therefore, the players should not beforehand pick a
corner. Furthermore, the goalkeeper could try to let the player worry by telling them he
or she already knows in what corner they will shoot the ball. By giving the players more
time to think and worry, the effect can also be achieved. Therefore, letting the players
wait for a longer period of time could induce the pressure some more. The goalkeepers
could therefore waste some more time.
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Appendix B

Correlation Threshold Comparison

Figure B.1: Comparison between different correlation coefficient thresholds for the chan-
nels 1, 2, 3 and 5. In each plot the optimal threshold of t=0.0 (solid lines) is compared
to other thresholds (t=1.0, t=0.4 and t=0.1), represented by the columns. All plots show
average results over all trails. Red lines indicate O2Hb concentrations and the blue lines
HHb concentrations.
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Figure B.2: Comparison between different correlation coefficient thresholds for the chan-
nels 6, 7, 8 and 9. In each plot the optimal threshold of t=0.0 (solid lines) is compared
to other thresholds (t=1.0, t=0.4 and t=0.1), represented by the columns. All plots show
average results over all trails. Red lines indicate O2Hb concentrations and the blue lines
HHb concentrations.
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Figure B.3: Comparison between different correlation coefficient thresholds for the chan-
nels 10, 12, 13 and 14. In each plot the optimal threshold of t=0.0 (solid lines) is compared
to other thresholds (t=1.0, t=0.4 and t=0.1), represented by the columns. All plots show
average results over all trails. Red lines indicate O2Hb concentrations and the blue lines
HHb concentrations.
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Figure B.4: Comparison between different correlation coefficient thresholds for the chan-
nels 15, 16, 17 and 18. In each plot the optimal threshold of t=0.0 (solid lines) is compared
to other thresholds (t=1.0, t=0.4 and t=0.1), represented by the columns. All plots show
average results over all trails. Red lines indicate O2Hb concentrations and the blue lines
HHb concentrations.
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Appendix C

Plots of Brain Activity Results

C.1 Exp vs Non-Exp

Figure C.1: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation for experienced
and inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. From left to right the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced
players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.2: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation for expe-
rienced and inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for
each round individually are shown. From left to right the channels 13 to 16 are rep-
resented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included.
Experienced players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted
line.
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Figure C.3: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for experienced and
inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch5 (right PFC) are included. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced
players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.4: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for experienced and
inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch6 (right PFC) are included. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced
players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.5: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for experienced and
inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch7 (right PFC) are included. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced
players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.6: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for experienced and
inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch8 (right PFC) are included. Both
O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced
players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.7: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for experienced
and inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch5 (right PFC) are included. A positive
asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced players are
represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.8: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for experienced
and inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch6 (right PFC) are included. A positive
asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced players are
represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.9: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for experienced
and inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each round
individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch7 (right PFC) are included. A positive
asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. Both O2Hb-
concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experienced players are
represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.10: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for experi-
enced and inexperienced players. The overall results (all rounds) and the results for each
round individually are shown. All channels-pairs with Ch8 (right PFC) are included. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation.
Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Experi-
enced players are represented by a solid line and inexperienced players by a dotted line.
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C.2 Anxiety vs No Anxiety

Figure C.11: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation for anxious and
not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. From
left to right the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.12: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation for anxious
and not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. From
left to right the channels 13 to 16 are represented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.13: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for anxious and
not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All
channels-pairs with Ch5 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.14: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for anxious and
not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All
channels-pairs with Ch6 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.15: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for anxious and
not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All
channels-pairs with Ch7 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.16: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for anxious and
not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All
channels-pairs with Ch8 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.17: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for anxious
and not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch5 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.18: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for anxious
and not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch6 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.19: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for anxious
and not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch7 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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Figure C.20: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for anxious
and not anxious players. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch8 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Anxious players are represented by a solid line
and not anxious players by a dotted line.
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C.3 Goal vs No Goal

Figure C.21: Plots corresponding to the average motor cortex activation for scoring and
missing penalties. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players) and
the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. From left
to right the channels 1 to 3 are represented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-
concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty is represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.22: Plots corresponding to the average left temporal cortex activation for scoring
and missing penalties. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. From
left to right the channels 13 to 16 are represented. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty is represented by a solid line
and missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.23: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for scoring and
missing penalties. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players) and
the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All channels-
pairs with Ch5 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-
concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty is represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.24: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for scoring and
missing penalties. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players) and
the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All channels-
pairs with Ch6 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-
concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty is represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.25: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for scoring and
missing penalties. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players) and
the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All channels-
pairs with Ch7 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-
concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty is represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.26: Plots corresponding to the average total PFC activation for scoring and
missing penalties. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players) and
the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. All channels-
pairs with Ch8 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and HHb-
concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty is represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.27: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for scoring
and missing a penalty. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch5 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.28: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for scoring
and missing a penalty. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch6 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.29: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for scoring
and missing a penalty. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch7 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Figure C.30: Plots corresponding to the average PFC asymmetry activation for scoring
and missing a penalty. The overall results (both experienced and inexperienced players)
and the results for experienced and inexperienced players individually are shown. A
positive asymmetry value indicates a higher right as compared to left PFC activation. All
channels-pairs with Ch8 (right PFC) are included. Both O2Hb-concentrations (red) and
HHb-concentrations (blue) are included. Scoring a penalty represented by a solid line and
missing a penalty by a dotted line.
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Appendix D

Tables of Brain Activity Results

D.1 Overall

Motor Cortex
Overall

Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.472 0.076 -0.608 -0.364
O2Hb -0.299 0.076 -0.409 -0.176

Ch2
HHb -0.373 0.057 -0.443 -0.292
O2Hb 0.118 0.067 0.029 0.212

Ch3
HHb -0.086 0.011 -0.109 -0.066
O2Hb 0.081 0.056 0.008 0.174

Table D.1: Results of the overall acti-
vation (all trails). Mean, standard de-
viation (std), the minimum values and
the maximum values for each channel of
the motor cortex are given. This table
is related to Figure 5.2.

Total PFC
Overall

Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.008 0.004 -0.005 0.013
O2Hb -0.161 0.010 -0.175 -0.142

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.021 0.004 0.015 0.030
O2Hb -0.140 0.015 -0.155 -0.097

Ch5-Ch12
HHb -0.099 0.004 -0.104 -0.087
O2Hb -0.077 0.140 -0.095 -0.053

Ch6-Ch9
HHb 0.043 0.005 0.026 0.049
O2Hb -0.054 0.026 -0.087 -0.016

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.099 0.005 0.087 0.105
O2Hb -0.243 0.031 -0.281 -0.186

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.090 0.013 -0.109 -0.056
O2Hb -0.290 0.024 -0.315 -0.234

Ch7-Ch9
HHb 0.033 0.005 0.021 0.037
O2Hb -0.278 0.015 -0.317 -0.264

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.014 0.013 -0.006 0.033
O2Hb -0.240 0.022 -0.270 -0.201

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.005 0.014 -0.028 0.014
O2Hb -0.424 0.017 -0.442 -0.380

Ch8-Ch9
HHb 0.055 0.006 0.040 0.062
O2Hb -0.195 0.013 -0.208 -0.154

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.025 0.010 0.012 0.042
O2Hb -0.361 0.025 -0.390 -0.309

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.112 0.009 -0.124 -0.096
O2Hb -0.283 0.022 -0.314 -0.248

Table D.2: Results of the overall activa-
tion (all trails). Mean, standard devia-
tion (std), the minimum values and the
maximum values for each pair of chan-
nels regarding total PFC activation are
given. This table is related to Figure 5.4.

Left Temp Cortex
Overall

Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.089 0.010 -0.099 -0.068
O2Hb -0.132 0.020 -0.158 -0.098

Ch14
HHb 0.069 0.050 -0.020 0.201
O2Hb 0.487 0.080 0.404 0.626

Ch15
HHb 0.143 0.030 0.137 0.146
O2Hb -0.155 0.012 -0.173 -0.129

Ch16
HHb 0.390 0.048 0.294 0.461
O2Hb 0.163 0.024 0.101 0.198

Table D.3: Results of the overall acti-
vation (all trails). Mean, standard de-
viation (std), the minimum values and
the maximum values for each channel of
the left temporal cortex are given. This
table is related to Figure 5.3.

PFC Asymmetry
Overall

Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.017 0.009 -0.025 0.010
O2Hb 0.323 0.020 0.285 0.349

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.042 0.008 -0.060 -0.030
O2Hb 0.280 0.030 0.194 0.310

Ch5-Ch12
HHb 0.199 0.009 0.175 0.208
O2Hb 0.155 0.027 0.106 0.190

Ch6-Ch9
HHb 0.028 0.006 0.021 0.044
O2Hb 0.189 0.022 0.154 0.228

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.019 0.021 -0.051 0.011
O2Hb 0.137 0.032 0.066 0.174

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.145 0.021 0.097 0.167
O2Hb 0.195 0.013 0.179 0.218

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.113 0.011 -0.133 -0.097
O2Hb -0.157 0.014 -0.181 -0.128

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.176 0.019 -0.217 -0.134
O2Hb -0.136 0.027 -0.202 -0.103

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.062 0.021 -0.112 -0.020
O2Hb -0.099 0.040 -0.156 -0.043

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.067 0.009 -0.084 -0.049
O2Hb -0.082 0.008 -0.093 -0.061

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.330 0.006 -0.339 -0.322
O2Hb 0.105 0.026 0.052 0.137

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.150 0.013 -0.180 -0.138
O2Hb 0.136 0.008 0.116 0.151

Table D.4: Results of the overall activa-
tion (all trails). Mean, standard devia-
tion (std), the minimum values and the
maximum values for each pair of chan-
nels regarding the PFC asymmetry are
given. This table is related to Figure 5.5.
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D.2 Rounds

Motor Cortex
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.393 0.116 -0.601 -0.231 -0.825 0.117 -0.948 -0.561 -0.260 0.156 -0.538 -0.027
O2Hb -1.018 0.086 -1.143 -0.887 0.298 0.093 0.187 0.467 -0.174 0.070 -0.270 -0.036

Ch2
HHb -0.226 0.057 -0.364 -0.159 -0.248 0.014 -0.269 -0.226 -0.639 0.146 -0.831 -0.440
O2Hb 0.043 0.105 -0.051 0.274 0.331 0.078 0.187 0.418 -0.036 0.187 -0.291 0.188

Ch3
HHb 0.132 0.082 0.043 0.281 -0.153 0.032 -0.204 -0.097 -0.210 0.080 -0.353 -0.122
O2Hb 0.265 0.070 0.178 0.379 -0.027 0.048 -0.095 0.063 0.006 0.147 -0.181 0.242

Table D.5: Results of the activation per round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the
minimum values and the maximum values for each channel of the motor cortex are given.
This table is related to Figure 5.2.

Left Temp Cortex
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.106 0.011 -0.119 -0.082 -0.063 0.017 -0.087 -0.030 -0.101 0.024 -0.135 -0.069
O2Hb -0.113 0.046 -0.174 -0.052 -0.112 0.032 -0.149 -0.031 -0.180 0.025 -0.211 -0.130

Ch14
HHb 0.139 0.042 0.049 0.239 0.060 0.032 0.026 0.123 -0.006 0.098 -0.191 0.272
O2Hb 1.238 0.073 1.141 1.405 -0.204 0.056 -0.283 -0.129 0.457 0.185 0.238 0.751

Ch15
HHb 0.062 0.010 0.051 0.086 0.133 0.005 0.126 0.143 0.230 0.018 0.195 0.253
O2Hb -0.164 0.023 -0.209 -0.132 -0.266 0.034 -0.310 -0.220 -0.015 0.029 -0.055 0.041

Ch16
HHb 0.651 0.066 0.555 0.749 0.734 0.119 0.549 0.888 -0.230 0.093 -0.419 -0.122
O2Hb 0.384 0.083 0.262 0.504 0.130 0.029 0.068 0.163 -0.050 0.127 -0.213 0.126

Table D.6: Results of the activation per round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the
minimum values and the maximum values for each channel of the left temporal cortex are
given. This table is related to Figure 5.3.

Total PFC
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.025 0.016 -0.006 0.040 -0.013 0.006 -0.024 -0.006 0.013 0.016 -0.018 0.040
O2Hb -0.058 0.032 -0.102 0.000 0.080 0.010 0.073 0.116 -0.392 0.040 -0.433 -0.325

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.067 0.005 -0.071 -0.052 0.089 0.005 0.081 0.101 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.032
O2Hb -0.143 0.049 -0.196 -0.046 0.008 0.020 -0.019 0.072 -0.311 0.039 -0.348 -0.235

Ch5-Ch12
HHb -0.149 0.021 -0.170 -0.103 -0.096 0.012 -0.110 -0.071 -0.050 0.013 -0.065 -0.025
O2Hb -0.321 0.007 -0.330 -0.305 0.066 0.006 0.056 0.081 -0.022 0.041 -0.085 0.035

Ch6-Ch9
HHb 0.026 0.010 0.008 0.038 -0.143 0.044 -0.204 -0.090 0.208 0.036 0.136 0.259
O2Hb -0.133 0.050 -0.183 -0.028 0.401 0.033 0.355 0.495 -0.354 0.086 -0.477 -0.233

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.156 0.007 -0.166 -0.143 -0.060 0.011 -0.077 -0.047 0.509 0.019 0.467 0.525
O2Hb -0.566 0.029 -0.589 -0.482 0.232 0.043 0.186 0.358 -0.555 0.057 -0.599 -0.412

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.175 0.031 -0.200 -0.098 -0.150 0.007 -0.156 -0.125 0.019 0.010 -0.009 0.035
O2Hb -0.733 0.090 -0.828 -0.525 -0.061 0.026 -0.080 0.018 -0.277 0.050 -0.337 -0.184

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb 0.020 0.036 -0.027 0.064 0.082 0.036 0.019 0.122 0.012 0.013 -0.007 0.031
O2Hb -0.299 0.028 -0.356 -0.238 -0.087 0.107 -0.225 0.095 -0.366 0.058 -0.485 -0.310

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.103 0.037 -0.146 -0.042 0.119 0.024 0.079 0.158 0.003 0.022 -0.018 0.041
O2Hb -0.455 0.029 -0.488 -0.375 -0.056 0.042 -0.091 0.067 -0.232 0.064 -0.318 -0.111

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.023 0.023 -0.049 -0.020 0.055 0.032 0.004 0.124 -0.042 0.005 -0.054 -0.034
O2Hb -0.573 0.036 -0.619 -0.488 -0.352 0.024 -0.380 -0.280 -0.352 0.067 -0.438 -0.251

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.005 0.017 -0.032 0.022 0.070 0.017 0.044 0.094 0.078 0.025 0.029 0.110
O2Hb -0.107 0.073 -0.210 0.010 0.005 0.053 -0.039 0.153 -0.474 0.090 -0.608 -0.336

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.119 0.013 -0.140 -0.095 0.005 0.019 -0.024 0.031 0.135 0.017 0.116 0.170
O2Hb -0.389 0.067 -0.467 -0.255 -0.108 0.030 -0.150 -0.070 -0.630 0.089 -0.730 -0.458

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.205 0.018 -0.225 -0.166 -0.152 0.019 -0.177 -0.109 -0.002 0.020 -0.280 0.036
O2Hb -0.468 0.027 -0.512 -0.427 -0.148 0.010 -0.167 -0.134 -0.279 0.088 -0.377 -0.140

Table D.7: Results of the activation per round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the
minimum values and the maximum values for each pair of channels regarding the total
PFC activation are given. This table is related to Figure 5.4.
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PFC Asymmetry
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.051 0.032 -0.080 0.012 0.026 0.012 0.011 0.047 -0.025 0.033 -0.080 0.036
O2Hb 0.117 0.065 0.001 0.205 -0.161 0.020 -0.232 -0.145 0.784 0.080 0.650 0.866

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.134 0.010 0.104 0.142 -0.177 0.010 -0.202 -0.163 -0.043 0.014 -0.063 -0.027
O2Hb 0.285 0.098 0.092 0.392 -0.016 0.040 -0.143 0.038 0.621 0.078 0.470 0.696

Ch5-Ch12
HHb 0.298 0.042 0.206 0.341 0.191 0.023 0.143 0.220 0.100 0.026 0.051 0.131
O2Hb 0.642 0.014 0.610 0.661 -0.132 0.012 -0.162 -0.112 0.044 0.083 -0.071 0.169

Ch6-Ch9
HHb -0.158 0.021 -0.181 -0.112 -0.284 0.023 -0.319 -0.256 0.413 0.009 0.403 0.438
O2Hb -0.681 0.023 -0.705 -0.614 0.260 0.038 0.186 0.332 0.713 0.075 0.581 0.821

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.046 0.018 0.020 0.074 -0.301 0.043 -0.384 -0.255 0.313 0.038 0.220 0.345
O2Hb 0.137 0.071 0.019 0.213 0.378 0.044 0.272 0.431 -0.127 0.125 -0.342 0.077

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.051 0.033 -0.131 -0.024 0.097 0.043 0.024 0.145 0.312 0.021 0.261 0.333
O2Hb 0.288 0.054 0.229 0.387 0.927 0.033 0.826 0.965 -0.743 0.028 -0.788 -0.708

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.099 0.094 -0.223 0.014 -0.075 0.053 -0.159 -0.008 -0.146 0.048 -0.202 -0.073
O2Hb -0.741 0.062 -0.828 -0.664 -0.713 0.106 -0.854 -0.521 0.509 0.017 0.486 0.538

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.043 0.021 0.014 0.073 -0.182 0.050 -0.286 -0.054 -0.329 0.012 -0.345 -0.307
O2Hb -0.671 0.057 -0.793 -0.608 -0.118 0.022 -0.151 -0.060 0.261 0.053 0.142 0.329

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.063 0.056 -0.142 0.017 0.253 0.059 0.102 0.374 -0.332 0.051 -0.396 -0.258
O2Hb 0.257 0.058 0.159 0.319 0.216 0.049 0.118 0.287 -0.756 0.044 -0.850 -0.713

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.133 0.047 -0.186 -0.054 0.192 0.030 0.128 0.219 -0.254 0.033 -0.299 -0.194
O2Hb -0.279 0.024 -0.324 -0.246 -0.351 0.025 -0.388 -0.299 0.358 0.047 0.312 0.462

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.201 0.029 -0.268 -0.172 -0.109 0.023 -0.157 -0.082 -0.632 0.008 -0.645 -0.623
O2Hb 0.098 0.039 0.038 0.152 -0.340 0.074 -0.482 -0.250 0.626 0.043 0.568 0.683

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.161 0.055 -0.243 -0.090 -0.119 0.037 -0.170 -0.073 -0.173 0.026 -0.229 -0.146
O2Hb 0.173 0.075 0.065 0.285 0.312 0.029 0.266 0.357 -0.137 0.030 -0.207 -0.079

Table D.8: Results of the activation per round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the
minimum values and the maximum values for each pair of channels regarding the PFC
asymmetry are given. This table is related to Figure 5.5.

D.3 Exp vs Non-Exp

Motor Cortex

Motor Cortex
Overall - Exp Overall - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.248 0.068 -0.407 -0.150 -0.629 0.117 -0.761 -0.453
O2Hb 0.129 0.095 0.015 0.327 -0.617 0.114 -0.742 -0.412

Ch2
HHb 0.005 0.105 -0.113 0.156 -0.804 0.050 -0.895 -0.730
O2Hb 0.067 0.101 -0.101 0.176 0.166 0.054 0.086 0.255

Ch3
HHb -0.200 0.023 -0.222 -0.149 0.020 0.038 -0.072 0.079
O2Hb -0.442 0.045 -0.502 -0.344 0.577 0.083 0.476 0.720

Table D.9: Results of the overall activation (all trails) for experienced and inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.1.

Motor Cortex
Round 1 - Exp Round 1 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.511 0.136 -0.723 -0.315 -0.250 0.152 -0.559 -0.073
O2Hb -0.776 0.094 -0.879 -0.573 -1.290 0.137 -1.450 -1.025

Ch2
HHb -0.055 0.040 -0.135 -0.002 -0.342 0.099 -0.607 -0.234
O2Hb -0.182 0.088 -0.332 -0.066 0.213 0.144 0.062 0.571

Ch3
HHb -0.550 0.071 -0.629 -0.425 1.042 0.099 0.904 1.224
O2Hb -0.645 0.122 -0.775 -0.374 1.389 0.055 1.308 1.528

Table D.10: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the first round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.1.

Motor Cortex
Round 2 - Exp Round 2 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -1.000 0.107 -1.146 -0.845 -0.728 0.214 -0.986 -0.354
O2Hb 0.751 0.123 0.609 0.967 0.051 0.182 -0.173 0.361

Ch2
HHb 0.560 0.065 0.374 0.617 -1.099 0.067 -1.184 -0.906
O2Hb 0.306 0.102 0.190 0.545 0.352 0.128 0.069 0.492

Ch3
HHb -0.259 0.023 -0.291 -0.219 -0.074 0.065 -0.170 0.042
O2Hb -0.048 0.068 -0.127 0.097 -0.010 0.044 -0.085 0.038

Table D.11: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during the
second round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.1.
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Motor Cortex
Round 3 - Exp Round 3 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb 0.663 0.086 0.468 0.827 -0.758 0.203 -1.080 -0.482
O2Hb 0.809 0.105 0.639 0.997 -0.813 0.051 -0.884 -0.706

Ch2
HHb -0.424 0.233 -0.704 -0.061 -1.070 0.136 -1.345 -0.877
O2Hb 0.052 0.266 -0.453 0.301 -0.158 0.181 -0.430 -0.103

Ch3
HHb 0.249 0.041 0.194 0.331 -0.603 0.140 -0.888 -0.470
O2Hb -0.578 0.082 -0.693 -0.395 0.507 0.214 0.198 0.847

Table D.12: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the third round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.1.

Left Temporal Cortex

Left Temp Cortex
Overall - Exp Overall - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.106 0.015 -0.123 -0.070 -0.073 0.009 -0.084 -0.060
O2Hb -0.162 0.035 -0.207 -0.099 -0.102 0.006 -0.110 -0.089

Ch14
HHb -0.024 0.036 -0.087 0.052 0.153 0.065 0.040 0.335
O2Hb 0.296 0.056 0.229 0.383 0.633 0.101 0.531 0.812

Ch15
HHb 0.017 0.010 0.008 0.040 0.333 0.022 0.293 0.353
O2Hb -0.268 0.026 -0.303 -0.219 0.029 0.028 -0.036 0.059

Ch16
HHb 0.313 0.038 0.275 0.394 0.467 0.125 0.300 0.648
O2Hb 0.208 0.041 0.161 0.270 0.116 0.033 0.021 0.158

Table D.13: Results of the overall activation (all trails) for experienced and inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.2.

Left Temp Cortex
Round 1 - Exp Round 1 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.099 0.019 -0.122 -0.063 -0.114 0.013 -0.131 -0.096
O2Hb -0.142 0.047 -0.197 -0.054 -0.080 0.059 -0.197 -0.014

Ch14
HHb 0.056 0.035 0.013 0.143 0.215 0.084 0.016 0.326
O2Hb 0.590 0.085 0.502 0.751 1.778 0.140 1.574 1.992

Ch15
HHb 0.066 0.013 0.049 0.099 0.058 0.014 0.037 0.090
O2Hb -0.305 0.042 -0.361 -0.223 0.033 0.068 -0.080 0.111

Ch16
HHb 0.360 0.074 0.274 0.524 0.985 0.198 0.715 1.264
O2Hb 0.494 0.041 0.442 0.550 0.244 0.232 -0.094 0.579

Table D.14: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the first round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to
Figure C.2.

Left Temp Cortex
Round 2 - Exp Round 2 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb 0.065 0.020 0.036 0.099 -0.184 0.016 -0.206 -0.151
O2Hb 0.152 0.034 0.113 0.242 -0.362 0.030 -0.398 -0.289

Ch14
HHb 0.041 0.010 0.012 0.050 0.077 0.063 0.019 0.210
O2Hb 0.151 0.031 0.107 0.218 -0.501 0.118 -0.666 -0.354

Ch15
HHb 0.010 0.013 -0.004 0.033 0.441 0.034 0.398 0.503
O2Hb -0.500 0.044 -0.547 -0.416 0.319 0.036 0.253 0.361

Ch16
HHb 0.362 0.016 0.331 0.400 1.068 0.220 0.735 1.364
O2Hb -0.027 0.013 -0.044 0.024 0.287 0.058 0.154 0.349

Table D.15: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during the
second round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to
Figure C.2.
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Left Temp Cortex
Round 3 - Exp Round 3 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.341 0.033 -0.390 -0.294 0.140 0.028 0.096 0.182
O2Hb -0.574 0.062 -0.635 -0.465 0.165 0.048 0.106 0.264

Ch14
HHb -0.205 0.122 -0.471 -0.004 0.193 0.116 0.033 0.548
O2Hb 0.119 0.112 -0.028 0.282 0.665 0.232 0.392 1.045

Ch15
HHb -0.032 0.014 -0.056 -0.016 0.479 0.032 0.402 0.515
O2Hb 0.106 0.030 0.062 0.171 -0.135 0.031 -0.175 -0.079

Ch16
HHb 0.209 0.048 0.093 0.285 -0.648 0.141 -0.906 -0.469
O2Hb 0.056 0.078 -0.029 0.173 -0.152 0.489 -0.399 0.123

Table D.16: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the third round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to
Figure C.2.

Total PFC

Total PFC
Overall - Exp Overall - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.004 0.002 -0.005 0.006 0.015 0.007 -0.005 0.024
O2Hb -0.190 0.014 -0.208 -0.164 -0.122 0.006 -0.132 -0.111

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.018 0.041 0.006 0.033 0.051
O2Hb -0.187 0.023 -0.212 -0.123 -0.069 0.004 -0.075 -0.058

Ch5-12
HHb 0.033 0.005 0.027 0.045 -0.345 0.004 -0.351 -0.335
O2Hb -0.117 0.024 -0.141 -0.071 -0.005 0.010 -0.023 0.008

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.119 0.008 -0.131 -0.109 0.264 0.018 0.219 0.278
O2Hb -0.045 0.025 -0.079 0.015 -0.065 0.044 -0.125 -0.011

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.098 0.012 0.078 0.112 0.100 0.020 0.064 0.123
O2Hb -0.338 0.045 -0.391 -0.225 -0.120 0.037 -0.160 -0.054

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.027 0.012 0.012 0.059 -0.260 0.015 -0.285 -0.224
O2Hb -0.126 0.040 -0.169 -0.021 -0.516 0.033 -0.559 -0.454

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.173 0.007 -0.179 -0.149 0.299 0.018 0.258 0.317
O2Hb -0.520 0.047 -0.616 -0.449 0.004 0.034 -0.061 0.037

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.039 0.019 -0.057 0.011 0.078 0.032 0.040 0.127
O2Hb -0.486 0.034 -0.529 -0.407 0.079 0.043 0.025 0.133

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.093 0.011 0.075 0.116 -0.186 0.029 -0.226 -0.146
O2Hb -0.425 0.019 -0.445 -0.384 -0.421 0.032 -0.469 -0.372

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.043 0.013 0.020 0.060 0.078 0.027 0.014 0.101
O2Hb -0.333 0.022 -0.359 -0.278 0.026 0.010 0.005 0.043

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.046 0.006 0.035 0.054 -0.010 0.022 -0.047 0.024
O2Hb -0.499 0.050 -0.549 -0.393 -0.179 0.024 -0.200 -0.109

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.003 0.012 -0.010 0.036 -0.349 0.016 -0.365 -0.305
O2Hb -0.373 0.036 -0.420 -0.304 -0.129 0.018 -0.152 -0.078

Table D.17: Results of the overall activation (all trails) for experienced and inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is related
to Figures C.3 to C.6.
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Total PFC
Round 1 - Exp Round 1 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.135 0.017 -0.169 -0.118 0.231 0.016 0.203 0.253
O2Hb -0.024 0.037 -0.061 0.068 -0.102 0.037 -0.171 -0.065

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.040 0.003 -0.044 -0.035 -0.121 0.013 -0.133 -0.083
O2Hb -0.349 0.057 -0.410 -0.223 0.218 0.044 0.143 0.263

Ch5-12
HHb -0.151 0.022 -0.180 -0.109 -0.147 0.023 -0.170 -0.095
O2Hb -0.583 0.008 -0.596 -0.560 -0.002 0.016 -0.018 0.050

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.185 0.011 -0.215 -0.172 0.177 0.011 0.164 0.192
O2Hb -0.391 0.137 -0.521 -0.077 0.051 0.015 0.007 0.066

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.114 0.008 -0.121 -0.092 -0.183 0.007 -0.194 -0.173
O2Hb -0.858 0.111 -0.962 -0.596 -0.384 0.029 -0.421 -0.347

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.262 0.077 -0.360 -0.093 -0.121 0.011 -0.140 -0.097
O2Hb -0.782 0.236 -1.081 -0.283 -0.703 0.016 -0.726 -0.670

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.153 0.010 -0.174 -0.128 0.136 0.056 0.062 0.204
O2Hb -0.492 0.095 -0.627 -0.282 -0.159 0.026 -0.207 -0.126

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.087 0.007 -0.099 -0.074 -0.116 0.063 -0.194 -0.006
O2Hb -0.906 0.095 -0.997 -0.691 0.030 0.057 -0.048 0.099

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.129 0.019 0.107 0.165 -0.174 0.031 -0.221 -0.124
O2Hb -0.575 0.070 -0.651 -0.412 -0.570 0.014 -0.597 -0.555

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.072 0.026 -0.133 -0.046 0.083 0.010 0.067 0.099
O2Hb -0.125 0.058 -0.182 0.030 -0.093 0.094 -0.254 0.005

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.086 0.030 -0.145 -0.058 -0.152 0.010 -0.164 -0.126
O2Hb -0.514 0.046 -0.568 -0.405 -0.278 0.099 -0.426 -0.121

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.016 0.028 -0.035 0.048 -0.400 0.018 -0.421 -0.355
O2Hb -0.716 0.010 -0.737 -0.703 -0.269 0.043 -0.333 -0.203

Table D.18: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the first round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is
related to Figures C.3 to C.6.

Total PFC
Round 2 - Exp Round 2 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.038 0.004 0.025 0.043 -0.144 0.020 -0.178 -0.122
O2Hb -0.005 0.020 -0.025 0.057 0.303 0.018 0.270 0.325

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.055 0.006 0.043 0.069 0.156 0.009 0.145 0.178
O2Hb 0.033 0.020 0.001 0.098 -0.042 0.019 -0.063 0.020

Ch5-12
HHb -0.007 0.015 -0.024 0.019 -0.272 0.006 -0.286 -0.253
O2Hb 0.023 0.028 0.000 0.088 0.152 0.045 0.049 0.200

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.250 0.041 -0.307 -0.192 0.153 0.053 0.078 0.217
O2Hb 0.402 0.045 0.354 0.528 0.401 0.057 0.315 0.481

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.141 0.027 -0.182 -0.112 0.045 0.011 0.022 0.060
O2Hb 0.550 0.053 0.493 0.701 -0.148 0.035 -0.184 -0.054

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.171 0.013 -0.186 -0.146 -0.111 0.033 -0.175 -0.039
O2Hb 0.286 0.032 0.252 0.366 -0.547 0.029 -0.586 -0.469

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.252 0.045 -0.304 -0.187 1.084 0.268 0.635 1.387
O2Hb 0.016 0.138 -0.173 0.222 -0.398 0.038 -0.442 -0.286

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.089 0.019 0.060 0.137 0.156 0.032 0.103 0.200
O2Hb -0.022 0.048 -0.070 0.106 -0.108 0.037 -0.141 0.008

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.155 0.026 0.116 0.222 -0.146 0.057 -0.238 -0.071
O2Hb -0.307 0.030 -0.351 -0.241 -0.460 0.031 -0.509 -0.372

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.116 0.023 0.076 0.151 -0.117 0.021 -0.180 -0.085
O2Hb -0.170 0.061 -0.217 -0.017 0.565 0.039 0.498 0.697

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.008 0.021 -0.020 0.039 0.000 0.019 -0.038 0.020
O2Hb -0.084 0.050 -0.146 -0.010 -0.150 0.031 -0.183 -0.034

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.087 0.027 -0.121 -0.018 -0.324 0.022 -0.351 -0.251
O2Hb -0.188 0.012 -0.209 -0.154 -0.052 0.049 -0.136 0.024

Table D.19: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during the
second round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is
related to Figures C.3 to C.6.
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Total PFC
Round 3 - Exp Round 3 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.066 0.012 0.055 0.091 -0.045 0.024 -0.096 -0.015
O2Hb -0.488 0.049 -0.547 -0.419 -0.296 0.034 -0.332 -0.227

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.003 0.004 -0.008 0.004 0.051 0.013 0.030 0.066
O2Hb -0.342 0.048 -0.394 -0.249 -0.282 0.032 -0.332 -0.222

Ch5-12
HHb 0.261 0.013 0.248 0.288 -0.795 0.017 -0.822 -0.777
O2Hb 0.082 0.047 0.007 0.154 -0.293 0.028 -0.334 -0.262

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb 0.058 0.026 0.019 0.114 0.396 0.054 0.282 0.447
O2Hb -0.319 0.094 -0.454 -0.206 -0.398 0.077 -0.508 -0.263

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.445 0.006 0.436 0.456 0.664 0.062 0.542 0.726
O2Hb -0.914 0.038 -0.960 -0.811 0.281 0.139 0.093 0.519

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.313 0.009 0.292 0.328 -0.569 0.017 -0.611 -0.550
O2Hb -0.304 0.043 -0.351 -0.203 -0.215 0.076 -0.312 -0.116

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.120 0.030 -0.160 -0.073 0.192 0.014 0.151 0.214
O2Hb -0.963 0.060 -1.076 -0.896 0.231 0.057 0.106 0.282

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.117 0.038 -0.159 -0.047 0.203 0.013 0.185 0.223
O2Hb -0.611 0.054 -0.670 -0.492 0.273 0.080 0.152 0.396

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.027 0.007 0.018 0.042 -0.249 0.032 -0.337 -0.210
O2Hb -0.425 0.062 -0.506 -0.322 -0.096 0.084 -0.215 0.008

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.024 0.008 0.015 0.042 0.171 0.068 0.027 0.228
O2Hb -0.671 0.086 -0.806 -0.550 -0.178 0.097 -0.312 -0.010

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.142 0.010 0.130 0.164 0.119 0.049 0.022 0.184
O2Hb -1.017 0.099 -1.136 -0.822 -0.098 0.077 -0.171 0.042

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.082 0.013 0.068 0.112 -0.286 0.054 -0.397 -0.222
O2Hb -0.403 0.103 -0.521 -0.236 0.044 0.049 -0.016 0.119

Table D.20: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the third round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is
related to Figures C.3 to C.6.
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PFC Asymmetry

PFC Asymmetry
Overall - Exp Overall - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.008 0.005 -0.011 0.009 -0.029 0.015 -0.047 0.010
O2Hb 0.379 0.029 0.328 0.417 0.244 0.013 0.222 0.265

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.017 0.008 -0.035 -0.009 -0.083 0.011 -0.102 -0.067
O2Hb 0.375 0.045 0.246 0.424 0.139 0.008 0.117 0.150

Ch5-12
HHb -0.065 0.011 -0.091 -0.053 0.691 0.008 0.671 0.701
O2Hb 0.234 0.048 0.141 0.282 0.010 0.019 -0.016 0.045

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.158 0.026 -0.188 -0.112 0.283 0.030 0.241 0.329
O2Hb 0.067 0.034 0.029 0.149 0.349 0.021 0.319 0.379

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.359 0.026 -0.407 -0.323 0.425 0.018 0.397 0.449
O2Hb -0.100 0.027 -0.145 -0.062 0.445 0.048 0.337 0.505

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.185 0.036 -0.246 -0.149 0.625 0.018 0.585 0.649
O2Hb -0.395 0.033 -0.432 -0.322 1.006 0.043 0.959 1.072

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.367 0.011 -0.384 -0.323 0.193 0.026 0.125 0.221
O2Hb -0.606 0.022 -0.624 -0.524 0.366 0.027 0.331 0.407

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.314 0.021 -0.349 -0.267 -0.010 0.018 -0.058 0.028
O2Hb -0.418 0.038 -0.513 -0.350 0.230 0.045 0.123 0.283

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.445 0.032 -0.500 -0.401 0.644 0.036 0.586 0.693
O2Hb -0.319 0.021 -0.369 -0.291 0.385 0.109 0.235 0.524

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.055 0.033 -0.117 -0.012 -0.089 0.035 -0.130 -0.022
O2Hb -0.184 0.019 -0.217 -0.162 0.080 0.044 0.037 0.187

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.310 0.015 -0.339 -0.284 -0.363 0.029 -0.429 -0.335
O2Hb 0.113 0.049 0.005 0.163 0.095 0.030 0.033 0.128

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.341 0.030 -0.363 -0.327 0.243 0.056 0.142 0.305
O2Hb -0.041 0.023 -0.073 -0.010 0.440 0.052 0.390 0.537

Table D.21: Results of the overall activation (all trails) for experienced and inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related to
Figures C.7 to C.10.

PFC Asymmetry
Round 1 - Exp Round 1 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.269 0.034 0.236 0.337 -0.462 0.032 -0.506 -0.407
O2Hb 0.048 0.075 -0.136 0.122 0.205 0.073 0.129 0.341

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.080 0.005 0.070 0.088 0.242 0.026 0.165 0.265
O2Hb 0.697 0.115 0.446 0.821 -0.436 0.088 -0.527 -0.287

Ch5-12
HHb 0.217 0.043 0.010 0.360 0.293 0.046 0.190 0.340
O2Hb 1.165 0.015 1.119 1.192 0.003 0.032 -0.101 0.035

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.046 0.040 -0.091 0.042 -0.238 0.014 -0.266 -0.223
O2Hb -1.355 0.074 -1.470 -1.169 -0.201 0.036 -0.242 -0.122

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.249 0.023 -0.281 -0.217 0.231 0.017 0.192 0.257
O2Hb -0.118 0.116 -0.329 0.023 0.296 0.050 0.237 0.395

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.030 0.102 -0.200 0.135 -0.065 0.032 -0.143 -0.020
O2Hb -0.280 0.049 -0.340 -0.179 0.643 0.067 0.570 0.746

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb 0.012 0.040 -0.031 0.085 -0.174 0.132 -0.352 -0.018
O2Hb -1.311 0.047 -1.448 -1.241 -0.326 0.131 -0.510 -0.176

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.223 0.033 0.180 0.282 -0.096 0.023 -0.136 -0.066
O2Hb -0.807 0.050 -0.932 -0.761 -0.525 0.068 -0.644 -0.429

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.195 0.027 -0.237 -0.133 0.068 0.086 -0.054 0.176
O2Hb 0.306 0.044 0.221 0.375 0.190 0.193 -0.123 0.408

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.159 0.045 -0.209 -0.076 -0.107 0.049 -0.168 -0.032
O2Hb -0.664 0.067 -0.815 -0.589 0.021 0.031 -0.029 0.069

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.033 0.007 -0.044 -0.016 -0.370 0.064 -0.519 -0.300
O2Hb 0.249 0.041 0.189 0.309 -0.036 0.047 -0.124 0.026

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.365 0.044 -0.426 -0.302 0.021 0.066 -0.082 0.101
O2Hb 0.600 0.039 0.535 0.662 -0.169 0.106 -0.314 -0.016

Table D.22: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the first round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related
to Figures C.7 to C.10.
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PFC Asymmetry
Round 2 - Exp Round 2 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.076 0.009 -0.085 -0.050 0.289 0.039 0.244 0.356
O2Hb 0.011 0.090 -0.113 0.049 -0.606 0.036 -0.651 -0.539

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.109 0.012 -0.138 -0.085 -0.313 0.018 -0.357 -0.289
O2Hb -0.066 0.041 -0.195 -0.003 0.084 0.039 -0.040 0.125

Ch5-12
HHb 0.015 0.030 -0.039 0.047 0.544 0.012 0.507 0.571
O2Hb -0.047 0.055 -0.176 0.000 -0.304 0.090 -0.399 -0.098

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.302 0.054 -0.380 -0.236 -0.233 0.063 -0.316 -0.129
O2Hb 0.595 0.075 0.486 0.733 -0.575 0.081 -0.699 -0.473

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.600 0.044 -0.694 -0.552 0.088 0.043 0.018 0.136
O2Hb 0.432 0.044 0.316 0.489 0.312 0.052 0.219 0.380

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.198 0.055 -0.278 -0.136 0.644 0.026 0.578 0.684
O2Hb 0.529 0.026 0.478 0.564 1.484 0.055 1.313 1.539

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.578 0.074 -0.688 -0.474 1.433 0.367 0.805 1.860
O2Hb -0.315 0.028 -0.364 -0.249 -1.907 0.360 -2.339 -1.335

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.293 0.047 -0.390 -0.163 -0.046 0.054 -0.158 0.079
O2Hb -0.290 0.052 -0.354 -0.124 0.139 0.049 0.037 0.203

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.064 0.063 -0.088 0.134 0.632 0.102 0.482 0.853
O2Hb 0.173 0.029 0.102 0.215 0.317 0.099 0.156 0.503

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.259 0.057 0.147 0.316 -0.075 0.083 -0.179 0.050
O2Hb -0.360 0.043 -0.434 -0.307 -0.321 0.061 -0.377 -0.140

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.100 0.021 -0.146 -0.067 -0.123 0.034 -0.175 -0.081
O2Hb -0.573 0.073 -0.752 -0.475 0.068 0.082 -0.056 0.153

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.248 0.069 -0.341 -0.163 0.226 0.047 0.151 0.288
O2Hb -0.010 0.042 -0.068 0.054 1.096 0.051 1.025 1.174

Table D.23: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during the
second round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related
to Figures C.7 to C.10.

PFC Asymmetry
Round 3 - Exp Round 3 - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.132 0.024 -0.182 -0.110 0.090 0.047 0.031 0.193
O2Hb 0.976 0.098 0.838 1.094 0.593 0.068 0.453 0.665

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.007 0.008 -0.007 0.017 -0.103 0.026 -0.133 -0.060
O2Hb 0.684 0.096 0.499 0.787 0.564 0.064 0.444 0.663

Ch5-12
HHb -0.521 0.026 -0.575 -0.497 1.590 0.033 1.553 1.644
O2Hb -0.164 0.094 -0.309 -0.015 0.586 0.056 0.524 0.669

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.054 0.025 -0.088 0.000 0.996 0.028 0.959 1.040
O2Hb 0.249 0.121 0.085 0.467 1.292 0.039 1.202 1.342

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.143 0.046 -0.268 -0.105 1.408 0.028 1.369 1.470
O2Hb -0.551 0.110 -0.664 -0.290 0.863 0.209 0.408 1.069

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.229 0.017 -0.266 -0.209 1.393 0.032 1.317 1.431
O2Hb -1.359 0.086 -1.457 -1.234 0.694 0.132 0.511 0.881

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.357 0.057 -0.431 -0.272 0.142 0.039 0.093 0.209
O2Hb -0.462 0.038 -0.524 -0.362 1.479 0.060 1.383 1.566

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.599 0.006 -0.613 -0.592 0.123 0.029 0.087 0.173
O2Hb -0.260 0.067 -0.384 -0.183 0.955 0.120 0.671 1.067

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.963 0.043 -1.026 -0.893 1.562 0.089 1.424 1.706
O2Hb -1.210 0.040 -1.283 -1.163 0.833 0.078 0.668 0.961

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.355 0.050 -0.443 -0.272 -0.077 0.014 -0.099 -0.046
O2Hb 0.332 0.039 0.291 0.422 0.397 0.058 0.343 0.523

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.634 0.015 -0.660 -0.610 -0.629 0.056 -0.705 -0.553
O2Hb 0.886 0.029 0.833 0.931 0.268 0.140 0.089 0.477

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.419 0.018 -0.453 -0.400 0.664 0.054 0.534 0.721
O2Hb -0.475 0.048 -0.578 -0.387 0.741 0.021 0.717 0.772

Table D.24: Results of the activation for experienced and inexperienced players during
the third round. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum
values for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related
to Figures C.7 to C.10.
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D.4 Anxiety vs No Anxiety

Motor Cortex

Motor Cortex
Anxious - Overall Not Anxious - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.526 0.028 -0.584 -0.477 -0.419 0.124 -0.631 -0.251
O2Hb -0.911 0.093 -1.062 -0.796 0.173 0.078 0.087 0.312

Ch2
HHb -1.191 0.077 -1.317 -1.079 0.176 0.062 0.043 0.257
O2Hb -0.126 0.116 -0.266 0.023 0.283 0.038 0.220 0.341

Ch3
HHb 0.139 0.066 0.024 0.243 -0.297 0.045 -0.355 -0.225
O2Hb 0.171 0.094 0.036 0.285 -0.002 0.036 -0.039 0.077

Table D.25: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
anxious and not anxious players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values
and the maximum values for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is
related to Figure C.11.

Motor Cortex
Anxious - Exp Not Anxious - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb 1.601 0.101 1.324 1.751 -0.752 0.068 -0.879 -0.647
O2Hb -0.768 0.187 -1.079 -0.483 0.334 0.091 0.228 0.514

Ch2
HHb -1.005 0.329 -1.418 -0.496 0.366 0.049 0.253 0.420
O2Hb 0.115 0.309 -0.481 0.421 0.053 0.050 -0.008 0.148

Ch3
HHb -0.076 0.016 -0.102 -0.051 -0.254 0.032 -0.292 -0.176
O2Hb -0.803 0.096 -0.918 -0.579 -0.285 0.025 -0.321 -0.238

Table D.26: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious experienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.11.

Motor Cortex
Anxious - Non-Exp Not Anxious - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.982 0.022 -1.016 -0.948 0.192 0.344 -0.205 0.713
O2Hb -0.943 0.075 -1.059 -0.841 -0.085 0.272 -0.376 0.335

Ch2
HHb -1.290 0.151 -1.615 -1.097 -0.186 0.112 -0.356 0.023
O2Hb -0.216 0.109 -0.388 -0.058 0.675 0.043 0.599 0.732

Ch3
HHb 0.233 0.094 0.073 0.379 -0.376 0.083 -0.481 -0.219
O2Hb 0.607 0.103 0.458 0.755 0.522 0.095 0.353 0.665

Table D.27: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious inexperienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.11.
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Left Temporal Cortex

Left Temp Cortex
Anxious - Overall Not Anxious - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.063 0.018 -0.084 -0.027 -0.112 0.008 -0.124 -0.098
O2Hb -0.126 0.009 -0.144 -0.112 -0.136 0.043 -0.190 -0.062

Ch14
HHb 0.089 0.092 -0.138 0.220 0.056 0.063 -0.012 0.188
O2Hb 0.513 0.125 0.373 0.757 0.470 0.060 0.389 0.550

Ch15
HHb 0.287 0.019 0.255 0.305 0.054 0.007 0.046 0.067
O2Hb 0.015 0.017 -0.070 0.072 -0.252 0.015 -0.275 -0.229

Ch16
HHb 0.313 0.135 0.136 0.513 0.459 0.047 0.396 0.532
O2Hb 0.028 0.061 -0.117 0.163 0.269 0.027 0.226 0.316

Table D.28: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
anxious and not anxious players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values
and the maximum values for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This
table is related to Figure C.12.

Left Temp Cortex
Anxious - Exp Not Anxious - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.304 0.025 -0.330 -0.285 0.002 0.017 -0.020 0.035
O2Hb -0.037 0.023 -0.065 -0.002 -0.223 0.045 -0.278 -0.132

Ch14
HHb -0.186 0.090 -0.414 -0.038 0.011 0.026 -0.019 0.072
O2Hb 0.086 0.126 -0.081 0.265 0.341 0.042 0.294 0.422

Ch15
HHb -0.240 0.026 -0.285 -0.209 0.064 0.009 0.055 0.085
O2Hb 0.194 0.039 0.146 0.288 -0.344 0.024 -0.381 -0.306

Ch16
HHb 0.182 0.014 0.163 0.218 0.345 0.044 0.299 0.438
O2Hb 0.266 0.070 0.173 0.354 0.193 0.034 0.158 0.253

Table D.29: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious experienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.12.

Left Temp Cortex
Anxious - Non-Exp Not Anxious - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb 0.078 0.014 0.059 0.111 -0.281 0.012 -0.311 -0.259
O2Hb -0.173 0.024 -0.212 -0.143 0.070 0.043 0.047 0.077

Ch14
HHb 0.166 0.102 -0.061 0.320 0.137 0.135 -0.027 0.395
O2Hb 0.610 0.133 0.458 0.877 0.665 0.098 0.528 0.808

Ch15
HHb 0.457 0.030 0.410 0.489 0.011 0.017 -0.023 0.033
O2Hb -0.044 0.027 -0.106 0.014 0.211 0.051 0.140 0.294

Ch16
HHb 0.348 0.173 0.119 0.602 0.822 0.103 0.637 0.981
O2Hb -0.045 0.071 -0.225 0.109 0.483 0.146 0.150 0.643

Table D.30: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious inexperienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.12.
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Total PFC

Total PFC
Anxious - Overall Not Anxious - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.036 0.005 -0.048 -0.029 0.048 0.005 0.034 0.055
O2Hb -0.005 0.015 -0.020 0.033 -0.299 0.020 -0.324 -0.269

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.032 0.006 -0.041 -0.016 0.048 0.008 0.041 0.067
O2Hb -0.252 0.029 -0.281 -0.191 -0.084 0.012 -0.099 -0.050

Ch5-12
HHb -0.297 0.002 -0.300 -0.291 0.014 0.006 0.006 0.030
O2Hb -0.197 0.010 -0.215 -0.171 -0.012 0.025 -0.042 0.036

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb 0.062 0.008 0.050 0.073 0.030 0.010 0.003 0.038
O2Hb -0.083 0.054 -0.151 -0.010 -0.033 0.015 -0.054 0.002

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.031 0.011 -0.047 -0.016 0.166 0.006 0.155 0.176
O2Hb -0.256 0.077 -0.336 -0.097 -0.234 0.042 -0.275 -0.127

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.285 0.026 -0.336 -0.233 0.044 0.008 0.032 0.065
O2Hb -0.451 0.058 -0.528 -0.357 -0.164 0.058 -0.223 -0.018

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb 0.081 0.031 0.028 0.119 0.000 0.017 -0.019 0.029
O2Hb -0.042 0.016 -0.062 -0.017 -0.468 0.021 -0.524 -0.438

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.019 0.014 -0.038 0.010 0.032 0.015 0.012 0.057
O2Hb -0.255 0.054 -0.323 -0.163 -0.232 0.023 -0.261 -0.178

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.248 0.024 -0.286 -0.216 0.135 0.010 0.120 0.149
O2Hb -0.679 0.040 -0.740 -0.599 -0.294 0.018 -0.316 -0.252

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.016 0.024 -0.036 0.051 0.079 0.016 0.046 0.095
O2Hb 0.101 0.059 0.037 0.220 -0.410 0.034 -0.450 -0.359

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.067 0.015 -0.082 -0.034 0.072 0.008 0.060 0.084
O2Hb -0.162 0.038 -0.194 -0.064 -0.483 0.047 -0.536 -0.396

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.190 0.020 -0.212 -0.146 -0.069 0.014 -0.081 -0.030
O2Hb -0.357 0.015 -0.381 -0.340 -0.238 0.027 -0.282 -0.188

Table D.31: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
anxious and not anxious players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values
and the maximum values for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are
given. This table is related to Figures C.13 to C.16.

Total PFC
Anxious - Exp Not Anxious - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.207 0.004 -0.214 -0.201 0.088 0.003 0.079 0.091
O2Hb 0.236 0.018 0.214 0.277 -0.360 0.014 -0.377 -0.330

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.024 0.007 -0.035 -0.015 0.016 0.004 0.011 0.025
O2Hb -0.449 0.076 -0.526 -0.302 -0.137 0.019 -0.159 -0.088

Ch5-12
HHb 0.015 0.011 -0.002 0.026 0.037 0.009 0.027 0.056
O2Hb -0.212 0.017 -0.248 -0.160 -0.095 0.031 -0.130 -0.029

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.222 0.029 -0.254 -0.160 -0.095 0.007 -0.105 -0.086
O2Hb -0.115 0.104 -0.250 0.046 -0.028 0.036 -0.061 0.076

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.186 0.022 -0.218 -0.130 0.142 0.017 0.117 0.162
O2Hb -0.671 0.096 -0.771 -0.469 -0.258 0.056 -0.318 -0.114

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.050 0.053 -0.116 0.058 0.038 0.007 0.029 0.060
O2Hb -0.524 0.069 -0.629 -0.419 -0.055 0.055 -0.113 0.086

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.427 0.018 -0.453 -0.397 -0.085 0.008 -0.094 -0.063
O2Hb -0.375 0.037 -0.434 -0.328 -0.570 0.071 -0.693 -0.457

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.106 0.036 -0.156 -0.063 -0.022 0.018 -0.041 0.029
O2Hb -0.918 0.073 -1.015 -0.816 -0.396 0.044 -0.449 -0.303

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.070 0.028 -0.097 0.005 0.130 0.010 0.114 0.142
O2Hb -0.711 0.023 -0.757 -0.679 -0.362 0.024 -0.390 -0.315

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb -0.156 0.020 -0.191 -0.119 0.114 0.024 0.069 0.144
O2Hb 0.075 0.041 0.032 0.171 -0.520 0.028 -0.558 -0.472

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.056 0.005 0.044 0.066 0.044 0.007 0.031 0.053
O2Hb -0.288 0.027 -0.315 -0.209 -0.556 0.065 -0.621 -0.419

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.107 0.009 0.094 0.121 -0.026 0.014 -0.039 0.011
O2Hb -0.467 0.021 -0.512 -0.441 -0.339 0.046 -0.388 -0.247

Table D.32: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious experienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is related to Figures
C.13 to C.16.
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Total PFC
Anxious - Non-Exp Not Anxious - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.059 0.006 0.044 0.068 -0.120 0.016 -0.153 -0.099
O2Hb -0.138 0.024 -0.159 -0.088 -0.080 0.081 -0.246 -0.001

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.036 0.010 -0.052 -0.016 0.166 0.024 0.141 0.215
O2Hb -0.171 0.012 -0.182 0.146 0.074 0.010 0.055 0.089

Ch5-12
HHb -0.463 0.006 -0.469 -0.447 -0.092 0.016 -0.108 -0.063
O2Hb -0.189 0.008 -0.204 -0.177 0.340 0.020 0.310 0.371

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb 0.171 0.011 0.144 0.187 0.467 0.050 0.380 0.525
O2Hb -0.071 0.036 -0.121 -0.024 -0.050 0.078 -0.246 0.029

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.013 0.010 -0.004 0.025 0.236 0.037 0.170 0.278
O2Hb -0.091 0.070 -0.164 0.052 -0.168 0.020 -0.231 -0.151

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.338 0.021 -0.385 -0.298 0.089 0.027 0.052 0.165
O2Hb -0.433 0.055 -0.504 -0.341 -0.929 0.091 -1.027 -0.745

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb 0.366 0.057 0.267 0.436 0.202 0.056 0.129 0.272
O2Hb 0.108 0.017 0.081 0.129 -0.203 0.119 -0.389 -0.064

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.019 0.023 -0.020 0.049 0.150 0.055 0.082 0.247
O2Hb 0.004 0.048 -0.055 0.096 0.182 0.040 0.128 0.239

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.338 0.038 -0.388 -0.286 0.157 0.015 0.137 0.191
O2Hb -0.660 0.054 -0.732 -0.552 0.085 0.024 0.010 0.107

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.159 0.030 0.093 0.194 -0.043 0.024 -0.103 -0.023
O2Hb 0.123 0.074 0.040 0.261 -0.115 0.092 -0.273 -0.023

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.119 0.021 -0.143 -0.077 0.179 0.032 0.099 0.206
O2Hb -0.103 0.044 -0.141 0.003 -0.294 0.020 -0.337 -0.265

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.396 0.031 -0.442 -0.327 -0.261 0.017 -0.277 -0.220
O2Hb -0.272 0.021 -0.307 -0.244 0.078 0.040 -0.003 0.164

Table D.33: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious inexperienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is related to Figures
C.13 to C.16.

PFC Asymmetry

PFC Asymmetry
Anxious - Overall Not Anxious - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.072 0.010 0.058 0.096 -0.096 0.011 -0.109 -0.068
O2Hb 0.009 0.030 -0.066 0.039 0.597 0.041 0.538 0.648

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.064 0.012 0.032 0.081 -0.097 0.016 -0.133 -0.082
O2Hb 0.503 0.059 0.383 0.562 0.168 0.025 0.100 0.198

Ch5-12
HHb 0.594 0.004 0.582 0.600 -0.029 0.013 -0.059 -0.013
O2Hb 0.393 0.020 0.342 0.429 0.024 0.050 -0.071 0.083

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb 0.092 0.011 0.071 0.102 -0.014 0.011 -0.027 0.017
O2Hb 0.387 0.035 0.320 0.434 0.051 0.039 0.008 0.146

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.213 0.027 0.166 0.253 -0.138 0.019 -0.173 -0.114
O2Hb 0.265 0.072 0.105 0.355 0.058 0.029 0.025 0.113

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.721 0.011 0.694 0.737 -0.252 0.039 -0.325 -0.213
O2Hb 0.941 0.041 0.885 1.006 -0.387 0.037 -0.435 -0.304

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb 0.207 0.079 0.055 0.292 -0.329 0.051 -0.392 -0.251
O2Hb -0.066 0.051 -0.147 0.003 -0.231 0.028 -0.271 -0.158

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.104 0.017 -0.160 -0.084 -0.217 0.022 -0.249 -0.155
O2Hb 0.135 0.079 -0.019 0.237 -0.281 0.023 -0.322 -0.211

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.271 0.043 0.151 0.329 -0.254 0.012 -0.267 -0.218
O2Hb 0.073 0.078 -0.037 0.189 -0.186 0.021 -0.219 -0.160

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.171 0.044 0.103 0.240 -0.212 0.042 -0.282 -0.143
O2Hb -0.266 0.018 -0.294 -0.243 0.052 0.010 0.035 0.083

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.263 0.067 -0.404 -0.201 -0.365 0.032 -0.409 -0.305
O2Hb 0.108 0.057 0.001 0.180 0.103 0.044 0.041 0.172

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.132 0.055 -0.005 0.190 -0.309 0.012 -0.328 -0.278
O2Hb 0.848 0.026 0.766 0.868 -0.307 0.008 -0.317 -0.288

Table D.34: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
anxious and not anxious players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values
and the maximum values for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given.
This table is related to Figures C.17 to C.20.
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PFC Asymmetry
Anxious - Exp Not Anxious - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.415 0.009 0.401 0.427 -0.177 0.006 -0.183 -0.158
O2Hb -0.472 0.036 -0.554 -0.428 0.719 0.027 0.660 0.755

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.047 0.014 0.031 0.070 -0.032 0.008 -0.051 -0.022
O2Hb 0.897 0.152 0.603 1.052 0.273 0.038 0.177 0.318

Ch5-12
HHb -0.029 0.022 -0.051 0.004 -0.074 0.018 -0.112 -0.054
O2Hb 0.423 0.035 0.320 0.495 0.190 0.063 0.058 0.260

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb -0.073 0.112 -0.234 0.076 -0.178 0.014 -0.199 -0.154
O2Hb 0.228 0.046 0.123 0.292 0.026 0.043 -0.019 0.133

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.583 0.098 -0.779 -0.458 -0.324 0.018 -0.376 -0.302
O2Hb -0.103 0.082 -0.256 0.005 -0.100 0.041 -0.138 -0.015

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.026 0.044 -0.094 0.037 -0.208 0.047 -0.285 -0.162
O2Hb 0.745 0.105 0.529 0.867 -0.598 0.057 -0.655 -0.474

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb -0.082 0.047 -0.164 -0.022 -0.441 0.027 -0.468 -0.384
O2Hb -1.413 0.067 -1.526 -1.331 -0.326 0.042 -0.362 -0.202

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.733 0.041 -0.831 -0.694 -0.212 0.028 -0.253 -0.162
O2Hb -0.575 0.157 -0.913 -0.426 -0.385 0.021 -0.429 -0.318

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.761 0.065 -0.848 -0.662 -0.372 0.036 -0.427 -0.297
O2Hb -0.187 0.147 -0.411 -0.013 -0.348 0.032 -0.419 -0.314

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.365 0.053 0.265 0.431 -0.206 0.061 -0.313 -0.112
O2Hb -0.650 0.035 -0.715 -0.601 0.030 0.016 0.006 0.056

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.070 0.078 -0.231 0.010 -0.358 0.031 -0.398 -0.295
O2Hb 0.234 0.087 0.035 0.336 0.080 0.046 -0.003 0.153

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.238 0.065 -0.409 -0.169 -0.370 0.027 -0.410 -0.316
O2Hb 0.559 0.098 0.427 0.685 -0.255 0.011 -0.276 -0.240

Table D.35: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious experienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related to Figures
C.17 to C.20.

PFC Asymmetry
Anxious - Non-Exp Not Anxious - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.119 0.013 -0.136 -0.089 0.239 0.032 0.199 0.306
O2Hb 0.277 0.047 0.176 0.317 0.161 0.161 0.003 0.493

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.073 0.021 0.031 0.104 -0.332 0.047 -0.431 -0.281
O2Hb 0.341 0.023 0.292 0.365 -0.148 0.020 -0.177 -0.110

Ch5-12
HHb 0.927 0.012 0.895 0.939 0.185 0.032 0.126 0.217
O2Hb 0.378 0.017 0.354 0.408 -0.680 0.039 -0.743 -0.621

Ch6-Ch 9
HHb 0.156 0.028 0.112 0.197 0.558 0.033 0.511 0.613
O2Hb 0.449 0.033 0.396 0.492 0.133 0.026 0.093 0.191

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.441 0.020 0.388 0.480 0.399 0.049 0.298 0.455
O2Hb 0.413 0.076 0.216 0.496 0.497 0.018 0.471 0.540

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.887 0.009 0.860 0.898 -0.557 0.063 -0.696 -0.465
O2Hb 0.990 0.031 0.944 1.046 1.090 0.153 0.883 1.367

Ch7-Ch 9
HHb 0.370 0.099 0.169 0.486 -0.064 0.113 -0.212 0.078
O2Hb 0.540 0.084 0.414 0.642 0.018 0.115 -0.135 0.168

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.165 0.023 0.128 0.203 -0.226 0.034 -0.287 -0.140
O2Hb 0.413 0.095 0.170 0.508 -0.019 0.032 -0.061 0.060

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.788 0.068 0.628 0.914 0.320 0.136 0.156 0.549
O2Hb 0.226 0.048 0.141 0.308 0.724 0.298 0.320 1.124

Ch8-Ch 9
HHb 0.009 0.043 -0.034 0.080 -0.235 0.026 -0.274 -0.174
O2Hb 0.059 0.048 0.006 0.133 0.111 0.048 0.063 0.271

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.345 0.063 -0.479 -0.267 -0.393 0.036 -0.454 -0.342
O2Hb 0.050 0.071 -0.093 0.120 0.161 0.043 0.092 0.222

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.389 0.054 0.275 0.444 -0.028 0.062 -0.109 0.050
O2Hb 1.069 0.100 0.894 1.200 -0.468 0.058 -0.528 -0.328

Table D.36: Results of the activation for anxious and not anxious inexperienced players.
Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values for each
channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related to Figures
C.17 to C.20.
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D.5 Goal vs No Goal

Motor Cortex

Motor Cortex
Goal - Overall No Goal - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.404 0.047 -0.481 -0.339 -0.566 0.122 -0.850 -0.398
O2Hb -0.197 0.062 -0.258 -0.071 -0.462 0.116 -0.648 -0.319

Ch2
HHb -0.356 0.091 -0.471 -0.233 -0.403 0.044 -0.500 -0.344
O2Hb 0.254 0.093 0.117 0.366 -0.126 0.043 -0.196 -0.048

Ch3
HHb -0.024 0.037 -0.057 0.058 -0.191 0.080 -0.394 -0.120
O2Hb 0.125 0.047 0.057 0.201 -0.005 0.101 -0.142 0.158

Table D.37: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
scored and missed penalties. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and
the maximum values for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related
to Figure C.21.

Motor Cortex
Goal - Exp No Goal - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.276 0.075 -0.416 -0.199 -0.158 0.209 -0.438 0.176
O2Hb 0.458 0.065 0.380 0.587 -1.114 0.220 -1.371 -0.658

Ch2
HHb 0.169 0.102 0.153 0.610 0.452 0.147 0.153 0.610
O2Hb 0.286 0.112 0.090 0.387 -0.682 0.085 -0.761 -0.515

Ch3
HHb -0.193 0.029 -0.227 -0.139 -0.227 0.028 -0.289 -0.194
O2Hb -0.342 0.055 -0.411 -0.213 -0.901 0.039 -0.950 -0.802

Table D.38: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by experienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.21.

Motor Cortex
Goal - Non-Exp No Goal - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch1
HHb -0.559 0.052 -0.630 -0.453 -0.689 0.191 -0.991 -0.415
O2Hb -0.993 0.135 -1.162 -0.769 -0.266 0.122 -0.454 -0.077

Ch2
HHb -0.640 0.107 -0.852 -0.501 -0.998 0.120 -1.232 -0.866
O2Hb 0.208 0.083 0.110 0.364 0.121 0.050 0.040 0.264

Ch3
HHb 0.247 0.077 0.117 0.375 -0.179 0.112 -0.463 -0.066
O2Hb 0.841 0.054 0.774 0.968 0.304 0.126 0.123 0.509

Table D.39: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel of the motor cortex are given. This table is related to Figure C.21.
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Left Temporal Cortex

Left Temp Cortex
Goal - Overall No Goal - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.067 0.017 -0.083 -0.028 -0.118 0.003 -0.123 -0.113
O2Hb -0.242 0.030 -0.281 -0.204 0.010 0.032 -0.036 0.061

Ch14
HHb 0.020 0.040 -0.070 0.099 0.129 0.069 0.041 0.326
O2Hb 1.043 0.070 0.964 1.159 -0.140 0.150 -0.327 0.087

Ch15
HHb 0.052 0.011 0.040 0.075 0.256 0.012 0.227 0.271
O2Hb -0.271 0.017 -0.287 -0.227 -0.005 0.016 -0.029 0.019

Ch16
HHb 0.461 0.049 0.348 0.530 0.290 0.057 0.205 0.374
O2Hb 0.378 0.043 0.315 0.448 -0.130 0.094 -0.258 -0.004

Table D.40: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
scored and missed penalties. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and
the maximum values for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is
related to Figure C.22.

Left Temp Cortex
Goal - Exp No Goal - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.028 0.015 -0.044 0.009 -0.264 0.016 -0.285 -0.227
O2Hb 0.007 0.039 -0.041 0.072 -0.510 0.034 -0.557 -0.452

Ch14
HHb -0.057 0.038 -0.099 0.028 0.049 0.041 -0.058 0.107
O2Hb 0.599 0.068 0.530 0.714 -0.418 0.041 -0.480 -0.322

Ch15
HHb 0.039 0.012 0.026 0.069 -0.029 0.048 -0.117 0.044
O2Hb -0.379 0.020 -0.412 -0.333 -0.021 0.033 -0.057 0.038

Ch16
HHb 0.259 0.055 0.201 0.381 0.460 0.013 0.429 0.477
O2Hb 0.425 0.063 0.338 0.503 -0.388 0.045 -0.439 -0.275

Table D.41: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by experienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to Figure
C.22.

Left Temp Cortex
Goal - Non-Exp No Goal - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch13
HHb -0.121 0.019 -0.138 -0.079 -0.032 0.012 -0.056 -0.013
O2Hb -0.605 0.037 -0.653 -0.549 0.315 0.036 0.262 0.376

Ch14
HHb 0.136 0.068 -0.026 0.220 0.166 0.091 0.069 0.429
O2Hb 1.634 0.108 1.481 1.805 -0.035 0.196 -0.269 0.265

Ch15
HHb 0.088 0.009 0.072 0.100 0.478 0.031 0.409 0.506
O2Hb 0.068 0.077 -0.062 0.157 0.007 0.011 -0.021 0.023

Ch16
HHb 0.802 0.198 0.534 1.080 0.211 0.077 0.099 0.325
O2Hb 0.288 0.218 -0.024 0.594 -0.004 0.157 -0.235 0.199

Table D.42: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel of the left temporal cortex are given. This table is related to Figure
C.22.
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Total PFC

Total PFC
Goal - Overall No Goal - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.058 0.006 0.042 0.063 -0.046 0.010 -0.072 -0.029
O2Hb -0.094 0.010 -0.105 -0.066 -0.233 0.016 -0.251 -0.207

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.016 0.004 -0.021 -0.009 0.060 0.005 0.054 0.072
O2Hb 0.011 0.013 -0.001 0.051 -0.291 0.018 -0.313 -0.245

Ch5-Ch12
HHb -0.124 0.008 -0.134 -0.110 -0.059 0.006 -0.070 -0.051
O2Hb -0.071 0.023 -0.092 -0.019 -0.089 0.013 -0.111 -0.069

Ch6-Ch9
HHb -0.042 0.004 -0.055 -0.037 0.182 0.007 0.159 0.191
O2Hb 0.172 0.035 0.142 0.267 -0.449 0.108 -0.593 -0.292

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.101 0.007 0.090 0.110 0.096 0.016 0.064 0.113
O2Hb -0.085 0.038 -0.130 -0.001 -0.479 0.022 -0.507 -0.428

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.111 0.012 -0.126 -0.078 -0.025 0.015 -0.055 0.012
O2Hb -0.218 0.043 -0.261 -0.107 -0.475 0.089 -0.583 -0.334

Ch7-Ch9
HHb 0.003 0.015 -0.020 0.022 0.072 0.021 0.044 0.102
O2Hb -0.233 0.040 -0.312 -0.180 -0.333 0.030 -0.383 -0.300

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.032 0.024 -0.001 0.068 -0.009 0.016 -0.023 0.022
O2Hb -0.190 0.025 -0.222 -0.142 -0.305 0.021 -0.333 -0.264

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.026 0.029 -0.065 0.017 0.031 0.016 0.002 0.053
O2Hb -0.393 0.016 -0.410 -0.357 -0.481 0.027 -0.517 -0.424

Ch8-Ch9
HHb 0.064 0.025 0.012 0.091 0.044 0.027 -0.009 0.089
O2Hb -0.186 0.027 -0.205 -0.109 -0.205 0.015 -0.223 -0.175

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.145 0.019 0.113 0.173 -0.105 0.041 -0.158 -0.033
O2Hb -0.375 0.020 -0.397 -0.328 -0.346 0.031 -0.383 -0.287

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.102 0.018 -0.120 -0.065 -0.128 0.030 -0.160 -0.067
O2Hb -0.343 0.014 -0.358 -0.304 -0.200 0.040 -0.258 -0.157

Table D.43: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
scored and missed penalties. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and
the maximum values for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given.
This table is related to Figures C.23 to C.26.

Total PFC
Goal - Exp No Goal - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.002 0.005 -0.016 0.003 0.014 0.009 0.004 0.040
O2Hb -0.083 0.022 -0.110 -0.041 -0.395 0.007 -0.405 -0.385

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.013 0.004 -0.019 -0.006 0.047 0.005 0.041 0.063
O2Hb -0.049 0.016 -0.067 -0.004 -0.421 0.036 -0.456 -0.324

Ch5-Ch12
HHb -0.009 0.007 -0.018 0.006 0.114 0.004 0.107 0.121
O2Hb -0.099 0.033 -0.132 -0.031 -0.154 0.006 -0.164 -0.146

Ch6-Ch9
HHb -0.206 0.005 -0.214 -0.199 0.117 0.020 0.092 0.148
O2Hb 0.122 0.049 0.076 0.255 -0.574 0.125 -0.751 -0.424

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.142 0.013 0.122 0.156 -0.045 0.011 -0.065 -0.033
O2Hb -0.130 0.046 -0.182 -0.021 -1.051 0.067 -1.129 -0.923

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.032 0.013 -0.049 0.001 0.345 0.009 0.335 0.373
O2Hb 0.015 0.053 -0.040 0.154 -0.759 0.035 -0.808 -0.702

Ch7-Ch9
HHb -0.220 0.005 -0.225 -0.204 -0.102 0.012 -0.110 -0.066
O2Hb -0.309 0.070 -0.420 -0.190 -0.836 0.026 -0.910 -0.809

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.028 0.019 0.000 0.077 -0.163 0.020 -0.186 -0.112
O2Hb -0.470 0.035 -0.511 -0.391 -0.518 0.036 -0.564 -0.437

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.061 0.014 0.038 0.081 0.157 0.011 0.143 0.187
O2Hb -0.295 0.030 -0.331 -0.235 -0.693 0.013 -0.721 -0.677

Ch8-Ch9
HHb 0.066 0.034 -0.011 0.101 0.011 0.018 -0.004 0.061
O2Hb -0.262 0.037 -0.312 -0.191 -0.440 0.033 -0.487 -0.387

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.198 0.032 0.134 0.237 -0.193 0.059 -0.253 -0.072
O2Hb -0.434 0.062 -0.495 -0.301 -0.613 0.030 -0.644 -0.554

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.016 0.025 -0.031 0.050 -0.017 0.038 -0.065 0.060
O2Hb -0.368 0.044 -0.413 -0.271 -0.380 0.029 -0.456 -0.353

Table D.44: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by experienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is related
to Figures C.23 to C.26.
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Total PFC
Goal - Non-Exp No Goal - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.228 0.011 0.208 0.242 -0.092 0.013 -0.128 -0.080
O2Hb -0.128 0.036 -0.200 -0.089 -0.119 0.025 -0.145 -0.069

Ch5-Ch10
HHb -0.026 0.008 -0.034 -0.004 0.071 0.006 0.062 0.081
O2Hb 0.192 0.033 0.132 0.223 -0.187 0.012 -0.203 -0.161

Ch5-Ch12
HHb -0.382 0.013 -0.398 -0.353 -0.302 0.009 -0.320 -0.291
O2Hb -0.010 0.009 -0.021 0.011 0.002 0.029 -0.055 0.046

Ch6-Ch9
HHb 0.304 0.013 0.275 0.325 0.228 0.024 0.168 0.251
O2Hb 0.279 0.025 0.206 0.301 -0.374 0.098 -0.501 -0.210

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.003 0.011 -0.019 0.011 0.167 0.027 0.116 0.196
O2Hb 0.036 0.026 0.001 0.080 -0.213 0.045 -0.259 -0.134

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.263 0.011 -0.276 -0.230 -0.256 0.024 -0.304 -0.214
O2Hb -0.667 0.032 -0.711 -0.611 -0.304 0.121 -0.453 -0.114

Ch7-Ch9
HHb 0.337 0.039 0.278 0.391 0.259 0.052 0.191 0.332
O2Hb -0.127 0.018 -0.166 -0.105 0.136 0.061 0.043 0.224

Ch7-Ch10
HHb 0.038 0.088 -0.062 0.170 0.109 0.015 0.092 0.135
O2Hb 0.337 0.067 0.241 0.415 -0.131 0.028 -0.169 -0.083

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.210 0.069 -0.297 -0.108 -0.152 0.029 -0.204 -0.123
O2Hb -0.636 0.027 -0.684 -0.602 -0.099 0.065 -0.178 0.031

Ch8-Ch9
HHb 0.060 0.008 0.048 0.072 0.093 0.052 -0.020 0.138
O2Hb -0.026 0.100 -0.216 0.095 0.069 0.068 -0.011 0.190

Ch8-Ch10
HHb 0.000 0.023 -0.026 0.054 -0.017 0.028 -0.080 0.009
O2Hb -0.238 0.096 -0.394 -0.094 -0.146 0.033 -0.188 -0.087

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.369 0.025 -0.400 -0.316 -0.324 0.037 -0.410 -0.292
O2Hb -0.288 0.061 -0.380 0.177 0.030 0.060 -0.066 0.096

Table D.45: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC activation are given. This table is related
to Figures C.23 to C.26.

PFC Asymmetry

PFC Asymmetry
Goal - Overall No Goal - Overall

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.115 0.011 -0.125 -0.083 0.093 0.020 0.058 0.143
O2Hb 0.189 0.019 0.131 0.209 0.466 0.032 0.414 0.501

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.032 0.008 0.019 0.043 -0.120 0.010 -0.144 -0.107
O2Hb -0.023 0.026 -0.102 0.002 0.582 0.035 0.490 0.626

Ch5-Ch12
HHb 0.248 0.015 0.219 0.267 0.119 0.012 0.103 0.141
O2Hb 0.142 0.045 0.038 0.183 0.178 0.025 0.138 0.222

Ch6-Ch9
HHb -0.034 0.020 -0.051 0.016 0.131 0.029 0.079 0.176
O2Hb 0.007 0.030 -0.026 0.084 0.506 0.047 0.428 0.570

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.171 0.026 -0.236 -0.139 0.214 0.034 0.157 0.249
O2Hb -0.048 0.012 -0.073 -0.033 0.416 0.067 0.273 0.486

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.106 0.022 0.057 0.129 0.265 0.022 0.220 0.295
O2Hb 0.255 0.035 0.210 0.309 0.042 0.075 -0.075 0.143

Ch7-Ch9
HHb -0.150 0.046 -0.215 -0.095 -0.064 0.053 -0.145 -0.003
O2Hb -0.403 0.015 -0.417 -0.356 0.148 0.032 0.097 0.198

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.320 0.045 -0.384 -0.252 0.006 0.057 -0.097 0.097
O2Hb -0.616 0.020 -0.651 -0.589 0.488 0.041 0.377 0.530

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.035 0.034 -0.016 0.083 -0.232 0.088 -0.354 -0.118
O2Hb -0.043 0.037 -0.097 0.010 -0.203 0.046 -0.267 -0.142

Ch8-Ch9
HHb -0.105 0.036 -0.149 -0.040 -0.023 0.024 -0.065 0.000
O2Hb -0.111 0.012 -0.136 -0.095 -0.047 0.015 -0.061 0.006

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.277 0.049 -0.383 -0.232 -0.387 0.051 -0.444 -0.289
O2Hb 0.003 0.021 -0.037 0.021 0.214 0.062 0.088 0.274

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.024 0.020 -0.072 -0.002 -0.332 0.040 -0.381 -0.241
O2Hb -0.148 0.048 -0.214 -0.067 0.532 0.053 0.456 0.595

Table D.46: Results of the overall activation (both experienced and inexperienced) for
scored and missed penalties. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and
the maximum values for each channel-pair regarding the total PFC asymmetry are given.
This table is related to Figures C.27 to C.30.
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PFC Asymmetry
Goal - Exp No Goal - Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb 0.003 0.010 -0.006 0.032 -0.029 0.017 -0.080 -0.008
O2Hb 0.165 0.044 0.081 0.220 0.789 0.014 0.770 0.810

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.026 0.009 0.012 0.037 -0.094 0.010 -0.125 -0.082
O2Hb 0.098 0.032 0.008 0.134 0.842 0.073 0.647 0.912

Ch5-Ch12
HHb 0.019 0.014 -0.013 0.037 -0.228 0.009 -0.242 -0.214
O2Hb 0.198 0.066 0.061 0.263 0.307 0.012 0.292 0.328

Ch6-Ch9
HHb -0.151 0.022 -0.176 -0.096 -0.174 0.120 -0.358 0.003
O2Hb -0.137 0.049 -0.184 -0.019 0.713 0.039 0.664 0.777

Ch6-Ch10
HHb -0.446 0.035 -0.524 -0.403 -0.070 0.059 -0.162 0.008
O2Hb -0.168 0.018 -0.199 -0.134 0.132 0.060 0.031 0.201

Ch6-Ch12
HHb -0.111 0.039 -0.176 -0.072 -0.589 0.020 -0.625 -0.559
O2Hb -0.156 0.026 -0.188 -0.087 -1.469 0.086 -1.567 -1.348

Ch7-Ch9
HHb -0.385 0.026 -0.407 -0.324 -0.293 0.026 -0.330 -0.251
O2Hb -0.616 0.057 -0.683 -0.484 -0.590 0.061 -0.685 -0.503

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.433 0.032 -0.480 -0.383 -0.092 0.048 -0.185 0.018
O2Hb -0.841 0.016 -0.869 -0.819 0.381 0.121 0.096 0.611

Ch7-Ch12
HHb -0.275 0.026 -0.329 -0.223 -0.784 0.051 -0.867 -0.729
O2Hb -0.340 0.059 -0.458 -0.254 -0.274 0.122 -0.460 -0.146

Ch8-Ch9
HHb -0.087 0.071 -0.191 0.025 -0.012 0.030 -0.067 0.024
O2Hb -0.230 0.023 -0.277 -0.203 -0.115 0.018 -0.140 -0.088

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.195 0.079 -0.364 -0.116 -0.490 0.089 -0.578 -0.301
O2Hb -0.019 0.019 -0.045 0.016 0.342 0.164 -0.011 0.495

Ch8-Ch12
HHb -0.038 0.042 -0.138 0.001 -0.815 0.037 -0.841 -0.699
O2Hb -0.219 0.030 -0.266 -0.166 0.266 0.107 0.089 0.385

Table D.47: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by experienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related to
Figures C.27 to C.30.

PFC Asymmetry
Goal - Non-Exp No Goal - Non-Exp

Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

Ch5-Ch9
HHb -0.457 0.021 -0.483 -0.415 0.184 0.027 0.161 0.257
O2Hb 0.257 0.071 0.177 0.400 0.238 0.050 0.139 0.290

Ch5-Ch10
HHb 0.052 0.016 0.008 0.067 -0.143 0.012 -0.161 -0.124
O2Hb -0.385 0.066 -0.445 -0.263 0.375 0.024 0.323 0.406

Ch5-Ch12
HHb 0.763 0.027 0.707 0.795 0.604 0.017 0.583 0.640
O2Hb 0.020 0.019 -0.023 0.042 -0.004 0.059 -0.092 0.111

Ch6-Ch9
HHb 0.213 0.021 0.180 0.252 0.345 0.038 0.290 0.397
O2Hb 0.312 0.023 0.289 0.367 0.383 0.057 0.278 0.454

Ch6-Ch10
HHb 0.532 0.016 0.499 0.557 0.355 0.024 0.314 0.386
O2Hb 0.272 0.048 0.160 0.323 0.548 0.074 0.387 0.630

Ch6-Ch12
HHb 0.525 0.030 0.461 0.565 0.799 0.023 0.748 0.829
O2Hb 1.048 0.119 0.906 1.210 0.948 0.072 0.806 1.038

Ch7-Ch9
HHb 0.203 0.095 0.048 0.320 0.182 0.101 0.054 0.319
O2Hb -0.106 0.062 -0.177 -0.017 0.837 0.098 0.681 0.955

Ch7-Ch10
HHb -0.120 0.071 -0.216 -0.018 0.080 0.067 -0.030 0.164
O2Hb -0.193 0.042 -0.293 -0.154 0.575 0.066 0.436 0.642

Ch7-Ch12
HHb 0.697 0.132 0.534 0.880 0.572 0.149 0.361 0.796
O2Hb 0.692 0.241 0.337 0.969 -0.076 0.096 -0.187 0.094

Ch8-Ch9
HHb -0.148 0.055 -0.206 -0.046 -0.040 0.019 -0.068 -0.002
O2Hb 0.139 0.053 0.074 0.222 0.031 0.041 -0.006 0.159

Ch8-Ch10
HHb -0.503 0.038 -0.586 -0.437 -0.283 0.025 -0.339 -0.260
O2Hb 0.052 0.054 -0.073 0.116 0.118 0.020 0.088 0.163

Ch8-Ch12
HHb 0.009 0.050 -0.750 0.078 0.528 0.065 0.406 0.599
O2Hb 0.009 0.089 -0.101 0.149 0.872 0.024 0.836 0.926

Table D.48: Results of the activation for scored and missed penalties by inexperienced
players. Mean, standard deviation (std), the minimum values and the maximum values
for each channel-pair regarding the PFC asymmetry are given. This table is related to
Figures C.27 to C.30.
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